AMENDED
ABERDEEN CITY COUNCIL
March 27, 2019
COUNCIL MEETING AGENDA
7:15 PM – 3rd Floor, City Hall

COMMITTEE OF THE WHOLE
A.
B.
C.
D.

Guest Speakers
Department Heads
Mayor’s Report
Non-Standing Committee Reports

COUNCIL MEETING
I.

ROLL CALL

II.

FLAG SALUTE

III.

APPROVAL OF MINUTES

IV.

ADDITIONS / DELETIONS

V.

PUBLIC COMMENT Re: Agenda Action Items (Indicated by *) (Please limit your
comments to 3 minutes)

VI.

FINANCE COMMITTEE
A.

Committee Chair Report

B.

Approval of expenditures
1.

C.

Public Hearings

D.

Reports & Communications
1.

E.

VII.

Recommend approval of expenditures and payroll.

* Report from Finance and Corporation Counsel recommending that the City Council
authorize execution of an Interagency Agreement between the City and Washington
State Department of Enterprise Services for disposal of surplus items.

Ordinances

PUBLIC WORKS
A.

Committee Chair Report

B.

Public Hearings
1.

C.

This is the date set for Public Hearing on the proposed 2019 Annual Transportation
Benefit District Project plan.

Reports & Communication
1.

* Report from Public Works and the Public Works Director recommending that the City
Council shall authorize the Mayor, Public Works Director, and Finance Director to sign
and execute Agreement No. WQC-2019-AberPW-00098 for a new disinfection system
design and Agreement No. WQC-2019-AberPW-00099 for a facilities plan.

AGENDA
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2.

D.

Ordinances
1.

VIII.

IX.

* Report from Public Works and the Public Works Director recommending that the City
Council shall authorize the Mayor to sign and execute Amendment No. 1 for
Agreement RRB 1179 for the East Aberdeen Mobility Project.
* Third reading and adoption of Bill No. 19-04 relating to stormwater regulations and
group care living facilities as it relates to zoning, environmental regulations and streets,
sidewalks and public places titles, amending Chapters 12.32, 12.48, 17.04, 17.60 and
17.88 of the Aberdeen Municipal Code, adding a new chapter 14.14.

PUBLIC SAFETY
A.

Committee Chair Report

B.

Reports & Communications
1.

* Report from Public Safety and the Police Chief recommending that the City Council
authorize execution of an MOU between the Cities of Aberdeen and Hoquiam and
Grays Harbor County supplementing the Drug Task Force ILA, regarding purchase
improvement and maintenance of real property.

2.

*Report from Public Safety and the Chief of Police recommending that the City Council
approve that the Aberdeen Police Department be allowed to purchase fifty (50)
Motorola APX6000 radios for the Department at a cost of approximately $183,686.66.

3.

*Report from Public Safety and the Chief of Police recommending that the City Council
approve that the Aberdeen Police Department be allowed to participate in the “Swap a
Glock” program and replace service pistols not to exceed $50,000.

SPECIAL AGENDA ITEMS
A.

Reports & Communication

B.

Proclamation

C.

Resolutions
1.

D.

* Resolution submitting to the voters of the City of Aberdeen at the 2019 municipal
general election a proposed Charter amendment reducing the size of the City Council
from twelve to seven.

Appointments
1.

* Appointment of Cindy Lonn to the Lodging Tax Advisory Commission.

X.

PUBLIC COMMENT PERIOD (Please limit your comments to 3 minutes)

XI.

CITY COUNCIL COMMENT PERIOD

XII.

EXECUTIVE SESSION

The City of Aberdeen does not discriminate against or exclude anyone from participation
in public meetings. Requests for assistance should be made by contacting the Finance
Department at 360-537-3225, 48 hours in advance of the meeting. Thank you.

LEGISLATIVE DEPARTMENT
CITY OF ABERDEEN
TO:

Mayor Larson

THE MEMBERS OF
YOUR COMMITTEE ON:

Finance

TO WHOM IT WAS REFERRED:
InterAgency Agreement with Washington State
Department of Enterprise Services, Surplus Operations to dispose of surplus items.
REPORTS AS FOLLOWS:

Departments of the City of Aberdeen (“City”) periodically

declare certain items “surplus” for disposal, and some of these items have some useful life
remaining. For those instances, it would be efficient to have a central means of disposing of
those items. The Washington State Department of Enterprise Services, Surplus Operations
(“DES”) operates a website and the state surplus store in Lacey, Washington for disposal of
surplussed items; DES accepts items from non-state departments. In order for the City to access
the website and/or store for disposal of its surplused items, DES requires an Inter Agency
Agreement.
IT IS RECOMMENDED THAT: City Council authorize execution of an Inter Agency
Agreement between the City and DES for disposal of surplus items.

____/s/MPK______________________
M. Patrice Kent, Corporation Counsel

____________________________________
Committee Chair

Reported: 03.27.2019

____________________________________
Committee Vice-Chair

Adopted: ___________ 2019

____________________________________
Committee Member
____________________________________
Committee Member
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STATE OF WASHINGTON
DEPARTMENT OF ENTERPRISE SERVICES
SURPLUS OPERATIONS
P.O. BOX 41411
OLYMPIA, WA 98504-1411

INTERAGENCY AGREEMENT
IAA No.: K5862

CITY OF ABERDEEN
200 EAST MARKET STREET
ABERDEEN, WA 98520

Effective Date: January 17, 2019

INTERAGENCY AGREEMENT
BETWEEN
CITY OF ABERDEEN AND
WASHINGTON STATE DEPARTMENT OF ENTERPRISE SERVICES
SURPLUS OPERATIONS
Pursuant to RCW 43.19.1919, this Interagency Agreement (“Agreement”) is made and entered into by
and between the State of Washington acting by and through the Surplus Operations Department of
Enterprise Services, a Washington State governmental agency (“Enterprise Services”) and City of
Aberdeen (“CLIENT AGENCY”) and is dated and effective as of January 17, 2019.
RECITALS
A. Enterprise Services, through Surplus Operations, handles and sells used goods and vehicles. The
sale, reuse and recycling of goods keeps hundreds of thousands of pounds of materials from being
dumped in landfills.
B. Client Agency desires to contract with Enterprise Services to obtain Surplus Operations Services.
C. The purpose of this Agreement is to establish a programmatic vehicle for Surplus to provide the
specified services to Client Agency in a cost-effective, efficient manner as set forth herein.
AGREEMENT
NOW THEREFORE, in consideration of the mutual covenants and agreements set forth herein, the parties
agree as follows:
1. TERM. Subject to its other provisions, the period of performance of this Agreement shall commence
when this Agreement is properly signed, and continue until terminated by either party, as provided
herein.
This Agreement cancels and supersedes all previous agreements between Enterprise Services and
CLIENT for surplus property services.

INTERAGENCY AGREEMENT NO. K5862
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2. STATEMENT OF WORK
Enterprise Services, under its authority in RCW 43.19.1919, acting on behalf of CLIENT shall furnish
the necessary personnel and services and otherwise do all things necessary for or incidental to the
performance of the work set forth in this Agreement.
Enterprise Services agrees to sell vehicles, equipment and other personal property, except for
hazardous materials, that are declared surplus and turned over to Enterprise Services for disposal
(“Property”). Enterprise Services further agrees to include the following clause in its Terms and
Conditions of sale with any purchase of CLIENT Property in substantially the same form: “All
available information about the item has been reported in this listing. The item may have defects of
which the Washington State Surplus Operations Program is unaware. You are bidding on these
item(s) ‘as is, where is.’ All sales are final. Personal inspection is strongly advised. Failure to inspect
the item shall not be grounds for any claim or property abandonment.” All surplus property turned
over to Enterprise Services is publicly advertised via the Enterprise Services website
(www.ga.wa.gov/surplus). Methods for selling surplus property will include, but are not limited to:
1. Priority Sales (See WAC 200-360-025)
2. Public Sales
3. Internet Sales
A. Enterprise Services agrees to provide the following services:
1. Properly store and assume responsibility for the safekeeping of all vehicles, equipment and
other personal property.
2. Endeavor to obtain resale prices equal to the industry standard trade-in or quick sale
equipment values.
3. Sell surplus property turned over to Enterprise Services in a timely manner, collect payment
from buyer, and reimburse CLIENT the proceeds of sales, less Enterprise Service’s authorized
fees per fee schedule as shown on Exhibit “A” – Surplus Operations Fee Schedule.
4. Take all necessary administrative actions to ensure surplus property turned over to
Enterprise Services ownership is legally and fully transferred from the CLIENT to the buyer.
5. Take responsibility for resolving any ownership issues that may arise after surplus property
is purchased.
6. Set up Login ID and Password to the Surplus Request Management System (SRMS) for
CLIENT staff authorized to submit surplus property.
7. Review SRMS disposal documents submitted within 24 hours and assign a Enterprise
Services Authority Number for approved property.
CLIENT agrees that it will:
1. Submit SRMS disposal documents for all surplus property using Enterprise Service’s online
SRMS, along with signed vehicle and equipment titles.
2. Contact Enterprise Services at (360) 407-1917, to schedule delivery of surplus property.
a. Transportation/Hauling Services are available through Enterprise Service’s
Transportation Services. Please contact transportservices@des.wa.gov , for a quote to
haul your surplus property.
3. Dispose of the following hazardous materials themselves:
a. Asbestos – Any product containing more than 1 percent asbestos, including wrapped
pining, fireproofing materials, fireproof safes, fire retardant clothing, floor titles, ceiling
tiles, etc.
b. Polychlorinated biphenyls (PCB’s) – Including transformers, capacitors, electrical
equipment containing capacitors or transformers, fluorescent fixtures, liquid filled
electrical devices, etc.
INTERAGENCY AGREEMENT NO. K5862
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c. Liquids, Flammable or toxic liquids and powders, including paints, solvents, cleaners,
copier fluids, etc.
d. Radioactive Materials – Including smoke detectors, x-ray equipment, etc.
e. Pesticides/Herbicides – Including insecticides, fungicides, herbicides, wood
preservative, disinfectants, and any other substances intended to control pests.
3. CONSIDERATION
After deducting its fee, Enterprise Services shall reimburse CLIENT for the sale of surplus property.
Compensation shall be based on Exhibit “A” - Surplus Operations Fee Schedule. Enterprise Services
reserves the right to amend their Fee Schedule when Enterprise Services receives authorization to do
so. Enterprise Services will notify Client, in writing within thirty (30) days prior to Office of Financial
Management approved rate changes.
4. PAYMENT PROCEDURE
Enterprise Services shall submit surplus property proceeds to Client within thirty (30) days of sale of
surplus property.
The surplus property proceeds shall be forwarded to the following:
City of Aberdeen
Finance Director
200 East Market Street
Aberdeen, WA 98520
5. RECORDS RETENTION.
a. AGREEMENT AVAILABILITY. Prior to its entry into force, this Agreement shall be posted on the
parties websites or other electronically retrievable public source as required by
RCW 39.34.040.
b. RECORDS RETENTION. Each party shall maintain records and other evidence that sufficiently and
properly reflect all direct and indirect costs expended by either party in the performance and
payment of the Services. These records shall be subject to inspection, review, or audit by
personnel of both parties, other personnel duly authorized by either party, the Office of the
State Auditor, and officials authorized by law. Such records shall be retained for a period of
six (6) years following expiration or termination of this Agreement or final payment for any
Service placed against this Agreement, whichever is later; Provided, however, that if any
litigation, claim, or audit is commenced prior to the expiration of this period, such period shall
extend until all such litigation, claims, or audits have been resolved.
c. PUBLIC INFORMATION. This Agreement and all related records are subject to public disclosure as
required by Washington’s Public Records Act, RCW chapter 42.56. Neither party shall release
any record that would, in the judgment of the party, be subject to an exemption from
disclosure under the Public Records Act, without first providing notice to the other party
within ten (10) business days of the receipt of the request. The parties will discuss appropriate
actions to be taken, including release of the requested information, seeking a protective
order, or other action prior to the release of records. Should one party choose to seek a
protective order, it shall do so at its sole expense.

INTERAGENCY AGREEMENT NO. K5862
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6. AGREEMENT CHANGES, MODIFICATIONS AND AMENDMENTS
This Agreement may be changed, modified or amended by written agreement executed by both
parties.
7. AGREEMENT MANAGEMENT
The program manager for each of the parties shall be responsible for and shall be the contact
person for all communications and billings regarding the performance of this Agreement.
The Client Agency contract staff member responsible for management of this Agreement is:
Name: M. Patrice Kent
Title: Corporation Counsel
Address: 200 East Market Street Aberdeen, WA 98520
Phone Number: (360) 537-3231
E-mail Address: pkent@aberdeenwa.gov
The Enterprise Services Program Manager responsible for the management of this Agreement is:
Name: Mimi Limmeroth
Program Manager
7511 New Market Street
Olympia WA. 98504-1030
(360)407-1900
surplusdisposal@des.wa.gov
8. TERMINATION
Either party may terminate this Agreement upon 30-days' prior written notification to the other
party. If this Agreement is so terminated, the parties shall be liable only for performance rendered
or costs incurred in accordance with the terms of this Agreement prior to the effective date of
termination.

INTERAGENCY AGREEMENT NO. K5862
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9. TERMINATION FOR NON-USE
If services in Statement of Work have not been used in 5 years, this agreement is automatically
terminated without further notice. To commence services, Client must sign a new service
agreement.
Execution
We, the undersigned, agree to the terms of the foregoing Agreement.
Department of Enterprise Services

City of Aberdeen

SIGNATURE

SIGNATURE

MARIJANE KIRK
NAME

Erik Larson____________________________
NAME

ASSISTANT DIRECTOR
TITLE

Mayor
TITLE

DATE

DATE

INTERAGENCY AGREEMENT NO. K5862

_________________
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Exhibit “A”

Enterprise Services Interagency Agreement No. K5862

Surplus Operations Fee Schedule
Fee Schedule:
Poly-Sub Items (whether sold
Explanation
at surplus or agency location)
Surplus
retains
9.0% of
Vehicles and Heavy
final sale
Equipment
price
($200 min $900 max)

Standard Item

Surplus
retains first
$200, plus
9.0% of
every dollar
above $200
($900 max)

Sale
Price

Surplus $
Retained

Agency
Reimbursement

$5,000

$450

$4,550

$500

$200

$300

$600

$236

$364

$150

$150

$0
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19 – 04

ORDINANCE NO.
AN ORDINANCE RELATING TO STORMWATER REGULATIONS AND
GROUP CARE LIVING FACILITIES AS IT RELATES TO ZONING,
ENVIRONMENTAL REGULATIONS AND STREETS, SIDEWALKS AND PUBLIC
PLACES TITLES , AMENDING CHAPTERS 12.32, 1 2.48, 17.04, 17.60 AND 17.88 OF
THE ABERDEEN MUNICIPAL CODE, ADDING A NEW CHAPTER 14.14.
WHEREAS, the zoning, environmental and streets, sidewalks and public places codes
regulate development within the city and require from time to time updating; and
WHEREAS, laws governing environmental regulations change that require development
changes; NOW, THEREFORE,
BE IT ORDAINED BY THE MAYOR AND CITY COUNCIL OF THE CITY OF
ABERDEEN:
SECTION 1.

CODE SECTION AMENDED. Chapter 12.32 AMC is hereby amended

to read as follows:
12.32.010
12.32.020
12.32.030
12.32.040
12.32.050

Purpose of chapter.
Permit—Required.
Conformance with plans and specifications—Bond required.
Depositing debris.
Violations—Penalties.

12.32.010
Purpose of chapter.
The purpose of this chapter is to standardize and regulate the filling of City drainage ditches. The
City of Aberdeen sh all, to th e maximum extent practical, protect and retain vegetated drainage
ditches with in City lim its, with the purpose of maintaining drain age f unctions and storm water
retention volume, and retaining existing pervious land cover. The provisions of this chapter shall
be carried out pursuant to AMC Chapters 13.70 and 14.14.
Note: There are no additional substantive changes other than the renumbering of this
Chapter.
SECTION 2.
to read as follows:
12.48.010
12.48.020
12.48.030
12.48.040
12.48.050

CODE SECTION AMENDED. Chapter 12.48 AMC is hereby amended

Purpose of chapter.
Removal of certain vegetation.
Notice to remove.
Serving notice.
Hearing by city council.

12.48.060
12.48.070
12.48.080
12.48.090

Costs of removal.
Lien.
Penalty.
Other remedies.

12.48.010
Purpose of chapter.
The purpose of this chapter is to standardize and regulate the removal of trees and vegetation for
the reasons set forth in Section 12.48.020. The City of Aberdeen shall, to the maximum extent
practical, protect and retain existing vegetation and pervious land cover within City limits. The
provisions of this chapter shall be carried out pursuant to AMC Chapters 13.70 and 14.14.
12.48.020
Removal of certain vegetation.
The owner of any property within the city of Aberdeen shall remove or destroy all trees, plants,
shrubs or vegetation, or any parts thereof, which overhang any sidewalk or street, and which are
situated on his property or on the portion of the street abutting thereon, in such a manner as to
obstruct or impair the free and full use of the sidewalk or street, including the interruption or
interference with the clear vision of pedestrians or persons operating vehicles thereon, and
including interference with poles, wires, pipes, fixtures or any other part of any public utility
situated in the street. The owner of any property shall remove or destroy all trees, plants, shrubs
or vegetation or any parts thereof situated on his property or the street abutting thereon, which
are a fire hazard or a menace to public health, safety or welfare. The owner shall not remove any
trees, plants, shrubs or vegetation within the improved right-of-way, in excess of that described in this
section without written approval from the City. (Prior code § 7.24.010)
Note: There are no additional substantive changes other than the renumbering of this
Chapter.
SECTION 3. NEW CODE CHAPTER ADOPTED. The following chapter 14.14 is hereby
added to the Aberdeen Municipal Code:
Chapter 14.14
Stormwater Quality
Sections:
14.14.010 Purpose of this chapter.
14.14.020 Regulatory authority.
14.14.030 Stormwater quality.
14.14.010
Purpose of this chapter.
The purpose of this chapter is to define and standardize stormwater quality in the City of
Aberdeen. The City shall adhere to all federal and state regulations regarding stormwater
management and water quality protection.
14.14.020 Regulatory authority.
The City of Aberdeen is required to obtain coverage under the Western Washington Phase II
Municipal Stormwater Permit through the National Pollutant Discharge Elimination System
and State Waste Discharge General Permit for discharges from Small Municipal Separate Storm

Sewers in Western Washington. This permit is in compliance with the provisions of The State of
Washington Water Pollution Control Law Chapter 90.48 Revised Code of Washington and The
Federal Water Pollution Control Act (The Clean Water Act Title 33 United States Code, Section
1251 et seg.
Under the federal Clean Water Act, the National Pollutant Discharge Elimination System
(NPDES permit program controls water pollution by regulating point sources that discharge
pollutants into waters of the United States. The NPDES Stormwater Program requires the
implementation of stormwater programs. Phase II of the NPDES rules extend coverage to
operators of regulated small municipal separate storm sewer systems (MS4s serving less than
100,000. The Washington State Department of Ecology develops and administers National
Pollutant Discharge Elimination System (NPDES municipal stormwater permits in Washington
State.
The Phase II Permit authorizes the discharge of stormwater to surface waters and to ground
waters of the state from Municipal Separate Storm Sewer Systems (MS4 owned or operated by
the Permittee (City of Aberdeen. The City is required to reduce the discharge of pollutants to the
maximum extent practicable (MEP and use all known, available, and reasonable methods of
prevention, control and treatment (AKART to prevent and control pollution of waters of the
state of Washington.
14.14.030 Stormwater quality.
Stormwater is rain and snow melt that runs off rooftops, paved streets, highways, and parking
lots. As it runs off, it picks up pollution like oil, fertilizers, pesticides, soil, trash, and animal
manure. Most stormwater flows untreated into streams, lakes, and marine waters. According to
the Department of Ecology, stormwater runoff is the leading threat to Washington's urban
waters, streambeds, banks, and habitats. As the population grows in Aberdeen, urban
development increases. This results in more developed land and an increase in stormwater runoff
and pollution to waters of the state. Unmanaged stormwater runoff can damage fish habitat,
contribute to flooding, contaminate swimming areas, pollute shellfish beds, contaminate
groundwater, and degrade water quality.
The City works to improve the quality of stormwater runoff by requiring developers and property
owners to utilize effective stormwater management principles and proven best management
practices (BMPs when proposing development projects. The goal of these requirements comes
in the form of the following:
 Manage stormwater as close to the source as possible.
 Mimic natural processes on site that result in the infiltration or evapotranspiration.
 Preserve and/or recreate natural vegetation.
 Minimize effective impervious surfaces.
 Slow down stormwater transportation by promoting natural movement of water within an
ecosystem.
The principles above are all part of a land development technique commonly known as Low
Impact Development (LID). Proper management of stormwater runoff and implementation of
LID practices minimize damage to public and private property, reduce the effects of
development on land and stream channel erosion and sedimentation, assist in the attainment and

maintenance of water quality standards, reduce local flooding, and maintain, post-development,
as nearly as possible, the predevelopment runoff characteristics. Applied on a broad scale, LID
can maintain or restore a watershed's hydrologic and ecological functions.
The City of Aberdeen has developed a permitting process that emphasizes proper stormwater
management and ensures compliance with state and federal regulations. Refer to AMC Chapter
13.70 for provisions related to storm and surface water management and permitting.
SECTION 4.
to read as follows:

CODE SECTION AMENDED. Chapter 17.04 AMC is hereby amended

17.04.070 Definitions . Certain terms, words, and phrases in this ordinance shall be interpreted
or defined as follows:
1. “Access” means way or means of approach to provide physical entrance to a property.
2. “Accessory building” means a minor building that is located on the same lot as a principal
building and is used incidentally to a building that houses a principal use, including gazebos
garages, carports, sheds, green houses, patio covers, solariums, and similar roofed structures.
3. “Accessory dwelling unit” means a habitable living unit that provides the basic requirements
of shelter, heating, cooking and sanitation and meets the standards provided in
AMC 17.56.125.
4. “Accessory use” means a use incidental and subordinate to a permitted use and located on the
same lot of single ownership or contiguous lots, or in the same building as permitted use.
5. “Administrator” means the Planning and Development department.
6. “Adult entertainment establishment” shall include any adult cabaret or adult entertainment
facility as defined under chapter 5.34 of the Aberdeen Municipal Code.
7. “Alley” means a public right-of-way at least ten feet wide but not more than twenty (20) feet
wide which has been dedicated or deeded to the public for public use affording a secondary
means of vehicular access to abutting lots and not intended for general traffic circulation.
8. “Annexation” means the incorporation of a land area into the city of Aberdeen with a
resulting change in boundaries.
9. “Bed and breakfast inn” means any building or group of buildings on the same lot in which
the operator lives in one of the buildings and offers one or more guest room for rent where
the guests do not stay for more than thirty (30) consecutive days.
10. “Board of adjustment” means the hearing examiner system established by Chapter 2.30.
11. “Bond” means a surety bond, cash deposit, escrow account, assignment of savings,
irrevocable letter of credit or other means acceptable to, or required by, the city to guarantee
work is in compliance with all applicable city requirements.
12. “Boarding house” means any building or group of buildings located on the same lot
containing a total of more than five guest rooms and where means are provided by the
management as a part of the consideration for the guest rooms.
13. “Buildable area” means the space remaining on a building lot after the minimum zoning
requirements, including but not limited to lot coverage, building setbacks, landscaping, and
parking, have been met.
14. “Building” means a structure used or intended for supporting or sheltering any use or
occupancy.
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15. “Building height” means the vertical distance of a building measured from the average
elevation of the finished grade measured where the walls will intersect the ground to the
highest point of the roof.
16. “Building setback line” means a line which establishes a definite point beyond which the
foundation of a building shall not extend.
17. “Caretaker's residence” means a dwelling unit located on the premises of a commercial,
industrial or public enterprise, and which is occupied by a person who is the owner,
proprietor, manager, watch guard, or is otherwise at times in charge of such enterprise.
18. “Cargo containers” means standardized reusable vessels that were (a) originally, specifically
or formerly designed for or used in the packing, shipping, movement or transportation of
freight, articles, goods or commodities and/or (b) designed for or capable of being mounted
or moved by rail, truck or ship by means of being mounted on a chassis or similar transport
device. This definition includes the terms “transport containers” and “portable site storage
containers” having a similar appearance to and characteristics of cargo containers.
19. “Change of use” means any use which substantially differs from the previous use of a
building or land.
20. “Child care facility” means a building or structure where an agency, person or persons
regularly provide care for a group of children for periods less than twenty-four (24) hours per
day, as home day care, mini day care, and commercial day care.
21. “Child day care” means provision of supplemental parental care and supervision for a
nonrelated child or children, on a regular basis for less than twenty-four (24) hours per day
and under license by the Washington State Department of Social and Health Services. The
term is not intended to include babysitting services of a casual, nonrecurring nature or in the
child's home. Likewise, the term is not intended to include cooperative, reciprocate child care
by a group of parents in their respective homes. “Child day care” types include “home day
care,” “mini day care” and “commercial day care.”
22. “Commercial day care” means a child care facility for the care of thirteen (13) or more
children.
23. “Church” means a building intended primarily for religious worship and accessory uses
including Sunday School, religious education classrooms, assembly rooms, a kitchen, a
library or reading room, a recreation hall, a one family dwelling for religious staff, but
excluding child care services, parochial schools, and facilities for the training of religious
orders.
24. “Club” means a nonprofit, social organization whose premises are generally restricted to
members and their guests.
25. “Cluster” means a development design technique that concentrates buildings in specific
areas on the site to allow the remaining land to be used for recreation, common open space,
and the preservation of sensitive features.
26. “Cluster subdivision” means a form of development for residential subdivisions that permits
a reduction in requirements and allows common wall construction techniques; provided,
there is no increase in the number of lots or the number of dwellings permitted under a
conventional subdivision and the resultant land is devoted to open space.
27. “Conditional use” means a category of uses listed within a zoning district that requires
review before the board of adjustment to determine their compatibility with the surrounding
area and comprehensive plan.

28. “Condominium” means a building or group of buildings in which units are owned
individually, and the structure, common areas and facilities are owned by all the owners on a
proportional, undivided basis. Condominiums, cooperatives and like property and buildings
shall be treated in this title in a like manner regardless of whether the properties and
buildings are condominiums, cooperatives, or are in a single ownership. This provision
applies to residential, commercial and industrial condominiums and cooperatives.
29. “Day” means a calendar day beginning at midnight and ending on the following midnight.
30. “Density” means the total number of square feet in a lot divided by the number of dwelling
units located on the lot.
31. “Department” means the Aberdeen Planning and Economic Development Department.
32. “Dwelling” means a building designed exclusively for residential purposes, including
“single-family dwellings,” “duplexes,” “condominiums,” “townhomes,” and “multiple family
dwellings,” but not including hotels or motel units without a kitchen.
33. “Dwelling unit” means one or more rooms, designed, occupied or intended for occupancy as
separate living quarters with sleeping and sanitary facilities provided within the dwelling unit
for use of a single family maintaining a household.
34. “Duplex” means a structure on a single lot containing two dwelling units each of which is
totally separated from the other by a common wall.
35. “Eating and drinking places” means retail establishments selling food and/or drink.
36. “Excavation, surface” means removal or recovery of soil, rock, minerals or organic
substances other than vegetation, from land or land on or beneath the surface of water;
provided, however, that dredging for navigational purposes or excavation for utilities shall
not be included within this definition.
37. “Family” means an individual, or two (2) or more persons related by blood, marriage or
legal custody, or a group of not more than five (5) persons who are not all related by blood,
marriage or legal custody living together in a dwelling unit.
38. “Fence” means a structure serving as a barrier that wholly or partially encloses a field, yard,
or other real property, excluding retaining walls not more than one (1) foot above finished
grade, for the purposes of this title, plant material is not considered a fence.
39. “Gross floor area” means the total usable horizontal area of a building, excluding attics.
40. “Group care living facilities, homes” means a place of residence for the handicapped,
physically or mentally disabled, developmentally disabled, homeless or otherwise dependent
persons. Group homes are intended to provide residential facilities in a home-like
environment. Such homes range from licensed establishments operated with twenty-four (24)
hour supervision to nonlicensed facilities offering only shelter. They shall not include
correctional facilities (except as authorized by Chapters 137-56 and 137-57 WAC for
work/training release programs), nursing homes, type III group care facilities, foster family
homes or adult family homes as defined by the Washington State Department of Social and
Health Services or its successor agency. Group homes include, but are not limited to, the
following:
a. Confidential Shelters. Shelter for victims of domestic violence as defined and regulated in
Chapter 70.123 RCW and Chapter 388-61A WAC. Such facilities are characterized by a
need for confidentiality.
b. Home for the Disabled. A home or other facility which provides board and domiciliary care to
individuals who, by reason of infirmity, require such care. An infirmity may be based on
conditions including, but not limited to, physical handicap, mental illness and other

developmental disabilities. These group homes are a type of boarding home, as defined in
Chapter 18.20 RCW. However, boarding homes serving the aged infirm are not included in
this definition.
c. Homeless Shelter. A facility offering lodging and/or emergency shelter to homeless
individuals for an indefinite period of time and meeting the standards of Chapter 248144 WAC.
d. Group Home for Youth. Any home maintained and operated for the care of children on a
twenty-four (24) hour basis as defined and regulated in Chapter 388-73 WAC and
Chapter 74.15 RCW.
e. Group Home for Offenders. A home or other facility operated for housing and supervision of
work/training release residents during their stay in a work/training release program as defined
and regulated in Chapters 137-56and
I I137-57 WAC.
f. Group Living. Living facilities for groups of unrelated individuals that include at least one
person residing on site who is responsible for supervising, managing, monitoring and/or
providing care, training or treatment of residents.
41. “Home day care” means a child care facility for the care of ten (10) or fewer children located
in the family dwelling of the provider. All services must be provided by members of the
resident family.
42. “Home occupation” means a commercial activity that is conducted within a dwelling unit or
an accessory building by the person(s) residing on the property and which is secondary to the
use of the premises as a dwelling unit.
43. “Hotel” means a facility offering transient lodging accommodations to the general public
and providing additional services such as restaurants, meeting rooms, and recreational
facilities. See motel, boarding house, and bed and breakfast inn.
44. “Junk” means any scrap, waste, reclaimable material or debris, whether or not stored or used
in conjunction with dismantling, processing, salvage, storage, baling, disposal, or other use or
disposition.
45. “Kennel” means a premises where four or more dogs, cats or combination thereof, of at least
six months of age, are kept by the owners of the animals or by persons providing facilities
and care, whether or not compensation is involved. May include indoor and outdoor runs.
46. “Landscaping” means a strip of land with plants, hedges, fences, walls or similar screening
used to visibly separate one use from another or to shield or block noise, glare, or other
nuisances.
47. “Lot” means a tract of land lawfully established and officially recorded in the county
auditor's office, whether described by metes and bounds and/or by lot or by lot and block
designation in a recorded plat, which constitutes a unit of land under single ownership with a
minimum of twenty (20) feet of frontage on an improved street.
48. “Lot area” or “lot size” means the total horizontal area included within the legally defined
boundaries of the lot, excluding public rights-of-way.
49. Lot, corner or “corner lot” means a lot at the junction of and abutting on two or more streets
where the angle of intersection is one hundred thirty (130) degrees or less.
50. “Lot depth” means the horizontal distance between the midpoint of the front lot line and the
midpoint of the rear lot line.
51. “Lot, interior” or “interior lot” means a lot other than a corner lot
52. “Lot line, front” or “front lot line” means, for corner lots, the shortest boundary of the lot
abutting a street. For interior lots, the boundary abutting the street except for “panhandle”
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lots where the front lot line shall be the boundary line (extended the width of the lot) which
represents the intersection of the driveway portion of the lot with the buildable area of the lot.
53. “Lot line, rear” or “rear lot line” means the boundary of the lot opposite and most nearly
parallel to the front lot line.
54. “Lot line, side” or “side lot line” means any lot line which is not a front lot line or a rear lot
line.
55. “Lot width” means the mean horizontal dimension of a lot measured between the side lot
lines, approximately parallel to the street frontage.
“Low Impact Development (LID)” means a stormwater and land management strategy that
strives to mimic pre-disturbance hydrologic processes of infiltration, filtration, storage,
evaporation and transpiration by emphasizing conservation, use of on-site natural features, site
planning and distributed stormwater management practices that are integrated into a project
design.
“Low Impact Development Best Management Practices (BMPs)” means low impact
development best management practices or stormwater management practices, integrated into a
project design, that emphasize pre-disturbance hydrologic processes of infiltration, filtration,
storage, evaporation and transpiration. LID BMPs include, but are not limited to, bioretention,
rain gardens, permeable pavements, roof downspout controls, dispersion, soil quality and depth,
vegetated roofs, minimum excavation foundations, and water re-use.
“Low Impact Development Principles” means low impact development principles and land
management strategies that emphasize conservation, use of onsite natural features, and site
planning to minimize impervious surfaces, native vegetation loss, and stormwater runoff.
57. “Manufactured home” means a single-family dwelling built to 42 U.S.C. Sec 54015403 standards (as amended in 2000). A “mobile home,” modular home, commercial coach,
or recreational vehicle is not a manufactured home.
58. “Manufactured home, new” or “new manufactured home” means any manufactured home
required to be titled under Title 46 RCW, which has not been previously titled to a retail
purchaser, and is not a “used mobile home” as defined in RCW 82.45.032(2).
59. “Metes and bounds” means a means of legally describing land where a high degree of
accuracy is required. Metes refers to distances, where bounds refers to boundaries revealed
by monuments and landmarks. The descriptions starts at an easily identifiable point of
beginning, following boundaries for precise distances and ultimately returning to the point of
beginning.
60. “Mini day care” means a child care facility for the care of twelve (12) or fewer children;
when located in a residence, the portion where the children have access must be separate
from the family living quarters, or that portion where the children have access must be used
exclusively for their care during the hours that the child care center is operating.
61. “Mobile home” means a factory-built dwelling built prior to June 15, 1976, to standards
other than the United States department of housing and urban development code, and
acceptable under applicable state codes in effect at the time of construction or introduction of
the home into the state. Mobile homes have not been built since the introduction of the
United States department of housing and urban development manufactured home
construction and safety act.
62. “Motel” means a facility offering accommodations containing five or more rooms with at
least twenty-five (25) percent having direct access to the outside without the necessity of
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passing through the main lobby of the building. See hotel, boarding house, and bed and
breakfast inn.
63. “Multiple family dwelling” means a building containing three or more dwelling units.
64. Nonconforming shall have the definition set forth in Chapter 17.92.
65. “Open space” means an area that is legally and practically accessible to the residents of the
development that is not encumbered with any substantial structure, devoted to use as a
roadway, parking area or sidewalk and is left in its natural or undisturbed state as of the date
development began. Minor improvements may be made to open space areas to accommodate
the cutting of trails or if unwooded, to landscape for ball fields, picnic areas and similar
facilities or to create a wooded or natural area. No more than twenty-five (25) percent of an
open area may lie within a floodplain or floodway.
66. “Ownership” means possession of real estate or a legal contract to purchase or lease real
estate, assigning sole or preemptive right to use or occupy real estate for a specified period of
time.
67. “Permitted use” means a use by right which is specifically authorized in a particular zoning
district.
68. “Personal and professional services” means beauty and barber shops; offices for doctors,
dentists and others engaged in human healing arts; provided, no overnight care is given;
mortuary; offices for engineers, attorneys, architects, real estate, insurance, travel agencies,
ambulance services and bail bonds; and other services similar to the above to which the sale
or repair of merchandise or equipment is incidental.
69. “Planning commission” means the city of Aberdeen planning commission.
70. Primary use” means the main use of land or structures as distinguished from an accessory
use.
71. Public and semi-public uses” means a structure or activity housing such uses as public and
private schools, public assembly areas, public and private recreational facilities, places of
worship, mortuaries and cemeteries, libraries, police and fire stations, public parking areas,
fish hatcheries and pens, and watersheds; excluding those listed as unclassified uses.
72. “Recycling drop box” means a structure or box with a top, enclosed on four sides, and with
an opening or door in which recyclable materials are placed or deposited. A recycling drop
box under this definition shall have no more than two hundred (200) square feet of floor area.
Included within this definition are metal recycling collection drop boxes and recycling
reverse vending machines. Recycling drop boxes may be within or outside of a building.
73. “Recreational open space” means a portion of a lot or a building available for the
recreational use of the residents of the lot.
74. “Recreational vehicle” means a vehicular type unit designed as temporary living quarters for
recreational camping or travel uses, with or without motive power. This definition includes
vehicles such as travel trailers, camping trailers, truck campers and motor homes. A
recreational vehicle is not a mobile home.
75. “Recreational vehicle park” means a private or public recreational facility on which two or
more recreational trailers or vehicles are parked or located.
76. Sales - “garage sales” or “yard sales” means the sale of used household personal items by
the owner thereof, usually on residential premises.
77. “Sales, incidental wholesale/retail” or “incidental wholesale/retail sales” means occasional
wholesale and/or retail sales less than fifty (50) percent the total sales volume conducted on
or from a business premises.
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78. “Sales, second hand” or “second hand sales” means sales of items previously used by other
persons, excluding garage sales and yard sales.
79. “Sales, retail” or “retail sales” means sales for direct consumption and not for resale.
80. “Sales, wholesale” or “wholesale sales” means sales for resale, not for direct consumption.
81. “Sign” means any device that is sufficiently visible to persons not located on the lot where
such device is located and is designed to attract the attention of such persons or to
communicate information to them.
82. “Sign, billboard” or “billboard sign” means any message, word, symbol, design, picture or
visual medium which is intended to draw attention to a product, service, business, person,
institution, location and is placed or painted on the ground, or on any tree, wall, fence, rock,
structure or thing whatsoever and place thereon, whether indoor or outdoor, so as to be
visible from off premises exclusive of legal notices, safety and directional signs posted by
public agencies.
83. “Sign, freestanding” or “freestanding sign” means a sign that is attached to, erected on, or
supported by some structure (such as a pole, mast, frame, or other structure) that is not itself
an integral part of or attached to a building or other structure whose principal function is
something other than the support of a sign. If the message is removed from a structure that
was originally designed and used as a freestanding sign, this structure shall still be
considered a sign.
84. “Sign, off-premises” or “off-premises sign” means a sign that draws attention to or
communicates information about a business, service, or activity that exists or is conducted,
sold, offered, maintained, or provided at a location other than the premises on which the sign
is located.
85. “Sign, portable” or “portable sign” means a sign that is not permanently affixed to a
building, structure, or the ground except for temporary signs.
86. “Sign, temporary” or “temporary sign” means a sign that: (a) is used in connection with a
circumstance, situation, or event that is designed, intended, or expected to take place or to be
completed within a reasonably short or definite period after the erection of such sign, or (b) is
intended to remain on the location where it is erected or placed for a period of not more than
thirty (30) days. If a sign display area is permanent but the message displayed is subject to
periodic changes, that sign shall not be regarded as temporary.
87. “Single-family dwelling” means a building containing one dwelling unit on a lot intended
for occupancy by one family.
88. “Special use” means a category of uses listed within a zoning district that requires review
before the Planning Commission and city Council to determine their compatibility with the
surrounding area and comprehensive plan.
89. “Street” means land designated by the city of Aberdeen or the State of Washington as a
thoroughfare and which affords the primary means of access to abutting property or private
land.
90. “Surface, impervious” or “impervious surface” means ground or covered ground through
which water cannot percolate.
91. “Townhome” means a building designed exclusively for occupancy by one family and
containing one dwelling unit, occupying space from the ground to the roof and not lying
vertically under or over adjacent units, and attached to one or more other dwelling units by
common walls which may be located on lot side lines.

92. “Unclassified use” means a use possessing characteristics of such unique and special form as
to make impractical its being made automatically and consistently permissible in any defined
classification or zone as set forth in this title, such as airports, landing fields, heliports,
correctional institutions, public transit facilities, power-generating plants, utility booster
stations and conversion plants, sewage treatment plants, quarrying and mining, and
commercial excavation.
93. “Urban services area” means that area, both within the city and outside it, which is either
presently served or is slated to be served by the water and sewer systems of the city of
Aberdeen.
94. “Use” means the activity or function that actually takes place or is intended to take place on
a lot.
95. “Variance” means a device granted by the board of adjustment which provides relief to a
property owner from certain provisions of this title when, because of the particular physical
surroundings, shape or topographical condition of the property, compliance would result in
the denial of the rights and privileges allowed to other properties in the vicinity.
96. “Vision clearance triangle” means formed by the intersection of two street right-of-ways.
97. “Yard” means an open space abutting a lot line unobstructed and unoccupied from the
ground upward except for certain exceptions allowed herein. A yard shall be measured at
right angles to the lot line and shall extend into the lot to the depth required by this title.
98. “Yard, front” or “front yard” means a yard extending the full width of the lot abutting the
front lot line to the depth required by this title.
99. “Yard, rear” or “rear yard” means a yard extending the full width of the lot abutting the rear
lot line to the depth required by this title.
100. “Yard, side” or “side yard” means a yard which extends from the front yard, or front lot
line where no front yard exists, to the rear yard or rear lot line where no rear yard exists and
abutting a side yard lot to the depth required by this title.
Prior to the adoption of 6521 on 10/26/2011, Section 17.04.070 read as follows.
Prior to the adoption of 6379 on 04/27/2005, Section 17.04.070 read as follows.
(Ord. 6593 § 1, Amended, 06/08/2016; Ord. 6592 § 11, Amended, 05/25/2016; Ord. 6521,
Amended, 10/26/2011; Ord. 6379, Amended, 04/27/2005; Ord. 6179, Amended, 02/25/1998)
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SECTION 5.
to read as follows:

CODE SECTION AMENDED. Chapter 17.60 AMC is hereby amended

17.60.020 Parking requirements.
A. The minimum required parking spaces for the various uses shall be as listed in Section s
17.60.030 through 17.60.070. Where the requirements produce a fractional result, the number
shall be increased to the next highest unit. The parking requirem ent for a use not specifically
mentioned in this chapter shall be the same as the use which is most similar. In the case of
mixed uses, the total requirement of parking shall be the sum of the requirements of the
various uses computed separately. (Prior code § 11.020.020)
B. All proposed new or altered parking areas within the City shall adhere to Low Impact
Development (LID) requirements in accordance with AMC Section 13.70.130.
Note: There are no additional substantive changes to this chapter.

SECTION 6.
to read as follows:

CODE SECTION AMENDED. Chapter 17.88 AMC is hereby amended

17.88.020 General landscaping standards. Where required by this title or as a condition for a
rezone, conditional use permit, special use permit, or unclassified use permit, the proposed
development shall provide landscaping so that:
A.
Neighboring properties are shielded from any adverse external effects of that
development;
B.
The development is shielded from the negative impacts of adjacent uses such as
streets or railroads;
C.
When determining which buffering requirements apply between two different
principal uses on the same lot and another adjacent use, th e city shall utilize th e
more intensive use to select the appropriate buffer;
D.
Significant existing vegetation is retained and incorporated into the new
landscaping design.
E.
The development shall adhere to Low Impact Development (LID) requirements in
accordance with AMC Section 13.70.130.
(Prior code § 11.028.020)
Note: There are no additional substantive changes to this chapter.
SECTION 7. SEVERABILITY. Should any section, subsection, paragraph, sentence, clause
or phrase of this ordinance or its application to any person or situation be declared
unconstitutional or invalid for any reason, such decision shall not affect the validity of the
remaining portions of this ordinance or its application to any other person or situation.
SECTION 8. PUBLICATION BY SUMMARY.

The Finance Director is authorized and

directed to publish a summary in lieu of this ordinance.
SECTION 9. EFFECTIVE DATE. This ordinance shall take effect immediately upon its
passage, signing, and publication.
PASSED and APPROVED this ____ day of _______________________, 2019.

ATTEST:
Cori Schmid, Finance Director

Erik Larson, Mayor

CITY OF ABERDEEN

200 East Market St • Aberdeen, WA 98520 • WWW.ABERDEENWA.GOV
Phone (360) 533-4100 • Fax (360) 537-5741

NOTICE OF A PUBLIC HEARING
THE CITY OF ABERDEEN WILL BE CONDUCTING A PUBLIC HEARING ON
WEDNESDAY, MARCH 27, 2019 AT 7:15 PM IN THE CITY COUNCIL
CHAMBERS ON THE THIRD FLOOR OF ABERDEEN CITY HALL ON THE
FOLLOWING MATTER:
• ADOPTION OF THE 2019 ANNUAL TRANSPORTATION
BENEFIT DISTRICT PROJECT PLAN
THE PUBLIC IS INVITED TO ATTEND AND TO OFFER COMMENTS ON
THE PROPOSED PLAN. PLEASE CONTACT PUBLIC WORKS AT (360) 5373224 OR 537-3228 FOR FURTHER INFORMATION, OR FORWARD WRITTEN
COMMENTS TO THE PUBLIC WORKS DEPARTMENT AT 200 E. MARKET
STREET, ABERDEEN, WA 98520-5207.

THE CITY OF ABERDEEN DOES NOT DISCRIMINATE AGAINST OR EXCLUDE
ANYONE FROM PARTICIPATION IN PUBLIC MEETINGS. REQUESTS FOR ASSISTANCE
SHOULD BE MADE BY CONTACTING THE FINANCE DEPARTMENT AT (360) 537-3225.
THANK YOU.
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LEGISLATIVE DEPARTMENT
CITY OF ABERDEEN
MAYOR:

Erik Larson

THE MEMBERS OF
YOUR COMMITTEE ON:

Public Works and the Public Works Director

TO WHOM IT WAS REFERRED: Department of Ecology Loan Contracts for Sewer Design
& Planning
REPORTS AS FOLLOWS: The Washington State Department of Ecology granted the City of
Aberdeen Washington two loans totaling $520,000 for planning and design at the City’s
Wastewater Treatment Plant (WWTP). The loans are provided through the State Clean Water State
Revolving Fund (CWSRF) and each loan includes 50% forgivable principle. The first loan is for
$142,000 for design of a new effluent disinfection system to replace the existing chlorine gasbased system. The second loan is for $378,000 for preparation of a regional general sewer and
wastewater facilities plan to address the City’s wastewater collection and treatment system while
considering the possibility of serving nearby communities. A consultant, Gray & Osborne, is under
contract for both projects and is actively working on them.
IT IS RECOMMENDED: The City Council shall authorize the Mayor, Public Works Director,
and Finance Director to sign and execute Agreement No. WQC-2019-AberPW-00098 for a new
disinfection system design and Agreement No. WQC-2019-AberPW-00099 for a facilities plan.

_____________________________
Rick Sangder
Public Works Director

____________________________________
Dee Anne Shaw, Chair

_______________________________
Tim Alstom, Vice-Chair
Reported _______________, 2019

____________________________________
Margo Shortt, Member

Adopted _______________, 2019

____________________________________
James M. Cook, Member
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Agreement No. WQC-2019-AberPW-00098
WATER QUALITY COMBINED FINANCIAL ASSISTANCE 2019 AGREEMENT
BETWEEN
THE STATE OF WASHINGTON DEPARTMENT OF ECOLOGY
AND
THE CITY OF ABERDEEN
This is a binding Agreement entered into by and between the state of Washington, Department of Ecology,
hereinafter referred to as “ECOLOGY,” and The City of Aberdeen, hereinafter referred to as the “RECIPIENT,” to
carry out with the provided funds activities described herein.

GENERAL INFORMATION
Project Title:
Total Cost:
Total Eligible Cost:
Ecology Share:
Recipient Share:
The Effective Date of this Agreement is:
The Expiration Date of this Agreement is no later than:
Project Type:

Aberdeen WWTF Disinfection Improvements,
Design
$142,000.00
$142,000.00
$142,000.00
$0.00
05/31/2018
06/30/2019
Wastewater Facility

Project Short Description:
This project includes the design of an upgrade to the effluent disinfection system at the City of Aberdeen
wastewater treatment plant (WWTP). This project will ultimately improve wastewater treatment by replacing
existing infrastructure, which will improve Grays Harbor water quality, protect shellfish beds, and enhance
public safety.

Project Long Description:
This project includes the design of an upgrade to the effluent disinfection system at the City of Aberdeen
wastewater treatment plant. This project will ultimately improve wastewater treatment by replacing existing
infrastructure, which will improve Grays Harbor water quality, protect shellfish beds, and enhance public safety.
The City currently uses gas chlorination for disinfection of WWTP effluent and a gas sulfur dioxide system for
de-chlorination. The project will design a new disinfection system that uses liquid sodium hypochlorite for
disinfection and liquid calcium thiosulfate for de-chlorination .

State of Washington Department of Ecology
Agreement No:
WQC-2019-AberPW-00098
Project Title:
Aberdeen WWTF Disinfection Improvements, Design
Recipient Name:
The City of Aberdeen

Overall Goal:
To ensure protection of public health by improving reliability of pathogen removal and decreasing risks
associated with a potential release of chlorine or sulfur dioxide during the transportation, storage and use of
these toxic gases to WWTP staff and the surrounding public.

Version 10/30/2015
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State of Washington Department of Ecology
Agreement No:
WQC-2019-AberPW-00098
Project Title:
Aberdeen WWTF Disinfection Improvements, Design
Recipient Name:
The City of Aberdeen

RECIPIENT INFORMATION
Organization Name:

The City of Aberdeen

Federal Tax ID:
DUNS Number:

91-6001226
071841498

Mailing Address:

200 East Market St.
Aberdeen, WA 98520

Physical Address:

200 E. Market Street
Aberdeen, Washington 98520

Contacts

Project Manager

James Dougherty
Environmental Planner
701 Dexter Avenue North, Suite 200
Seattle, Washington 98109
Email: jdougherty@g-o.com
Phone: (206) 284-0860

Billing Contact

Kathleen Orth

200 E Market
Aberdeen, Washington 98520
Email: korth@aberdeenwa.gov
Phone: (360) 537-3219

Authorized
Signatory

Erik Larson
Mayor
200 E Market St
Aberdeen, Washington 98520
Email: elarson@aberdeenwa.gov
Phone: (360) 581-4415
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State of Washington Department of Ecology
Agreement No:
WQC-2019-AberPW-00098
Project Title:
Aberdeen WWTF Disinfection Improvements, Design
Recipient Name:
The City of Aberdeen

ECOLOGY INFORMATION
Mailing Address:

Department of Ecology
Water Quality
PO BOX 47600
Olympia, WA 98504-7600

Physical Address:

Water Quality
300 Desmond Drive SE
Lacey, WA 98503

Contacts

Dave Dougherty
Project
Manager
PO Box 47775
Olympia, Washington 98504-7775
Email: ddou461@ecy.wa.gov
Phone: (360) 407-6278

Financial
Manager

Tammie McClure

PO Box 47600
Olympia, Washington 98504-7600
Email: tmcc461@ecy.wa.gov
Phone: (360) 407-6410
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State of Washington Department of Ecology
Agreement No:
WQC-2019-AberPW-00098
Project Title:
Aberdeen WWTF Disinfection Improvements, Design
Recipient Name:
The City of Aberdeen

Page 5 of 35

AUTHORIZING SIGNATURES
RECIPIENT agrees to furnish the necessary personnel, equipment, materials, services, and otherwise do all things
necessary for or incidental to the performance of work as set forth in this Agreement.
RECIPIENT acknowledges that they had the opportunity to review the entire Agreement, including all the terms and
conditions of this Agreement, Scope of Work, attachments, and incorporated or referenced documents, as well as all
applicable laws, statutes, rules, regulations, and guidelines mentioned in this Agreement. Furthermore, the
RECIPIENT has read, understood, and accepts all requirements contained within this Agreement.
This Agreement contains the entire understanding between the parties, and there are no other understandings or
representations other than as set forth, or incorporated by reference, herein.
No subsequent modifications or amendments to this agreement will be of any force or effect unless in writing, signed
by authorized representatives of the RECIPIENT and ECOLOGY and made a part of this agreement. ECOLOGY and
RECIPIENT may change their respective staff contacts without the concurrence of either party.
This Agreement shall be subject to the written approval of Ecology’s authorized representative and shall not be
binding until so approved.
The signatories to this Agreement represent that they have the authority to execute this Agreement and bind their
respective organizations to this Agreement.
IN WITNESS WHEREOF: the parties hereto, having read this Agreement in its entirety, including all attachments, do
agree in each and every particular and have thus set their hands hereunto.

Washington State
Department of Ecology

The City of Aberdeen

By:

By:

Heather R. Bartlett
Water Quality
Program Manager
Template Approved to Form by
Attorney General's Office
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Date

Erik Larson
Mayor

Date

State of Washington Department of Ecology
Agreement No:
WQC-2019-AberPW-00098
Project Title:
Aberdeen WWTF Disinfection Improvements, Design
Recipient Name:
The City of Aberdeen
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Rick Sangder

Aberdeen Public Works Director

Date

Mike Folkers

Finance Director, City of Aberdeen,
Washington

Version 10/30/2015
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State of Washington Department of Ecology
Agreement No:
WQC-2019-AberPW-00098
Project Title:
Aberdeen WWTF Disinfection Improvements, Design
Recipient Name:
The City of Aberdeen
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SCOPE OF WORK
Task Number:

1

Task Cost: $0.00

Task Title:

Project Administration/Management

Task Description:
A. The RECIPIENT shall carry out all work necessary to meet ECOLOGY grant or loan administration requirements.
Responsibilities include, but are not limited to: maintenance of project records; submittal of requests for
reimbursement and corresponding backup documentation; progress reports; and a recipient closeout report (including
photos).
B. The RECIPIENT shall maintain documentation demonstrating compliance with applicable procurement,
contracting, and interlocal agreement requirements; application for, receipt of, and compliance with all required
permits, licenses, easements, or property rights necessary for the project; and submittal of required performance items.
C. The RECIPIENT shall manage the project. Efforts include, but are not limited to: conducting, coordinating, and
scheduling project activities and assuring quality control. Every effort will be made to maintain effective
communication with the RECIPIENT's designees; ECOLOGY; all affected local, state, or federal jurisdictions; and any
interested individuals or groups. The RECIPIENT shall carry out this project in accordance with any completion dates
outlined in this agreement.
Task Goal Statement:
Properly managed and fully documented project that meets ECOLOGY’s grant or loan administrative requirements.
Task Expected Outcome:
* Timely and complete submittal of requests for reimbursement, quarterly progress reports, and RECIPIENT closeout
report.
* Properly maintained project documentation

Project Administration/Management
Deliverables
Number

Description

1.1

Quarterly Progress Reports

1.2

Recipient Closeout Report

1.3

Project Outcome Summary Report
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State of Washington Department of Ecology
Agreement No:
WQC-2019-AberPW-00098
Project Title:
Aberdeen WWTF Disinfection Improvements, Design
Recipient Name:
The City of Aberdeen
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SCOPE OF WORK
Task Number:

2

Task Title:

Project Design

Task Cost: $142,000.00

Task Description:
A. The RECIPIENT will procure engineering services in accordance with state law. The RECIPIENT will include
ECOLOGY’s specification insert in the contract documents. The RECIPIENT must submit all contracts for
engineering services before ECOLOGY will provide reimbursement for work performed under this task.
B. The RECIPIENT will design the new effluent disinfection system. Plans and specifications developed by the
RECIPIENT must be consistent with the requirements of Chapter 173-240 WAC. Elements of the design will include:
1. A new disinfection system using liquid sodium hypoclorite for disinfection and liquid calcium thiosulfate for
dechlorination.
2. Storage tanks with canopied secondary containment.
3. Dosing pumps.
4. Disinfection and dechlorination chemical metering skid.
C. The plans and specifications, construction contract documents, and addenda must be approved by the RECIPIENT
prior to submittal for ECOLOGY review. All construction plans submitted to ECOLOGY for review and approval
will be reduced to no larger than 11" x 17" in size. All reduced drawings must be completely legible. The project
manager may request plans be submitted in either PDF or AutoCAD electronic format, and specifications in a
searchable PDF or Microsoft Word electronic file. A current construction cost estimate will be submitted along with
each plan/specification submittal. The project manager may request a spreadsheet in electronic file format.
D. The RECIPIENT will procure a third party analysis of potential energy and water efficiency measures for
incorporation into the design of any wastewater facilities. The analysis will identify potential efficiency measures,
provide cost estimates, and evaluate their cost effectiveness. If the RECIPIENT has obtained either a preliminary or
investment grade energy audit of the utility in the last 5 years, documentation of that audit can be submitted instead.
Task Goal Statement:
See Overall Goal.
Task Expected Outcome:
See Overall Goal.
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State of Washington Department of Ecology
Agreement No:
WQC-2019-AberPW-00098
Project Title:
Aberdeen WWTF Disinfection Improvements, Design
Recipient Name:
The City of Aberdeen
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Project Design
Deliverables
Number

Description

2.1

Executed contracts for engineering services and documentation of the
RECIPIENT’s process for procuring engineering services.

2.2

Two copies of the draft and final design.

2.3

Investment Grade Efficiency Audit documentation.
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State of Washington Department of Ecology
Agreement No:
WQC-2019-AberPW-00098
Project Title:
Aberdeen WWTF Disinfection Improvements, Design
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BUDGET
Funding Distribution EF190332
NOTE: The above funding distribution number is used to identify this specific agreement and budget on payment
remittances and may be referenced on other communications from ECOLOGY. Your agreement may have multiple
funding distribution numbers to identify each budget.
Funding Title:
Funding Effective Date:

Forgivable Principal
05/31/2018

Funding Type:
Funding Expiration Date:

Forgivable Loan
06/30/2019

Funding Source:
Title:

FY19 SRF (State)

Type:

State

Funding Source %:

100%

Description:

The Clean Water Act (CWA) (33 U.S.C 1251-1387) established the State
Revolving Fund (SRF) low interest loans program (40. C.F.R. Part 31, 35 Sub Part
K). Washington State administers the program under Chapter 173-98 WAC. The
portion of this project funded with this funding distribution comes from non-federal
source and are not subject to Federal Funding Accountability and Transparency Act
(FFATA) and Single Audit Act (SAA). However, this project is subject to the
federal requirements outlined in Section 4 and 5 of agreement terms and
conditions.

Approved Indirect Costs Rate:
Approved State Indirect Rate: 30%
Recipient Match %:
0%
InKind Interlocal Allowed:
No
InKind Other Allowed:
No
Is this Funding Distribution used to match a federal grant?
No
Forgivable Principal
Project Design
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Task Total
$

71,000.00

Total: $

71,000.00
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BUDGET
Funding Distribution EL190331
NOTE: The above funding distribution number is used to identify this specific agreement and budget on payment
remittances and may be referenced on other communications from ECOLOGY. Your agreement may have multiple
funding distribution numbers to identify each budget.
Funding Title:
Funding Effective Date:

SRF Loan
05/31/2018

Funding Type:
Funding Expiration Date:

Loan
06/30/2019

Funding Source:
Title:

FY19 SRF (State)

Type:

State

Funding Source %:

100%

Description:

The Clean Water Act (CWA) (33 U.S.C 1251-1387) established the State
Revolving Fund (SRF) low interest loans program (40. C.F.R. Part 31, 35 Sub Part
K). Washington State administers the program under Chapter 173-98 WAC. The
portion of this project funded with this funding distribution comes from non-federal
source and are not subject to Federal Funding Accountability and Transparency Act
(FFATA) and Single Audit Act (SAA). However, this project is subject to the
federal requirements outlined in Section 4 and 5 of agreement terms and
conditions.

Approved Indirect Costs Rate:
Approved State Indirect Rate: 30%
Recipient Match %:
0%
InKind Interlocal Allowed:
No
InKind Other Allowed:
No
Is this Funding Distribution used to match a federal grant?
No
Effective Interest Rate: 2% Interest Rate: 1% Admin Charge: 1%
Terms: 20 years
Project Start Date: 05/31/2018
Project Completion Date: 06/30/2019
Estimated Initiation of Operation date:
06/30/2019
Loan Security:
Revenue Secure Lien Obligation of the Recipient
Final Accrued Interest:
$
Final Loan Amount:
$
Repayment Schedule Number:
2607

SRF Loan
Project Design
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$

71,000.00

Total: $
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Funding Distribution Summary
Recipient / Ecology Share
Funding Distribution Name

Recipient Match %

Recipient Share

Ecology Share

Total

Forgivable Principal

0.00 % $

0.00

$

71,000.00

$

71,000.00

SRF Loan

0.00 % $

0.00

$

71,000.00

$

71,000.00

$

0.00

$

142,000.00

$

142,000.00

Total
AGREEMENT SPECIFIC TERMS AND CONDITIONS
N/A
SPECIAL TERMS AND CONDITIONS

SECTION 1: DEFINITIONS
Unless otherwise provided, the following terms will have the respective meanings for all purposes of this agreement:
“Administration Charge” means a charge established in accordance with Chapter 90.50A RCW and Chapter 173-98
WAC, to be used to pay Ecology’s cost to administer the State Revolving Fund by placing a percentage of the interest
earned in an Administrative Charge Account.
“Administrative Requirements” means the effective edition of ECOLOGY's Administrative Requirements for
Recipients of Ecology Grants and Loans at the signing of this agreement.
“Annual Debt Service” for any calendar year means for any applicable bonds or loans including the loan, all interest
plus all principal due on such bonds or loans in such year.
“Average Annual Debt Service” means, at the time of calculation, the sum of the Annual Debt Service for the
remaining years of the loan to the last scheduled maturity of the loan divided by the number of those years.
“Acquisition” means the purchase or receipt of a donation of fee or less than fee interests in real property. These
interests include, but are not limited to, conservation easements, access/trail easements, covenants, water rights, leases,
and mineral rights.
“Centennial Clean Water Program” means the state program funded from various state sources.
“Contract Documents” means the contract between the RECIPIENT and the construction contractor for construction of
the project.
“Cost Effective Analysis” means a comparison of the relative cost-efficiencies of two or more potential ways of
solving a water quality problem as described in Chapter 173-98-730 WAC.
“Defease” or “Defeasance” means the setting aside in escrow or other special fund or account of sufficient investments
and money dedicated to pay all principal of and interest on all or a portion of an obligation as it comes due.
“Effective Date” means the earliest date on which eligible costs may be incurred.
“Effective Interest Rate” means the total interest rate established by Ecology that includes the Administrative Charge.
“Estimated Loan Amount” means the initial amount of funds loaned to the RECIPIENT.
“Estimated Loan Repayment Schedule” means the schedule of loan repayments over the term of the loan based on the
Estimated Loan Amount.
“Equivalency” means projects designated by ECOLOGY to meet additional federal requirements.
“Expiration Date” means the latest date on which eligible costs may be incurred.
“Final Accrued Interest” means the interest accrued beginning with the first disbursement of funds to the RECIPIENT
Version 10/30/2015
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through such time as the loan is officially closed out and a final loan repayment schedule is issued.
“Final Loan Amount” means all principal of and interest on the loan from the Project Start Date through the Project
Completion Date.
“Final Loan Repayment Schedule” means the schedule of loan repayments over the term of the loan based on the Final
Loan Amount.
“Forgivable Principal” means the portion of a loan that is not required to be paid back by the borrower.
“General Obligation Debt” means an obligation of the RECIPIENT secured by annual ad valorem taxes levied by the
RECIPIENT and by the full faith, credit, and resources of the RECIPIENT.
“General Obligation Payable from Special Assessments Debt” means an obligation of the RECIPIENT secured by a
valid general obligation of the Recipient payable from special assessments to be imposed within the constitutional and
statutory tax limitations provided by law without a vote of the electors of the RECIPIENT on all of the taxable
property within the boundaries of the RECIPIENT.
“Gross Revenue” means all of the earnings and revenues received by the RECIPIENT from the maintenance and
operation of the Utility and all earnings from the investment of money on deposit in the Loan Fund, except (i) Utility
Local Improvement Districts (ULID) Assessments, (ii) government grants, (iii) RECIPIENT taxes, (iv) principal
proceeds of bonds and other obligations, or (v) earnings or proceeds (A) from any investments in a trust, Defeasance,
or escrow fund created to Defease or refund Utility obligations or (B) in an obligation redemption fund or account
other than the Loan Fund until commingled with other earnings and revenues of the Utility or (C) held in a special
account for the purpose of paying a rebate to the United States Government under the Internal Revenue Code.
“Guidelines” means the ECOLOGY's Funding Guidelines that that correlate to the State Fiscal Year in which the
project is funded.
“Initiation of Operation Date” means the actual date the Water Pollution Control Facility financed with proceeds of the
loan begins to operate for its intended purpose.
“Loan” means the Washington State Water Pollution Control Revolving Fund Loan or Centennial Clean Water Fund
(Centennial) Loan made pursuant to this loan agreement.
“Loan Amount” means either an Estimated Loan Amount or a Final Loan Amount, as applicable.
“Loan Fund” means the special fund created by the RECIPIENT for the repayment of the principal of and interest on
the loan.
“Loan Security” means the mechanism by which the RECIPIENT pledges to repay the loan.
“Loan Term” means the repayment period of the loan.
“Maintenance and Operation Expense” means all reasonable expenses incurred by the RECIPIENT in causing the
Utility to be operated and maintained in good repair, working order, and condition including payments to other parties,
but will not include any depreciation or RECIPIENT levied taxes or payments to the RECIPIENT in lieu of taxes.
“Net Revenue” means the Gross Revenue less the Maintenance and Operation Expense.
“Original Engineer’s Estimate” means the engineer’s estimate of construction costs included with bid documents.
“Principal and Interest Account” means, for a loan that constitutes Revenue-Secured Debt, the account created in the
loan fund to be first used to repay the principal of and interest on the loan.
“Project” means the project described in this agreement.
“Project Completion Date” means the date specified in the agreement on which the Scope of Work will be fully
completed. This term is only used in loan agreements.
“Project Schedule” means that schedule for the project specified in the agreement.
“Revenue-Secured Debt” means an obligation of the RECIPIENT secured by a pledge of the revenue of a utility and
one not a general obligation of the RECIPIENT.
“Reserve Account” means, for a loan that constitutes a Revenue Secured Debt and if specifically identified as a term
and condition of the funding agreement, the account of that name created in the loan fund to secure the payment of the
principal of and interest on the loan.
“Risk-Based Determination” means an approach to sub-recipient monitoring and oversight based on risk factors
Version 10/30/2015
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associated to a RECIPIENT or project.
“Scope of Work” means the tasks and activities constituting the project.
“Section 319” means the section of the Clean Water Act that provides funding to address nonpoint sources of water
pollution.
“Senior Lien Obligations” means all revenue bonds and other obligations of the RECIPIENT outstanding on the date
of execution of this loan agreement (or subsequently issued on a parity therewith, including refunding obligations) or
issued after the date of execution of this loan agreement having a claim or lien on the Gross Revenue of the Utility
prior and superior to the claim or lien of the loan, subject only to Maintenance and Operation Expense.
“State Water Pollution Control Revolving Fund (Revolving Fund)” means the water pollution control revolving fund
established by Chapter 90.50A.020 RCW.
“Termination Date” means the effective date of ECOLOGY’s termination of the agreement.
“Termination Payment Date” means the date on which the RECIPIENT is required to repay to ECOLOGY any
outstanding balance of the loan and all accrued interest.
“Total Eligible Project Cost” means the sum of all costs associated with a water quality project that have been
determined to be eligible for ECOLOGY grant or loan funding, including any required recipient match.
“Total Project Cost” means the sum of all costs associated with a water quality project, including costs that are not
eligible for ECOLOGY grant or loan funding.
“ULID” means any utility local improvement district of the RECIPIENT created for the acquisition or construction of
additions to and extensions and betterments of the Utility.
“ULID Assessments” means all assessments levied and collected in any ULID. Such assessments are pledged to be
paid into the Loan Fund (less any prepaid assessments permitted by law to be paid into a construction fund or
account). ULID Assessments will include principal installments and any interest or penalties which may be due.
“Utility” means the sewer system, stormwater system, or the combined water and sewer system of the RECIPIENT,
the Net Revenue of which is pledged to pay and secure the loan.
SECTION 2: THE FOLLOWING CONDITIONS APPLY TO ALL RECIPIENTS OF WATER QUALITY
COMBINED FINANCIAL ASSISTANCE FUNDING.
The Water Quality Financial Assistance Funding Guidelines are included in this agreement by reference and are
available on ECOLOGY’s Water Quality Program website.
A. Architectural and Engineering Services: The RECIPIENT certifies by signing this agreement that the requirements
of Chapter 39.80 RCW, “Contracts for Architectural and Engineering Services,” have been, or shall be, met in
procuring qualified architectural/engineering services. The RECIPIENT shall identify and separate eligible and
ineligible costs in the final architectural/engineering services contract and submit a copy of the contract to ECOLOGY.
B. Acquisition: The following provisions shall be in force only if the project described in this agreement is an
acquisition project:
a. Evidence of Land Value and Title. The RECIPIENT shall submit documentation of the cost of the property rights
and the type of ownership interest that has been acquired.
b. Legal Description of Real Property Rights Acquired. The legal description of the real property rights purchased
with funding assistance provided through this agreement (and protected by a recorded conveyance of rights to the State
of Washington) shall be incorporated into the agreement before final payment.
c. Conveyance of Rights to the State of Washington. Upon purchase of real property rights (both fee simple and lesser
interests), the RECIPIENT shall execute the document necessary to convey certain rights and responsibilities to
ECOLOGY, on behalf of the State of Washington. The documents required will depend on the project type, the real
property rights being acquired, and whether or not those rights are being acquired in perpetuity (see options below).
The RECIPIENT shall use language provided by ECOLOGY, to record the executed document in the County where
the real property lies, and to provide a copy of the recorded document to ECOLOGY.
Documentation Options:
Version 10/30/2015
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1. Deed of Right. The Deed of Right conveys to the people of the state of Washington the right to preserve, protect,
and/or use the property for public purposes consistent with the fund source. RECIPIENTs shall use this document
when acquiring real property rights that include the underlying land. This document may also be applicable for those
easements where the RECIPIENT has acquired a perpetual easement for public purposes. The RECIPIENT must
obtain ECOLOGY approval on the draft language prior to executing the deed of right.
2. Assignment of Rights. The Assignment of Rights document transfers certain rights such as access and enforcement
to ECOLOGY. The RECIPIENT shall use this document when an easement or lease is being acquired for water
quality and habitat conservation. The Assignment of Rights requires the signature of the underlying landowner and
must be incorporated by reference in the easement document.
3. Easements and Leases. The RECIPIENT may incorporate required language from the Deed of Right or Assignment
of Rights directly into the easement or lease document, thereby eliminating the requirement for a separate document.
Language will depend on the situation; therefore, the RECIPIENT must obtain ECOLOGY approval on the draft
language prior to executing the easement or lease.
d. Real Property Acquisition and Relocation Assistance.
1. Federal Acquisition Policies. See Section 4 of this agreement for requirements specific to Section 319 and SRF
funded projects.
2. State Acquisition Policies. When state funds are part of this agreement, the RECIPIENT agrees to comply with the
terms and conditions of the Uniform Relocation Assistance and Real Property Acquisition Policy of the State of
Washington, Chapter 8.26 RCW, and Chapter 468-100 WAC.
3. Housing and Relocation. In the event that housing and relocation costs, as required by federal law set out in
subsection (1) above and/or state law set out in subsection (2) above, are involved in the execution of this project, the
RECIPIENT agrees to provide any housing and relocation assistance required.
e. Hazardous Substances.
1. Certification. The RECIPIENT shall inspect, investigate, and conduct an environmental audit of the proposed
acquisition site for the presence of hazardous substances, as defined in RCW 70.105D.020(10), and certify:
i. No hazardous substances were found on the site, or
ii. Any hazardous substances found have been treated and/or disposed of in compliance with applicable state and
federal laws, and the site is deemed “clean.”
2. Responsibility. Nothing in this provision alters the RECIPIENT's duties and liabilities regarding hazardous
substances as set forth in RCW 70.105D.
3. Hold Harmless. The RECIPIENT will defend, protect and hold harmless ECOLOGY and any and all of its
employees and/or agents, from and against any and all liability, cost (including but not limited to all costs of defense
and attorneys' fees) and any and all loss of any nature from any and all claims or suits resulting from the presence of,
or the release or threatened release of, hazardous substances on the property the RECIPIENT is acquiring.
f. Restriction On Conversion Of Real Property And/Or Facilities To Other Uses
The RECIPIENT shall not at any time convert any real property (including any interest therein) or facility acquired,
developed, maintained, renovated, and/or restored pursuant to this agreement to uses other than those purposes for
which funds were approved without prior approval of ECOLOGY. For acquisition projects that are term limited, such
as one involving a lease or a term-limited restoration, renovation or development project or easement, this restriction
on conversion shall apply only for the length of the term, unless otherwise provided in written documents or required
by applicable state or federal law. In such case, the restriction applies to such projects for the length of the term
specified by the lease, easement, deed, or landowner agreement.
C. Best Management Practices (BMP) Implementation: If the RECIPIENT installs BMPs that are not approved by
ECOLOGY prior to installation, the RECIPIENT assumes the risk that part or all of the reimbursement for that
activity may be delayed or ineligible. For more details regarding BMP Implementation, please reference the Water
Quality Financial Assistance Funding Guidelines available on ECOLOGY’s Water Quality Program funding website.
D. Electronic Fund Transfers: The RECIPIENT must register as a statewide vendor in order to receive payment
Version 10/30/2015
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reimbursement. Washington State’s Department of Enterprise Services (DES) issues all payments. DES maintains a
central vendor file for Washington State agency use to process vendor payments. The RECIPIENT can complete the
registration process online at:
http://des.wa.gov/services/ContractingPurchasing/Business/VendorPay/Pages/default.aspx. This registration process
allows the RECIPIENT to sign up for direct deposit payments, also known as electronic fund transfers (EFT). If the
RECIPIENT has questions about the vendor registration process or setting up direct deposit payments contact DES
Payee Help Desk at (360) 407-8180or payeehelpdesk@watech.wa.gov.
E. Equipment Purchase: Equipment purchases over $5,000 and not included in the scope of work or the Ecology
approved construction plans and specifications, must be pre-approved by ECOLOGY’s project manager before
purchase. All equipment purchases over $5,000 and not included in a contract for work being completed on the
funded project, must also be reported on the Equipment Purchase Report in EAGL.
F. Funding Recognition: The RECIPIENT must inform the public about ECOLOGY or any EPA (see Section 3.B for
Section 319 funded or Section 5.E for SRF funded projects) funding participation in this project through the use of
project signs, acknowledgement in published materials, reports, the news media, websites, or other public
announcements. Projects addressing site-specific locations must utilize appropriately sized and weather-resistant
signs. Sign logos are available from ECOLOGY’s Financial Manager upon request.
G. Growth Management Planning: The RECIPIENT certifies by signing this agreement that it is in compliance with
the requirements of Chapter 36.70A RCW, “Growth Management Planning by Selected Counties and Cities.” If the
status of compliance changes, either through RECIPIENT or legislative action, the RECIPIENT shall notify
ECOLOGY in writing of this change within 30 days.
H. Interlocal: The RECIPIENT certifies by signing this agreement that all negotiated interlocal agreements necessary
for the project are, or shall be, consistent with the terms of this agreement and Chapter 39.34 RCW, “Interlocal
Cooperation Act.” The RECIPIENT shall submit a copy of each interlocal agreement necessary for the project to
ECOLOGY upon request.
I. Lobbying and Litigation: Costs incurred for the purposes of lobbying or litigation are not eligible for funding under
this agreement.
J. Post Project Assessment Survey: The RECIPIENT agrees to participate in a brief survey regarding the key project
results or water quality project outcomes and the status of long-term environmental results or goals from the project
approximately three years after project completion. A representative from ECOLOGY’s Water Quality Program may
contact the RECIPIENT to request this data. ECOLOGY may also conduct site interviews and inspections, and may
otherwise evaluate the project, as part of this assessment.
K. Project Status Evaluation: ECOLOGY may evaluate the status of this project 18 months from the effective date of
this agreement. ECOLOGY’s Project Manager and Financial Manager will meet with the RECIPIENT to review
spending trends, completion of outcome measures, and overall project administration and performance. If the
RECIPIENT fails to make satisfactory progress toward achieving project outcomes, ECOLOGY may change the scope
of work, reduce grant funds, or increase oversight measures.
L. Technical Assistance: Technical assistance for agriculture activities provided under the terms of this agreement
shall be consistent with the current U.S. Natural Resource Conservation Service (“NRCS”) Field Office Technical
Guide for Washington State and specific requirements outlined in the Water Quality Funding Guidelines. Technical
assistance, proposed practices, or project designs that do not meet these standards may be eligible if approved in
writing by ECOLOGY.
SECTION 3: THE FOLLOWING CONDITIONS APPLY TO SECTION 319 AND CENTENNIAL CLEAN
WATER FUNDED PROJECTS BEING USED TO MATCH SECTION 319 FUNDS.
The RECIPIENT must submit the following documents to ECOLOGY before this agreement is signed by ECOLOGY:
1. Federal Funding Accountability and Transparency Act (FFATA) Form, available on the Water Quality Program
website.
Version 10/30/2015
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2. “Section 319 Initial Data Reporting” form in EAGL.
A. Data Reporting: The RECIPIENT must complete the “Section 319 Initial Data Reporting” form in EAGL before
this agreement can be signed by Ecology. This form is used to gather general information about the project for EPA.
B. Funding Recognition and Outreach: In addition to Section 2.F of these Terms and Conditions, the RECIPIENT
shall provide signage that informs the public that the project is funded by EPA. The signage shall contain the EPA
logo and follow usage requirements available at http://www2.epa.gov/stylebook/using-epa-seal-and-logo. To obtain
the appropriate EPA logo or seal graphic file, the RECIPIENT may sent a request to their Ecology Financial Manager.
To increase public awareness of projects serving communities where English is not the predominant language,
RECIPIENTS are encouraged to provide their outreach strategies communication in non-English languages.
Translation costs for this purpose are allowable, provided the costs are reasonable.
The RECIPIENT shall use the following paragraph in all reports, documents, and signage developed under this
agreement:
“This project has been funded wholly or in part by the United States Environmental Protection Agency under an
assistance agreement to the Washington State Department of Ecology. The contents of this document do not
necessarily reflect the views and policies of the Environmental Protection Agency, nor does the mention of trade
names or commercial products constitute endorsement or recommendation for use.”
C. Load Reduction Reporting: The RECIPIENT shall complete the “Section 319 Annual Load Reduction Reporting”
form in EAGL by January 15 of each year and at project close-out. ECOLOGY may hold reimbursements until the
RECIPIENT has completed the form. This form is used to gather information on best management practices (BMPs)
installed and associated pollutant load reductions that were funded as a part of this project.
D. Time Extension: The RECIPIENT may request a one-time extension for up to 12 months. However, the time
extension cannot exceed the time limitation established in EPA’s assistance agreement. In the event a time extension
is requested and approved by ECOLOGY, the RECIPIENT must complete all eligible work performed under this
agreement by the expiration date.
SECTION 4: THE FOLLOWING CONDITIONS APPLY TO SECTION 319 AND STATE REVOLVING FUND
(SRF) LOAN FUNDED PROJECTS ONLY.
A. Accounting Standards: The RECIPIENT shall maintain accurate records and accounts for the project (PROJECT
Records) in accordance with Generally Accepted Accounting Principles (GAAP) as issued by the Governmental
Accounting Standards Board (GASB), including standards related to the reporting of infrastructure assets or in
accordance with the standards in Chapter 43.09.200 RCW “Local Government Accounting – Uniform System of
Accounting”.
B. Acquisitions: Section 319 and SRF Equivalency project RECIPIENTs shall comply with the terms and conditions
of the Uniform Relocation Assistance and Real Property Acquisition Policies Act of 1970, 84 Stat. 1894 (1970)-Public Law 91-646, as amended by the Surface Transportation and Uniform Relocation Assistance Act, PL
100-17-1987, and applicable regulations and procedures of the federal agency implementing that Act.
C. Audit Requirements: In accordance with 2 CFR 200.501(a), the RECIPIENT agrees to obtain a single audit from
an independent auditor, if their organization expends $750,000 or more in total Federal funds in their fiscal year. The
RECIPIENT must submit the form SF-SAC and a Single Audit Report Package within 9 months of the end of the
fiscal year or 30 days after receiving the report from an independent auditor. The SF-SAC and a Single Audit Report
Package MUST be submitted using the Federal Audit Clearinghouse’s Internet Data Entry System available at:
https://harvester.census.gov/fac/collect/ddeindex.html. For complete information on how to accomplish the single
audit submission, go to the Federal Audit Clearinghouse Web site: http://harvester.census.gov/fac/.
D. Archaeological Resources and Historic Properties (Section 106): The RECIPIENT shall comply with the additional
requirements under section 106 of the National Historic Preservation Act (NHPA, 36 CFR 800).
E. Data Universal Numbering System (DUNS) and Central Contractor Registration (CCR) Requirements:
Version 10/30/2015
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RECIPIENTs shall have a DUNS number. Unless exempted from this requirement under 2 CFR 25.110, the
RECIPIENT must ensure that their organization’s information in the System for Award Management (SAM),
https://www.sam.gov, is kept current through project closeout. This requires that the RECIPIENT reviews and updates
the information at least annually after the initial registration, and more frequently if information changes.
F. Disadvantaged Business Enterprise (DBE): General Compliance, 40 CFR, Part 33. The RECIPIENT agrees to
comply with the requirements of the Environmental Protection Agency’s Program for Utilization of Small, Minority,
and Women’s Business Enterprises (MBE/WBE) 40CFR, Part 33 in procurement under this agreement.
Six Good Faith Efforts, 40 CFR, Part 33, Subpart C. The RECIPIENT agrees to make the following good faith efforts
whenever procuring construction, equipment, services, and supplies under this agreement. Records documenting
compliance with the following six good faith efforts shall be retained:
1) Ensure Disadvantaged Business Enterprises are made aware of contracting opportunities to the fullest extent
practicable through outreach and recruitment activities. For Indian Tribal, State and Local and Government
RECIPIENTs, this shall include placing Disadvantaged Business Enterprises on solicitation lists and soliciting them
whenever they are potential sources.
2) Make information on forthcoming opportunities available to Disadvantaged Business Enterprises and arrange time
frames for contracts and establish delivery schedules, where the requirements permit, in a way that encourages and
facilitates participation by Disadvantaged Business Enterprises in the competitive process. This includes, whenever
possible, posting solicitations for bids or proposals for a minimum of thirty (30) calendar days before the bid or
proposal closing date.
3) Consider, in the contracting process, whether firms competing for large contracts could subcontract with
Disadvantaged Business Enterprises. For Indian Tribal, State, and Local Government RECIPIENTs, this shall include
dividing total requirements when economically feasible into smaller tasks or quantities to permit maximum
participation by Disadvantaged Business Enterprises in the competitive process.
4) Encourage contracting with a consortium of Disadvantaged Business Enterprises when a contract is too large for
one of these firms to handle individually.
5) Use services and assistance of the Small Business Administration and the Minority Business Development Agency
of the Department of Commerce.
6) If the prime contractor awards subcontracts, require the prime contractor to take the five good faith efforts steps in
paragraphs 1 through 5 above.
The RECIPIENT agrees to submit ECOLOGY’s Contractor Participation Report Form D with each payment request.
Contract Administration Provisions, 40 CFR, Section 33.302. The RECIPIENT agrees to comply with the contract
administration provisions of 40 CFR, Section 33.302.
Non-discrimination Provision. The RECIPIENT shall not discriminate on the basis of race, color, national origin or
sex in the performance of this agreement. The RECIPIENT shall carry out applicable requirements of 40 CFR Part 33
in the award and administration of contracts awarded under EPA financial assistance agreements. Failure by the
RECIPIENT to carry out these requirements is a material breach of this agreement which may result in the termination
of this contract or other legally available remedies.
This does not preclude the RECIPIENT from enacting broader nondiscrimination protections.
The RECIPIENT shall comply with all federal and state nondiscrimination laws, including but not limited to, Title VI
and VII of the Civil Rights Act of 1964, Section 504 of the Rehabilitation Act of 1973, Title IX of the Education
Amendments of 1972, the Age Discrimination Act of 1975, and Chapter 49.60 RCW, Washington’s Law Against
Discrimination, and 42 U.S.C. 12101 et seq, the Americans with Disabilities Act (ADA).
In the event of the RECIPIENT’s noncompliance or refusal to comply with any applicable nondiscrimination law,
regulation, or policy, this agreement may be rescinded, canceled, or terminated in whole or in part and the
RECIPIENT may be declared ineligible for further funding from ECOLOGY. The RECIPIENT shall, however, be
given a reasonable time in which to cure this noncompliance.
The RECIPIENT shall include the following terms and conditions in contracts with all contractors, subcontractors,
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engineers, vendors, and any other entity for work or services pertaining to this agreement.
“The Contractor will not discriminate on the basis of race, color, national origin or sex in the performance of this
Contract. The Contractor will carry out applicable requirements of 40 CFR Part 33 in the award and administration of
contracts awarded under Environmental Protection Agency financial agreements. Failure by the Contractor to carry out
these requirements is a material breach of this Contract which may result in termination of this Contract or other
legally available remedies.”
Bidder List, 40 CFR, Section 33.501(b) and (c). The RECIPIENT agrees to create and maintain a bidders list. The
bidders list shall include the following information for all firms that bid or quote on prime contracts, or bid or quote
subcontracts, including both MBE/WBEs and non-MBE/WBEs.
1. Entity's name with point of contact
2. Entity's mailing address, telephone number, and e-mail address
3. The procurement on which the entity bid or quoted, and when
4. Entity's status as an MBE/WBE or non-MBE/WBE
G. Electronic and information Technology (EIT) Accessibility: RECIPIENTs shall ensure that loan funds provided
under this agreement for costs in the development or purchase of EIT systems or products provide individuals with
disabilities reasonable accommodations and an equal and effective opportunity to benefit from or participate in a
program, including those offered through electronic and information technology as per Section 504 of the
Rehabilitation Act, codified in 40 CFR Part 7. Systems or products funded under this agreement must be designed to
meet the diverse needs of users without barriers or diminished function or quality. Systems shall include usability
features or functions that accommodate the needs of persons with disabilities, including those who use assistive
technology.
H. Hotel-Motel Fire Safety Act: The RECIPIENT shall ensure that all space for conferences, meetings, conventions or
training seminars funded in whole or in part with federal funds complies with the protection and control guidelines of
the Hotel and Motel Fire Safety Act (15 USC 2225a, PL 101-391, as amended). Recipients may search the
Hotel-Motel National Master List at http://www.usfa.dhs.gov/applications/hotel/ to see if a property is in compliance,
or to find other information about the Act. Pursuant to 15 USC 2225a.
I. Trafficking In Persons: The RECIPIENT and RECIPIENT employees that are private entities shall not engage in
forms of trafficking in persons during the period of time this agreement is effective. This includes, but is not limited
to, the procurement of a commercial sex act or forced labor. The RECIPIENT shall notify ECOLOGY immediately of
any information received from any source alleging a violation under this provision.
SECTION 5: THE FOLLOWING CONDITIONS APPLY TO STATE REVOLVING FUND (SRF) LOAN FUNDED
PROJECTS ONLY.
The RECIPIENT must submit the following documents/forms to ECOLOGY before this agreement is signed by
ECOLOGY:
1. Financial Capability Assessment Documentation
2. Opinion of RECIPIENT’s Legal Council
3. Authorizing Ordinance or Resolution
4. Federal Funding Accountability and Transparency Act (FFATA) Form
5. CWSRF Federal Reporting Information form available in EAGL
6. Fiscal Sustainability Plan Certification Form (only required if the project includes construction of a wastewater or
stormwater facility construction)
7. Cost and Effectiveness Analysis Certification Form
A. Alteration and Eligibility of Project: During the term of this agreement, the RECIPIENT (1) shall not materially
alter the design or structural character of the project without the prior written approval of ECOLOGY and (2) shall
take no action which would adversely affect the eligibility of the project as defined by applicable funding program
rules and state statutes, or which would cause a violation of any covenant, condition, or provision herein.
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B. American Iron and Steel (Buy American): This loan provision applies to projects for the construction, alteration,
maintenance, or repair of a “treatment works” as defined in the Federal Water Pollution Control Act (33 USC 1381 et
seq.) The RECIPIENT shall ensure that all iron and steel products used in the project are produced in the United
States. Iron and Steel products means the following products made primarily of iron or steel: lined or unlined pipes
and fittings, manhole covers and other municipal castings, hydrants, tanks, flanges, pipe clamps and restraints, valves,
structural steel, reinforced precast concrete, and construction materials. The RECIPIENT may request waiver from
this requirement from the Administrator of the Environmental Protection Agency. The RECIPIENT must coordinate
all waiver requests through ECOLOGY. This provision does not apply if the engineering plans and specifications for
the project were approved by ECOLOGY prior to January 17, 2014. ECOLOGY reserves the right to request
documentation of RECIPIENT’S compliance with this provision.
C. Authority of RECIPIENT: This agreement is authorized by the Constitution and laws of the state of Washington,
including the RECIPIENT’s authority, and by the RECIPIENT pursuant to the authorizing ordinance or resolution.
The RECIPIENT shall submit a copy of the authorizing ordinance or resolution to the ECOLOGY Financial Manager
before this agreement shall be signed by ECOLOGY.
D. Equivalency Projects: (For designated equivalency projects only)
1. The RECIPIENT must procure architectural and engineering services in accordance with the federal requirements in
Chapter 11 of Title 40, U.S.C. (see
www.gpo.gov/fdsys/pkg/USCODE-2011-title40/pdf/USCODE-2011-title40-subtitleI-chap11.pdf).
E. Fiscal Sustainability Plan Certification: The RECIPIENT shall submit a completed Fiscal Sustainability Plan
Certification before this agreement is signed by ECOLOGY. The Fiscal Sustainability Plan Certification is available
from the ECOLOGY Financial Manager or on the Water Quality Program website.
F. Funding Recognition and Outreach: In addition to Section 2.F of these Terms and Conditions, the
RECIPIENT agrees to comply with the EPA SRF Signage Guidance in order to enhance public awareness of EPA
assistance agreements nationwide. The signage guidance can be found at:
http://www.ecy.wa.gov/programs/wq/funding/FundPrgms/CWSRF/SignageGuidanceJune2015.pdf.
G. Insurance: The RECIPIENT shall at all times carry fire and extended insurance coverage, public liability, and
property damage, and such other forms of insurance with responsible insurers and policies payable to the RECIPIENT
on such of the buildings, equipment, works, plants, facilities, and properties of the Utility as are ordinarily carried by
municipal or privately-owned utilities engaged in the operation of like systems, and against such claims for damages
as are ordinarily carried by municipal or privately-owned utilities engaged in the operation of like systems, or it shall
self-insure or participate in an insurance pool or pools with reserves adequate, in the reasonable judgment of the
RECIPIENT, to protect it against loss.
H. Litigation Authority: No litigation is now pending, or to the RECIPIENT’s knowledge, threatened, seeking to
restrain, or enjoin:
(i) the execution of this agreement; or
(ii) the fixing or collection of the revenues, rates, and charges or the formation of the ULID and the levy and
collection of ULID Assessments therein pledged to pay the principal of and interest on the loan (for revenue secured
lien obligations); or
(iii) the levy and collection of the taxes pledged to pay the principal of and interest on the loan (for general
obligation-secured loans and general obligation payable from special-assessment-secured loans); or
(iv) in any manner questioning the proceedings and authority under which the agreement, the loan, or the project are
authorized. Neither the corporate existence, or boundaries of the RECIPIENT nor the title of its present officers to
their respective offices is being contested. No authority or proceeding for the execution of this agreement has been
repealed, revoked, or rescinded.
I. Loan Interest Rate and Terms: This loan agreement shall remain in effect until the date of final repayment of the
loan, unless terminated earlier according to the provisions herein.
When the Project Completion Date has occurred, ECOLOGY and the RECIPIENT shall execute an amendment to this
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loan agreement which details the final loan amount (Final Loan Amount), and ECOLOGY shall prepare a final loan
repayment schedule. The Final Loan Amount shall be the combined total of actual disbursements made on the loan
and all accrued interest to the computation date.
The Estimated Loan Amount and the Final Loan Amount (in either case, as applicable, a “Loan Amount”) shall bear
interest based on the interest rate identified in this agreement as the “Effective Interest Rate,” per annum, calculated on
the basis of a 365 day year. Interest on the Estimated Loan Amount shall accrue from and be compounded monthly
based on the date that each payment is mailed to the RECIPIENT. The Final Loan Amount shall be repaid in equal
installments, semiannually, over the term of this loan “Loan Term” as outlined in this agreement.
J. Loan Repayment:
Sources of Loan Repayment
1. Nature of RECIPIENT's Obligation. The obligation of the RECIPIENT to repay the loan from the sources
identified below and to perform and observe all other agreements and obligations on its part, contained herein, shall be
absolute and unconditional, and shall not be subject to diminution by setoff, counterclaim, or abatement of any kind.
To secure the repayment of the loan from ECOLOGY, the RECIPIENT agrees to comply with all of the covenants,
agreements, and attachments contained herein.
2. For General Obligation. This loan is a General Obligation Debt of the RECIPIENT.
3. For General Obligation Payable from Special Assessments. This loan is a General Obligation Debt of the
RECIPIENT payable from special assessments to be imposed within the constitutional and statutory tax limitations
provided by law without a vote of the electors of the RECIPIENT on all of the taxable property within the boundaries
of the RECIPIENT.
4. For Revenue-Secured: Lien Position. This loan is a Revenue-Secured Debt of the RECIPIENT’s Utility. This loan
shall constitute a lien and charge upon the Net Revenue junior and subordinate to the lien and charge upon such Net
Revenue of any Senior Lien Obligations.
In addition, if this loan is also secured by Utility Local Improvement Districts (ULID) Assessments, this loan shall
constitute a lien upon ULID Assessments in the ULID prior and superior to any other charges whatsoever.
5. Other Sources of Repayment. The RECIPIENT may repay any portion of the loan from any funds legally available
to it.
6. Defeasance of the Loan. So long as ECOLOGY shall hold this loan, the RECIPIENT shall not be entitled to, and
shall not affect, an economic Defeasance of the loan. The RECIPIENT shall not advance refund the loan.
If the RECIPIENT defeases or advance refunds the loan, it shall be required to use the proceeds thereof immediately
upon their receipt, together with other available RECIPIENT funds, to repay both of the following:
(i) The Loan Amount with interest
(ii) Any other obligations of the RECIPIENT to ECOLOGY under this agreement, unless in its sole discretion
ECOLOGY finds that repayment from those additional sources would not be in the public interest.
Failure to repay the Loan Amount plus interest within the time specified in ECOLOGY’s notice to make such
repayment shall incur Late Charges and shall be treated as a Loan Default.
7. Refinancing or Early Repayment of the Project. So long as ECOLOGY shall hold this loan, the RECIPIENT shall
give ECOLOGY thirty days written notice if the RECIPIENT intends to refinance or make early repayment of the
loan.
Method and Conditions on Repayments
1. Semiannual Payments. Notwithstanding any other provision of this agreement, the first semiannual payment of
principal and interest on this loan shall be due and payable no later than one year after the project completion date or
initiation of operation date, whichever comes first.
Thereafter, equal payments shall be due every six months.
If the due date for any semiannual payment falls on a Saturday, Sunday, or designated holiday for Washington State
agencies, the payment shall be due on the next business day for Washington State agencies.
Payments shall be mailed to:
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Department of Ecology
Cashiering Unit
P.O. Box 47611
Olympia WA 98504-7611
In lieu of mailing payments, electronic fund transfers can be arranged by working with ECOLOGY’s Financial
Manager.
No change to the amount of the semiannual principal and interest payments shall be made without a mutually signed
amendment to this agreement. The RECIPIENT shall continue to make semiannual payments based on this agreement
until the amendment is effective, at which time the RECIPIENT’s payments shall be made pursuant to the amended
agreement.
2. Late Charges. If any amount of the Final Loan Amount or any other amount owed to ECOLOGY pursuant to this
agreement remains unpaid after it becomes due and payable, ECOLOGY may assess a late charge. The late charge
shall be one percent per month on the past due amount starting on the date the debt becomes past due and until it is
paid in full.
3. Repayment Limitations. Repayment of the loan is subject to the following additional limitations, among others:
those on defeasance, refinancing and advance refunding, termination, and default and recovery of payments.
4. Prepayment of Loan. So long as ECOLOGY shall hold this loan, the RECIPIENT may prepay the entire unpaid
principal balance of and accrued interest on the loan or any portion of the remaining unpaid principal balance of the
Loan Amount. Any prepayments on the loan shall be applied first to any accrued interest due and then to the
outstanding principal balance of the Loan Amount. If the RECIPIENT elects to prepay the entire remaining unpaid
balance and accrued interest, the RECIPIENT shall first contact ECOLOGY’s Revenue/Receivable Manager of the
Fiscal Office.
K. Loan Security
Due Regard: For loans secured with a Revenue Obligation: The RECIPIENT shall exercise due regard for
Maintenance and Operation Expense and the debt service requirements of the Senior Lien Obligations and any other
outstanding obligations pledging the Gross Revenue of the Utility, and it has not obligated itself to set aside and pay
into the loan Fund a greater amount of the Gross Revenue of the Utility than, in its judgment, shall be available over
and above such Maintenance and Operation Expense and those debt service requirements.
Where collecting adequate gross utility revenue requires connecting additional users, the RECIPIENT shall require the
sewer system connections necessary to meet debt obligations and expected operation and maintenance expenses.
Levy and Collection of Taxes (if used to secure the repayment of the loan): For so long as the loan is outstanding, the
RECIPIENT irrevocably pledges to include in its budget and levy taxes annually within the constitutional and statutory
tax limitations provided by law without a vote of its electors on all of the taxable property within the boundaries of the
RECIPIENT in an amount sufficient, together with other money legally available and to be used therefore, to pay
when due the principal of and interest on the loan, and the full faith, credit and resources of the RECIPIENT are
pledged irrevocably for the annual levy and collection of those taxes and the prompt payment of that principal and
interest.
Not an Excess Indebtedness: For loans secured with a general obligation pledge or a general obligation pledge on
special assessments: The RECIPIENT agrees that this agreement and the loan to be made do not create an
indebtedness of the RECIPIENT in excess of any constitutional or statutory limitations.
Pledge of Net Revenue and ULID Assessments in the ULID (if used to secure the repayment of this loan): For so long
as the loan is outstanding, the RECIPIENT irrevocably pledges the Net Revenue of the Utility, including applicable
ULID Assessments in the ULID, to pay when due the principal of and interest on the loan.
Utility Local Improvement District (ULID) Assessment Collection (if used to secure the repayment of the loan): All
ULID Assessments in the ULID shall be paid into the Loan Fund and used to pay the principal of and interest on the
loan.
L. Maintenance and Operation of a Funded Utility: The RECIPIENT shall, at all times, maintain and keep the funded
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Utility in good repair, working order, and condition.
M. Opinion of RECIPIENT’s Legal Counsel: The RECIPIENT must submit an “Opinion of Legal Counsel to the
RECIPIENT” to ECOLOGY before this agreement will be signed. ECOLOGY will provide the form.
N. Prevailing Wage (Davis-Bacon Act): The RECIPIENT agrees, by signing this agreement, to comply with the
Davis-Bacon Act prevailing wage requirements. This applies to the construction, alteration, and repair of treatment
works carried out, in whole or in part, with assistance made available by the State Revolving Fund as authorized by
Section 513, title VI of the Federal Water Pollution Control Act (33 U.S.C. 1372). Laborers and mechanics employed
by contractors and subcontractors shall be paid wages not less often than once a week and at rates not less than those
prevailing on projects of a character similar in the locality as determined by the Secretary of Labor.
The RECIPIENT shall obtain the wage determination for the area in which the project is located prior to issuing
requests for bids, proposals, quotes or other methods for soliciting contracts (solicitation). These wage determinations
shall be incorporated into solicitations and any subsequent contracts. The RECIPIENT shall ensure that the required
EPA contract language regarding Davis-Bacon Wages is in all contracts and sub contracts in excess of $2,000. The
RECIPIENT shall maintain records sufficient to document compliance with the Davis-Bacon Act, and make such
records available for review upon request.
The RECIPIENT also agrees, by signing this agreement, to comply with State Prevailing Wages on Public Works,
Chapter 39.12 RCW, as applicable. Compliance may include the determination whether the project involves “public
work” and inclusion of the applicable prevailing wage rates in the bid specifications and contracts. The RECIPIENT
agrees to maintain records sufficient to evidence compliance with Chapter 39.12 RCW, and make such records
available for review upon request.
O. Progress Reports: RECIPIENTS funded with State Revolving Fund Loan or Forgivable Principal shall include the
following verification statement in the “General Comments” text box of each progress report.
“We verify that we are in compliance with all the requirements as outlined in our funding agreement(s) with the
Department of Ecology. This includes but is not limited to:
- The Davis-Bacon Act, 29 CFR (If applicable)
- Washington State Prevailing Wage Rate, Chapter 39.12 RCW (Pertaining to all recipients)
- The Disadvantaged Business Enterprise (DBE), 40 CFR, Part 33”
P. Representations and Warranties: The RECIPIENT represents and warrants to ECOLOGY as follows:
Application: Material Information. All information and materials submitted by the RECIPIENT to ECOLOGY in
connection with its loan application were, when made, and are, as of the date the RECIPIENT signs this agreement,
true and correct. There is no material adverse information relating to the RECIPIENT, the project, the loan, or this
agreement known to the RECIPIENT, which has not been disclosed in writing to ECOLOGY.
Existence; Authority. It is a duly formed and legally existing municipal corporation or political subdivision of the
state of Washington or a federally recognized Indian Tribe. It has full corporate power and authority to execute,
deliver, and perform all of its obligations under this agreement and to undertake the project identified herein.
Certification. Each payment request shall constitute a certification by the RECIPIENT to the effect that all
representations and warranties made in this loan agreement remain true as of the date of the request and that no
adverse developments, affecting the financial condition of the RECIPIENT or its ability to complete the project or to
repay the principal of or interest on the loan, have occurred since the date of this loan agreement. Any changes in the
RECIPIENT’s financial condition shall be disclosed in writing to ECOLOGY by the RECIPIENT in its request for
payment.
Q. Sale or Disposition of Funded Utility: The RECIPIENT shall not sell, transfer, or otherwise dispose of any of the
works, plant, properties, facilities, or other part of the funded Utility or any real or personal property comprising a part
of the funded Utility unless:
1. The facilities or property transferred are not material to the operation of the funded Utility, or have become
unserviceable, inadequate, obsolete, or unfit to be used in the operation of the funded Utility or are no longer
necessary, material, or useful to the operation of the funded Utility; or
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2. The aggregate depreciated cost value of the facilities or property being transferred in any fiscal year comprises
no more than three percent of the total assets of the funded Utility; or
3. The RECIPIENT receives from the transferee an amount equal to an amount which will be in the same
proportion to the net amount of Senior Lien Obligations and this LOAN then outstanding (defined as the total amount
outstanding less the amount of cash and investments in the bond and loan funds securing such debt) as the Gross
Revenue of the funded Utility from the portion of the funded Utility sold or disposed of for the preceding year bears to
the total Gross Revenue for that period.
4. Expressed written agreement by the DEPARTMENT.
The proceeds of any transfer under this paragraph must be used (1) to redeem promptly, or irrevocably set aside for the
redemption of, Senior Lien Obligations and to redeem promptly the loan, and (2) to provide for part of the cost of
additions to and betterments and extensions of the Utility.
R. Sewer-Use Ordinance or Resolution for Funded Wastewater Facility Projects: If not already in existence, the
RECIPIENT shall adopt and shall enforce a sewer-use ordinance or resolution. Such ordinance or resolution shall be
submitted to ECOLOGY upon request.
The sewer use ordinance must include provisions to:
1) Prohibit the introduction of toxic or hazardous wastes into the RECIPIENT’s sewer system.
2) Prohibit inflow of stormwater into separated sewer systems.
3) Require that new sewers and connections be properly designed and constructed.
S. Termination and Default:
Termination and Default Events
1. For Insufficient ECOLOGY or RECIPIENT Funds. ECOLOGY may terminate this loan agreement for insufficient
ECOLOGY or RECIPIENT funds.
2. For Failure to Commence Work. ECOLOGY may terminate this loan agreement for failure of the RECIPIENT to
commence project work.
3. Past Due Payments. The RECIPIENT shall be in default of its obligations under this loan agreement when any loan
repayment becomes 60 days past due.
4. Other Cause. The obligation of ECOLOGY to the RECIPIENT is contingent upon satisfactory performance in full
by the RECIPIENT of all of its obligations under this loan agreement. The RECIPIENT shall be in default of its
obligations under this loan agreement if, in the opinion of ECOLOGY, the RECIPIENT has unjustifiably failed to
perform any obligation required of it by this loan agreement.
Procedures for Termination. If this loan agreement is terminated prior to project completion, ECOLOGY shall provide
to the RECIPIENT a written notice of termination at least five working days prior to the effective date of termination
(the “Termination Date”). The written notice of termination by the ECOLOGY shall specify the Termination Date
and, when applicable, the date by which the RECIPIENT must repay any outstanding balance of the loan and all
accrued interest (the “Termination Payment Date”).
Termination and Default Remedies
No Further Payments. On and after the Termination Date, or in the event of a default event, ECOLOGY may, at its
sole discretion, withdraw the loan and make no further payments under this agreement.
Repayment Demand. In response to an ECOLOGY initiated termination event, or in response to a loan default event,
ECOLOGY may at its sole discretion demand that the RECIPIENT repay the outstanding balance of the Loan Amount
and all accrued interest.
Interest after Repayment Demand. From the time that ECOLOGY demands repayment of funds, amounts owed by the
RECIPIENT to ECOLOGY shall accrue additional interest at the rate of one percent per month, or fraction thereof.
Accelerate Repayments. In the event of a default, ECOLOGY may, in its sole discretion, declare the principal of and
interest on the loan immediately due and payable, subject to the prior lien and charge of any outstanding Senior Lien
Obligation upon the Net Revenue. That is, the loan is not subject to acceleration so long as any Senior Lien
Obligations are outstanding. Repayments not made immediately upon such acceleration will incur Late Charges.
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Late Charges. All amounts due to ECOLOGY and not paid by the RECIPIENT by the Termination Payment Date or
after acceleration following a default event, as applicable, shall incur late charges.
Intercept State Funds. In the event of a default event and in accordance with Chapter 90.50A.060 RCW, “Defaults,”
any state funds otherwise due to the RECIPIENT may, at ECOLOGY’s sole discretion, be withheld and applied to the
repayment of the loan.
Property to ECOLOGY. In the event of a default event and at the option of ECOLOGY, any personal property
(equipment) acquired under this agreement may, in ECOLOGY’s sole discretion, become ECOLOGY’s property. In
that circumstance, ECOLOGY shall reduce the RECIPIENT’s liability to repay money by an amount reflecting the fair
value of such property.
Documents and Materials. If this agreement is terminated, all finished or unfinished documents, data studies, surveys,
drawings, maps, models, photographs, and reports or other materials prepared by the RECIPIENT shall, at the option
of ECOLOGY, become ECOLOGY property. The RECIPIENT shall be entitled to receive just and equitable
compensation for any satisfactory work completed on such documents and other materials.
Collection and Enforcement Actions. In the event of a default event, the state of Washington reserves the right to take
any actions it deems necessary to collect the amounts due, or to become due, or to enforce the performance and
observance of any obligation by the RECIPIENT, under this agreement.
Fees and Expenses. In any action to enforce the provisions of this agreement, reasonable fees and expenses of
attorneys and other reasonable expenses (including, without limitation, the reasonably allocated costs of legal staff)
shall be awarded to the prevailing party as that term is defined in Chapter 4.84.330 RCW.
Damages. Notwithstanding ECOLOGY’s exercise of any or all of the termination or default remedies provided in this
agreement, the RECIPIENT shall not be relieved of any liability to ECOLOGY for damages sustained by ECOLOGY
and/or the state of Washington because of any breach of this agreement by the RECIPIENT. ECOLOGY may
withhold payments for the purpose of setoff until such time as the exact amount of damages due ECOLOGY from the
RECIPIENT is determined.
T. User-Charge System for Funded Utilities: The RECIPIENT certifies that it has the legal authority to establish and
implement a user-charge system and shall adopt a system of user-charges to assure that each user of the funded utility
shall pay its proportionate share of the cost of operation and maintenance, including replacement during the design life
of the project. The user-charge system will include provisions for a connection charge.
In addition, the RECIPIENT shall regularly evaluate the user-charge system, at least annually, to ensure the system
provides adequate revenues necessary to operate and maintain the funded utility, to establish reserves to pay for
replacement, and to repay the loan.
GENERAL FEDERAL CONDITIONS
If a portion or all of the funds for this agreement are provided through federal funding sources or this
agreement is used to match a federal grant award, the following terms and conditions apply to you.
A. CERTIFICATION REGARDING SUSPENSION, DEBARMENT, INELIGIBILITY OR VOLUNTARY
EXCLUSION:
1. The RECIPIENT/CONTRACTOR, by signing this agreement, certifies that it is not suspended, debarred,
proposed for debarment, declared ineligible or otherwise excluded from contracting with the federal
government, or from receiving contracts paid for with federal funds. If the RECIPIENT/CONTRACTOR is
unable to certify to the statements contained in the certification, they must provide an explanation as to why they
cannot.
2. The RECIPIENT/CONTRACTOR shall provide immediate written notice to ECOLOGY if at any time the
RECIPIENT/CONTRACTOR learns that its certification was erroneous when submitted or had become
erroneous by reason of changed circumstances.
3. The terms covered transaction, debarred, suspended, ineligible, lower tier covered transaction, participant,
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4.

5.

6.
7.

8.

person, primary covered transaction, principal, proposal, and voluntarily excluded, as used in this clause, have
the meaning set out in the Definitions and Coverage sections of rules implementing Executive Order 12549.
You may contact ECOLOGY for assistance in obtaining a copy of those regulations.
The RECIPIENT/CONTRACTOR agrees it shall not knowingly enter into any lower tier covered transaction
with a person who is proposed for debarment under the applicable Code of Federal Regulations, debarred,
suspended, declared ineligible, or voluntarily excluded from participation in this covered transaction.
The RECIPIENT/CONTRACTOR further agrees by signing this agreement, that it will include this clause titled
“CERTIFICATION REGARDING SUSPENSION, DEBARMENT, INELIGIBILITY OR VOLUNTARY
EXCLUSION” without modification in all lower tier covered transactions and in all solicitations for lower tier
covered transactions.
Pursuant to 2CFR180.330, the RECIPIENT/CONTRACTOR is responsible for ensuring that any lower tier
covered transaction complies with certification of suspension and debarment requirements.
RECIPIENT/CONTRACTOR acknowledges that failing to disclose the information required in the Code of
Federal Regulations may result in the delay or negation of this funding agreement, or pursuance of legal
remedies, including suspension and debarment.
RECIPIENT/CONTRACTOR agrees to keep proof in its agreement file, that it, and all lower tier recipients or
contractors, are not suspended or debarred, and will make this proof available to ECOLOGY before requests for
reimbursements will be approved for payment. RECIPIENT/CONTRACTOR must run a search in
<http://www.sam.gov> and print a copy of completed searches to document proof of compliance.

B. FEDERAL FUNDING ACCOUNTABILITY AND TRANSPARENCY ACT (FFATA) REPORTING
REQUIREMENTS:
CONTRACTOR/RECIPIENT must complete the FFATA Data Collection Form (ECY 070-395) and return it
with the signed agreement to ECOLOGY.
Any CONTRACTOR/RECIPIENT that meets each of the criteria below must report compensation for its five
top executives using the FFATA Data Collection Form.
·
·
·
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Receives more than $25,000 in federal funds under this award.
Receives more than 80 percent of its annual gross revenues from federal funds.
Receives more than $25,000,000 in annual federal funds.

Ecology will not pay any invoices until it has received a completed and signed FFATA Data Collection Form.
Ecology is required to report the FFATA information for federally funded agreements, including the required
DUNS number, at www.fsrs.gov <http://www.fsrs.gov/> within 30 days of agreement signature. The FFATA
information will be available to the public at www.usaspending.gov <http://www.usaspending.gov/>.
For more details on FFATA requirements, see www.fsrs.gov <http://www.fsrs.gov/>.
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GENERAL TERMS AND CONDITIONS
Pertaining to Grant and Loan Agreements With the state of Washington, Department of Ecology
GENERAL TERMS AND CONDITIONS AS OF LAST UPDATED 1/22/2018 VERSION
1. ADMINISTRATIVE REQUIREMENTS
a) RECIPIENT shall follow the "Administrative Requirements for Recipients of Ecology Grants and Loans – EAGL
Edition." (https://fortress.wa.gov/ecy/publications/SummaryPages/1701004.html)
b) RECIPIENT shall complete all activities funded by this Agreement and be fully responsible for the proper
management of all funds and resources made available under this Agreement.
c) RECIPIENT agrees to take complete responsibility for all actions taken under this Agreement, including ensuring
all subgrantees and contractors comply with the terms and conditions of this Agreement. ECOLOGY reserves the right
to request proof of compliance by subgrantees and contractors.
d) RECIPIENT’s activities under this Agreement shall be subject to the review and approval by ECOLOGY for the
extent and character of all work and services.
2. AMENDMENTS AND MODIFICATIONS
This Agreement may be altered, amended, or waived only by a written amendment executed by both parties. No
subsequent modification(s) or amendment(s) of this Agreement will be of any force or effect unless in writing and
signed by authorized representatives of both parties. ECOLOGY and the RECIPIENT may change their respective staff
contacts and administrative information without the concurrence of either party.
3. ARCHAEOLOGICAL AND CULTURAL RESOURCES
RECIPIENT shall take reasonable action to avoid, minimize, or mitigate adverse effects to archeological and historic
resources. The RECIPIENT must agree to hold harmless the State of Washington in relation to any claim related to
historical or cultural artifacts discovered, disturbed, or damaged due to the RECIPIENT’s project funded under this
Agreement.
RECIPIENT shall:
a) Contact the ECOLOGY Program issuing the grant or loan to discuss any Cultural Resources requirements for their
project:
• For capital construction projects or land acquisitions for capital construction projects, if required, comply with
Governor Executive Order 05-05, Archaeology and Cultural Resources.
• For projects with any federal involvement, if required, comply with the National Historic Preservation Act.
• Any cultural resources federal or state requirements must be completed prior to the start of any work on the project
site.
b) If required by the ECOLOGY Program, submit an Inadvertent Discovery Plan (IDP) to ECOLOGY prior to
implementing any project that involves ground disturbing activities. ECOLOGY will provide the IDP form.
RECIPIENT shall:
• Keep the IDP at the project site.
• Make the IDP readily available to anyone working at the project site.
• Discuss the IDP with staff and contractors working at the project site.
• Implement the IDP when cultural resources or human remains are found at the project site.
c) If any archeological or historic resources are found while conducting work under this Agreement:
• Immediately stop work and notify the ECOLOGY Program, the Department of Archaeology and Historic
Preservation at (360) 586-3064, any affected Tribe, and the local government.
d) If any human remains are found while conducting work under this Agreement:
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• Immediately stop work and notify the local Law Enforcement Agency or Medical Examiner/Coroner’s Office, and
then the ECOLOGY Program.
e) Comply with RCW 27.53, RCW 27.44.055, and RCW 68.50.645, and all other applicable local, state, and federal
laws protecting cultural resources and human remains.
4. ASSIGNMENT
No right or claim of the RECIPIENT arising under this Agreement shall be transferred or assigned by the RECIPIENT.
5. COMMUNICATION
RECIPIENT shall make every effort to maintain effective communications with the RECIPIENT's designees,
ECOLOGY, all affected local, state, or federal jurisdictions, and any interested individuals or groups.
6. COMPENSATION
a) Any work performed prior to effective date of this Agreement will be at the sole expense and risk of the
RECIPIENT. ECOLOGY must sign the Agreement before any payment requests can be submitted.
b) Payments will be made on a reimbursable basis for approved and completed work as specified in this Agreement.
c) RECIPIENT is responsible to determine if costs are eligible. Any questions regarding eligibility should be clarified
with ECOLOGY prior to incurring costs. Costs that are conditionally eligible require approval by ECOLOGY prior to
expenditure.
d) RECIPIENT shall not invoice more than once per month unless agreed on by ECOLOGY.
e) ECOLOGY will not process payment requests without the proper reimbursement forms, Progress Report and
supporting documentation. ECOLOGY will provide instructions for submitting payment requests.
f) ECOLOGY will pay the RECIPIENT thirty (30) days after receipt of a properly completed request for payment.
g) RECIPIENT will receive payment through Washington State Department of Enterprise Services’ Statewide Payee
Desk. RECIPIENT must register as a payee by submitting a Statewide Payee Registration form and an IRS W-9 form
at the website, http://www.des.wa.gov/services/ContractingPurchasing/Business/VendorPay/Pages/default.aspx. For
any questions about the vendor registration process contact the Statewide Payee Help Desk at (360) 407-8180 or email
payeehelpdesk@watech.wa.gov.
h) ECOLOGY may, at its sole discretion, withhold payments claimed by the RECIPIENT if the RECIPIENT fails to
satisfactorily comply with any term or condition of this Agreement.
i) Monies withheld by ECOLOGY may be paid to the RECIPIENT when the work described herein, or a portion
thereof, has been completed if, at ECOLOGY's sole discretion, such payment is reasonable and approved according to
this Agreement, as appropriate, or upon completion of an audit as specified herein.
j) RECIPIENT must submit within thirty (30) days after the expiration date of this Agreement, all financial,
performance, and other reports required by this agreement. Failure to comply may result in delayed reimbursement.
7. COMPLIANCE WITH ALL LAWS
RECIPIENT agrees to comply fully with all applicable federal, state and local laws, orders, regulations, and permits
related to this Agreement, including but not limited to:
a) RECIPIENT agrees to comply with all applicable laws, regulations, and policies of the United States and the State
of Washington which affect wages and job safety.
b) RECIPIENT agrees to be bound by all applicable federal and state laws, regulations, and policies against
discrimination.
c) RECIPIENT certifies full compliance with all applicable state industrial insurance requirements.
d) RECIPIENT agrees to secure and provide assurance to ECOLOGY that all the necessary approvals and permits
required by authorities having jurisdiction over the project are obtained. RECIPIENT must include time in their project
timeline for the permit and approval processes.
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ECOLOGY shall have the right to immediately terminate for cause this Agreement as provided herein if the
RECIPIENT fails to comply with above requirements.
If any provision of this Agreement violates any statute or rule of law of the state of Washington, it is considered
modified to conform to that statute or rule of law.
8. CONFLICT OF INTEREST
RECIPIENT and ECOLOGY agree that any officer, member, agent, or employee, who exercises any function or
responsibility in the review, approval, or carrying out of this Agreement, shall not have any personal or financial
interest, direct or indirect, nor affect the interest of any corporation, partnership, or association in which he/she is a part,
in this Agreement or the proceeds thereof.
9. CONTRACTING FOR GOODS AND SERVICES
RECIPIENT may contract to buy goods or services related to its performance under this Agreement. RECIPIENT shall
award all contracts for construction, purchase of goods, equipment, services, and professional architectural and
engineering services through a competitive process, if required by State law. RECIPIENT is required to follow
procurement procedures that ensure legal, fair, and open competition.
RECIPIENT must have a standard procurement process or follow current state procurement procedures. RECIPIENT
may be required to provide written certification that they have followed their standard procurement procedures and
applicable state law in awarding contracts under this Agreement.
ECOLOGY reserves the right to inspect and request copies of all procurement documentation, and review procurement
practices related to this Agreement. Any costs incurred as a result of procurement practices not in compliance with
state procurement law or the RECIPIENT's normal procedures may be disallowed at ECOLOGY’s sole discretion.
10. DISPUTES
When there is a dispute with regard to the extent and character of the work, or any other matter related to this
Agreement the determination of ECOLOGY will govern, although the RECIPIENT shall have the right to appeal
decisions as provided for below:
a) RECIPIENT notifies the funding program of an appeal request.
b) Appeal request must be in writing and state the disputed issue(s).
c) RECIPIENT has the opportunity to be heard and offer evidence in support of its appeal.
d) ECOLOGY reviews the RECIPIENT’s appeal.
e) ECOLOGY sends a written answer within ten (10) business days, unless more time is needed, after concluding the
review.
The decision of ECOLOGY from an appeal will be final and conclusive, unless within thirty (30) days from the date of
such decision, the RECIPIENT furnishes to the Director of ECOLOGY a written appeal. The decision of the Director or
duly authorized representative will be final and conclusive.
The parties agree that this dispute process will precede any action in a judicial or quasi-judicial tribunal.
Appeals of the Director's decision will be brought in the Superior Court of Thurston County. Review of the Director’s
decision will not be taken to Environmental and Land Use Hearings Office.
Pending final decision of a dispute, the RECIPIENT agrees to proceed diligently with the performance of this
Agreement and in accordance with the decision rendered.
Nothing in this Agreement will be construed to limit the parties’ choice of another mutually acceptable method, in
addition to the dispute resolution procedure outlined above.
11. ENVIRONMENTAL DATA STANDARDS
a) RECIPIENT shall prepare a Quality Assurance Project Plan (QAPP) for a project that collects or uses
environmental measurement data. RECIPIENTS unsure about whether a QAPP is required for their project shall contact
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the ECOLOGY Program issuing the grant or loan. If a QAPP is required, the RECIPIENT shall:
• Use ECOLOGY’s QAPP Template/Checklist provided by the ECOLOGY, unless ECOLOGY Quality Assurance
(QA) officer or the Program QA coordinator instructs otherwise.
• Follow ECOLOGY’s Guidelines for Preparing Quality Assurance Project Plans for Environmental Studies, July
2004 (Ecology Publication No. 04-03-030).
• Submit the QAPP to ECOLOGY for review and approval before the start of the work.
b) RECIPIENT shall submit environmental data that was collected on a project to ECOLOGY using the
Environmental Information Management system (EIM), unless the ECOLOGY Program instructs otherwise. The
RECIPIENT must confirm with ECOLOGY that complete and correct data was successfully loaded into EIM, find
instructions at: http://www.ecy.wa.gov/eim.
c) RECIPIENT shall follow ECOLOGY’s data standards when Geographic Information System (GIS) data is collected
and processed. Guidelines for Creating and Accessing GIS Data are available at:
https://ecology.wa.gov/Research-Data/Data-resources/Geographic-Information-Systems-GIS/Standards. RECIPIENT,
when requested by ECOLOGY, shall provide copies to ECOLOGY of all final GIS data layers, imagery, related tables,
raw data collection files, map products, and all metadata and project documentation.
12. GOVERNING LAW
This Agreement will be governed by the laws of the State of Washington, and the venue of any action brought
hereunder will be in the Superior Court of Thurston County.
13. INDEMNIFICATION
ECOLOGY will in no way be held responsible for payment of salaries, consultant's fees, and other costs related to the
project described herein, except as provided in the Scope of Work.
To the extent that the Constitution and laws of the State of Washington permit, each party will indemnify and hold the
other harmless from and against any liability for any or all injuries to persons or property arising from the negligent act
or omission of that party or that party's agents or employees arising out of this Agreement.
14. INDEPENDENT STATUS
The employees, volunteers, or agents of each party who are engaged in the performance of this Agreement will continue
to be employees, volunteers, or agents of that party and will not for any purpose be employees, volunteers, or agents of
the other party.
15. KICKBACKS
RECIPIENT is prohibited from inducing by any means any person employed or otherwise involved in this Agreement
to give up any part of the compensation to which he/she is otherwise entitled to or receive any fee, commission, or gift
in return for award of a subcontract hereunder.
16. MINORITY AND WOMEN’S BUSINESS ENTERPRISES (MWBE)
RECIPIENT is encouraged to solicit and recruit, to the extent possible, certified minority-owned (MBE) and
women-owned (WBE) businesses in purchases and contracts initiated under this Agreement.
Contract awards or rejections cannot be made based on MWBE participation; however, the RECIPIENT is encouraged
to take the following actions, when possible, in any procurement under this Agreement:
a) Include qualified minority and women's businesses on solicitation lists whenever they are potential sources of goods
or services.
b) Divide the total requirements, when economically feasible, into smaller tasks or quantities, to permit maximum
participation by qualified minority and women's businesses.
c) Establish delivery schedules, where work requirements permit, which will encourage participation of qualified
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minority and women's businesses.
d) Use the services and assistance of the Washington State Office of Minority and Women's Business Enterprises
(OMWBE) (866-208-1064) and the Office of Minority Business Enterprises of the U.S. Department of Commerce, as
appropriate.
17. ORDER OF PRECEDENCE
In the event of inconsistency in this Agreement, unless otherwise provided herein, the inconsistency shall be resolved
by giving precedence in the following order: (a) applicable federal and state statutes and regulations; (b) The
Agreement; (c) Scope of Work; (d) Special Terms and Conditions; (e) Any provisions or terms incorporated herein by
reference, including the "Administrative Requirements for Recipients of Ecology Grants and Loans"; and (f) the
General Terms and Conditions.
18. PRESENTATION AND PROMOTIONAL MATERIALS
ECOLOGY reserves the right to approve RECIPIENT’s communication documents and materials related to the
fulfillment of this Agreement:
a) If requested, RECIPIENT shall provide a draft copy to ECOLOGY for review and approval ten (10) business days
prior to production and distribution.
b) RECIPIENT shall include time for ECOLOGY’s review and approval process in their project timeline.
c) If requested, RECIPIENT shall provide ECOLOGY two (2) final copies and an electronic copy of any tangible
products developed.
Copies include any printed materials, and all tangible products developed such as brochures, manuals, pamphlets,
videos, audio tapes, CDs, curriculum, posters, media announcements, or gadgets with a message, such as a refrigerator
magnet, and any online communications, such as web pages, blogs, and twitter campaigns. If it is not practical to
provide a copy, then the RECIPIENT shall provide a description (photographs, drawings, printouts, etc.) that best
represents the item.
Any communications intended for public distribution that uses ECOLOGY’s logo shall comply with ECOLOGY’s
graphic requirements and any additional requirements specified in this Agreement. Before the use of ECOLOGY’s
logo contact ECOLOGY for guidelines.
RECIPIENT shall acknowledge in the communications that funding was provided by ECOLOGY.
19. PROGRESS REPORTING
a) RECIPIENT must satisfactorily demonstrate the timely use of funds by submitting payment requests and progress
reports to ECOLOGY. ECOLOGY reserves the right to amend or terminate this Agreement if the RECIPIENT does
not document timely use of funds.
b) RECIPIENT must submit a progress report with each payment request. Payment requests will not be processed
without a progress report. ECOLOGY will define the elements and frequency of progress reports.
c) RECIPIENT shall use ECOLOGY’s provided progress report format.
d) Quarterly progress reports will cover the periods from January 1 through March 31, April 1 through June 30, July 1
through September 30, and October 1 through December 31. Reports shall be submitted within thirty (30) days after
the end of the quarter being reported.
e) RECIPIENT must submit within thirty (30) days of the expiration date of the project, unless an extension has been
approved by ECOLOGY, all financial, performance, and other reports required by the agreement and funding program
guidelines. RECIPIENT shall use the ECOLOGY provided closeout report format.
20. PROPERTY RIGHTS
a) Copyrights and Patents. When the RECIPIENT creates any copyrightable materials or invents any patentable
property under this Agreement, the RECIPIENT may copyright or patent the same but ECOLOGY retains a royalty free,
nonexclusive, and irrevocable license to reproduce, publish, recover, or otherwise use the material(s) or property, and to
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authorize others to use the same for federal, state, or local government purposes.
b) Publications. When the RECIPIENT or persons employed by the RECIPIENT use or publish ECOLOGY
information; present papers, lectures, or seminars involving information supplied by ECOLOGY; or use logos, reports,
maps, or other data in printed reports, signs, brochures, pamphlets, etc., appropriate credit shall be given to ECOLOGY.
c) Presentation and Promotional Materials. ECOLOGY shall have the right to use or reproduce any printed or graphic
materials produced in fulfillment of this Agreement, in any manner ECOLOGY deems appropriate. ECOLOGY shall
acknowledge the RECIPIENT as the sole copyright owner in every use or reproduction of the materials.
d) Tangible Property Rights. ECOLOGY's current edition of "Administrative Requirements for Recipients of Ecology
Grants and Loans," shall control the use and disposition of all real and personal property purchased wholly or in part
with funds furnished by ECOLOGY in the absence of state and federal statutes, regulations, or policies to the contrary,
or upon specific instructions with respect thereto in this Agreement.
e) Personal Property Furnished by ECOLOGY. When ECOLOGY provides personal property directly to the
RECIPIENT for use in performance of the project, it shall be returned to ECOLOGY prior to final payment by
ECOLOGY. If said property is lost, stolen, or damaged while in the RECIPIENT's possession, then ECOLOGY shall
be reimbursed in cash or by setoff by the RECIPIENT for the fair market value of such property.
f) Acquisition Projects. The following provisions shall apply if the project covered by this Agreement includes funds
for the acquisition of land or facilities:
1. RECIPIENT shall establish that the cost is fair value and reasonable prior to disbursement of funds provided for in
this Agreement.
2. RECIPIENT shall provide satisfactory evidence of title or ability to acquire title for each parcel prior to
disbursement of funds provided by this Agreement. Such evidence may include title insurance policies, Torrens
certificates, or abstracts, and attorney's opinions establishing that the land is free from any impediment, lien, or claim
which would impair the uses intended by this Agreement.
g) Conversions. Regardless of the Agreement expiration date, the RECIPIENT shall not at any time convert any
equipment, property, or facility acquired or developed under this Agreement to uses other than those for which
assistance was originally approved without prior written approval of ECOLOGY. Such approval may be conditioned
upon payment to ECOLOGY of that portion of the proceeds of the sale, lease, or other conversion or encumbrance
which monies granted pursuant to this Agreement bear to the total acquisition, purchase, or construction costs of such
property.
21. RECORDS, AUDITS, AND INSPECTIONS
RECIPIENT shall maintain complete program and financial records relating to this Agreement, including any
engineering documentation and field inspection reports of all construction work accomplished.
All records shall:
a) Be kept in a manner which provides an audit trail for all expenditures.
b) Be kept in a common file to facilitate audits and inspections.
c) Clearly indicate total receipts and expenditures related to this Agreement.
d) Be open for audit or inspection by ECOLOGY, or by any duly authorized audit representative of the State of
Washington, for a period of at least three (3) years after the final grant payment or loan repayment, or any dispute
resolution hereunder.
RECIPIENT shall provide clarification and make necessary adjustments if any audits or inspections identify
discrepancies in the records.
ECOLOGY reserves the right to audit, or have a designated third party audit, applicable records to ensure that the state
has been properly invoiced. Any remedies and penalties allowed by law to recover monies determined owed will be
enforced. Repetitive instances of incorrect invoicing or inadequate records may be considered cause for termination.
All work performed under this Agreement and any property and equipment purchased shall be made available to
ECOLOGY and to any authorized state, federal or local representative for inspection at any time during the course of
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this Agreement and for at least three (3) years following grant or loan termination or dispute resolution hereunder.
RECIPIENT shall provide right of access to ECOLOGY, or any other authorized representative, at all reasonable times,
in order to monitor and evaluate performance, compliance, and any other conditions under this Agreement.
22. RECOVERY OF FUNDS
The right of the RECIPIENT to retain monies received as reimbursement payments is contingent upon satisfactory
performance of this Agreement and completion of the work described in the Scope of Work.
All payments to the RECIPIENT are subject to approval and audit by ECOLOGY, and any unauthorized expenditure(s)
or unallowable cost charged to this Agreement shall be refunded to ECOLOGY by the RECIPIENT.
RECIPIENT shall refund to ECOLOGY the full amount of any erroneous payment or overpayment under this
Agreement.
RECIPIENT shall refund by check payable to ECOLOGY the amount of any such reduction of payments or repayments
within thirty (30) days of a written notice. Interest will accrue at the rate of twelve percent (12%) per year from the
time ECOLOGY demands repayment of funds.
Any property acquired under this Agreement, at the option of ECOLOGY, may become ECOLOGY's property and the
RECIPIENT's liability to repay monies will be reduced by an amount reflecting the fair value of such property.
23. SEVERABILITY
If any provision of this Agreement or any provision of any document incorporated by reference shall be held invalid,
such invalidity shall not affect the other provisions of this Agreement which can be given effect without the invalid
provision, and to this end the provisions of this Agreement are declared to be severable.
24. STATE ENVIRONMENTAL POLICY ACT (SEPA)
RECIPIENT must demonstrate to ECOLOGY’s satisfaction that compliance with the requirements of the State
Environmental Policy Act (Chapter 43.21C RCW and Chapter 197-11 WAC) have been or will be met. Any
reimbursements are subject to this provision.
25. SUSPENSION
When in the best interest of ECOLOGY, ECOLOGY may at any time, and without cause, suspend this Agreement or
any portion thereof for a temporary period by written notice from ECOLOGY to the RECIPIENT. RECIPIENT shall
resume performance on the next business day following the suspension period unless another day is specified by
ECOLOGY.
26. SUSTAINABLE PRACTICES
In order to sustain Washington’s natural resources and ecosystems, the RECIPIENT is fully encouraged to implement
sustainable practices and to purchase environmentally preferable products under this Agreement.
a) Sustainable practices may include such activities as: use of clean energy, use of double-sided printing, hosting low
impact meetings, and setting up recycling and composting programs.
b) Purchasing may include such items as: sustainably produced products and services, EPEAT registered computers
and imaging equipment, independently certified green cleaning products, remanufactured toner cartridges, products
with reduced packaging, office products that are refillable, rechargeable, and recyclable, and 100% post-consumer
recycled paper.
For more suggestions visit ECOLOGY’s web page: Green Purchasing, ,
https://ecology.wa.gov/Regulations-Permits/Guidance-technical-assistance/Sustainable-purchasing.
27. TERMINATION
a) For Cause
ECOLOGY may terminate for cause this Agreement with a seven (7) calendar days prior written notification to the
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RECIPIENT, at the sole discretion of ECOLOGY, for failing to perform an Agreement requirement or for a material
breach of any term or condition. If this Agreement is so terminated, the parties shall be liable only for performance
rendered or costs incurred in accordance with the terms of this Agreement prior to the effective date of termination.
Failure to Commence Work. ECOLOGY reserves the right to terminate this Agreement if RECIPIENT fails to
commence work on the project funded within four (4) months after the effective date of this Agreement, or by any date
mutually agreed upon in writing for commencement of work, or the time period defined within the Scope of Work.
Non-Performance. The obligation of ECOLOGY to the RECIPIENT is contingent upon satisfactory performance by the
RECIPIENT of all of its obligations under this Agreement. In the event the RECIPIENT unjustifiably fails, in the
opinion of ECOLOGY, to perform any obligation required of it by this Agreement, ECOLOGY may refuse to pay any
further funds, terminate in whole or in part this Agreement, and exercise any other rights under this Agreement.
Despite the above, the RECIPIENT shall not be relieved of any liability to ECOLOGY for damages sustained by
ECOLOGY and the State of Washington because of any breach of this Agreement by the RECIPIENT. ECOLOGY
may withhold payments for the purpose of setoff until such time as the exact amount of damages due ECOLOGY from
the RECIPIENT is determined.
b) For Convenience
ECOLOGY may terminate for convenience this Agreement, in whole or in part, for any reason when it is the best
interest of ECOLOGY, with a thirty (30) calendar days prior written notification to the RECIPIENT, except as noted
below. If this Agreement is so terminated, the parties shall be liable only for performance rendered or costs incurred in
accordance with the terms of this Agreement prior to the effective date of termination.
Non-Allocation of Funds. ECOLOGY’s ability to make payments is contingent on availability of funding. In the event
funding from state, federal or other sources is withdrawn, reduced, or limited in any way after the effective date and
prior to the completion or expiration date of this Agreement, ECOLOGY, at its sole discretion, may elect to terminate
the Agreement, in whole or part, or renegotiate the Agreement, subject to new funding limitations or conditions.
ECOLOGY may also elect to suspend performance of the Agreement until ECOLOGY determines the funding
insufficiency is resolved. ECOLOGY may exercise any of these options with no notification or restrictions, although
ECOLOGY will make a reasonable attempt to provide notice.
In the event of termination or suspension, ECOLOGY will reimburse eligible costs incurred by the recipient/contractor
through the effective date of termination or suspension. Reimbursed costs must be agreed to by ECOLOGY and the
recipient/contractor. In no event shall ECOLOGY’s reimbursement exceed ECOLOGY’s total responsibility under the
agreement and any amendments.
If payments have been discontinued by ECOLOGY due to unavailable funds, the RECIPIENT shall not be obligated to
repay monies which had been paid to the RECIPIENT prior to such termination.
RECIPIENT’s obligation to continue or complete the work described in this Agreement shall be contingent upon
availability of funds by the RECIPIENT's governing body.
c) By Mutual Agreement
ECOLOGY and the RECIPIENT may terminate this Agreement, in whole or in part, at any time, by mutual written
agreement.
d) In Event of Termination
All finished or unfinished documents, data studies, surveys, drawings, maps, models, photographs, reports or other
materials prepared by the RECIPIENT under this Agreement, at the option of ECOLOGY, will become property of
ECOLOGY and the RECIPIENT shall be entitled to receive just and equitable compensation for any satisfactory work
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completed on such documents and other materials.
Nothing contained herein shall preclude ECOLOGY from demanding repayment of all funds paid to the RECIPIENT in
accordance with Recovery of Funds, identified herein.
28. THIRD PARTY BENEFICIARY
RECIPIENT shall ensure that in all subcontracts entered into by the RECIPIENT pursuant to this Agreement, the state
of Washington is named as an express third party beneficiary of such subcontracts with full rights as such.
29. WAIVER
Waiver of a default or breach of any provision of this Agreement is not a waiver of any subsequent default or breach,
and will not be construed as a modification of the terms of this Agreement unless stated as such in writing by the
authorized representative of ECOLOGY.
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Agreement No. WQC-2019-AberPW-00099
WATER QUALITY COMBINED FINANCIAL ASSISTANCE 2019 AGREEMENT
BETWEEN
THE STATE OF WASHINGTON DEPARTMENT OF ECOLOGY
AND
THE CITY OF ABERDEEN
This is a binding Agreement entered into by and between the state of Washington, Department of Ecology,
hereinafter referred to as “ECOLOGY,” and The City of Aberdeen, hereinafter referred to as the “RECIPIENT,” to
carry out with the provided funds activities described herein.

GENERAL INFORMATION
Project Title:

Aberdeen Regional Wastewater Facilities Plan

Total Cost:
Total Eligible Cost:
Ecology Share:
Recipient Share:
The Effective Date of this Agreement is:
The Expiration Date of this Agreement is no later than:
Project Type:

$378,000.00
$378,000.00
$378,000.00
$0.00
05/30/2018
06/30/2020
Wastewater Facility

Project Short Description:
This will improve water quality in Grays Harbor through facility planning for the repair and replacement of
wastewater collection and treatment facilities at regional locations in the City of Aberdeen.

Project Long Description:
This will improve water quality in Grays Harbor through facility planning for the repair and replacement of
wastewater collection and treatment facilities at regional locations in the City of Aberdeen.
The project will produce a Regional General Sewer / Wastewater Facilities Plan to address the City’s
wastewater collection and treatment system, focusing on (1) Condition Assessment for Aberdeen Wastewater
Treatment Plant (WWTP) Facilities, (2) Biosolids treatment and management, and (3) Analysis of regional
wastewater treatment facilities with the potential to serve the City of Hoquiam, the community of Central Park,
the City of Cosmopolis, and the Department of Corrections Stafford Creek Corrections Center (SCC).

State of Washington Department of Ecology
Agreement No:
WQC-2019-AberPW-00099
Project Title:
Aberdeen Regional Wastewater Facilities Plan
Recipient Name:
The City of Aberdeen

Overall Goal:
To identify long-term strategies for wastewater treatment and biosolids management in the region to maximize
environmental and public health benefits in the most cost-effective manner.
RECIPIENT INFORMATION
Organization Name:

The City of Aberdeen

Federal Tax ID:
DUNS Number:

91-6001226
071841498

Mailing Address:

200 East Market St.
Aberdeen, WA 98520

Physical Address:

200 E. Market Street
Aberdeen, Washington 98520

Contacts

Project Manager

Kyle Scott
WWS Manager
200 East Market St.
Aberdeen, Washington 98520
Email: kscott@aberdeenwa.gov
Phone: (360) 537-3287

Billing Contact

Kathleen Orth

200 E Market
Aberdeen, Washington 98520
Email: korth@aberdeenwa.gov
Phone: (360) 537-3219

Authorized
Signatory

Erik Larson
Mayor
200 E Market St
Aberdeen, Washington 98520
Email: elarson@aberdeenwa.gov
Phone: (360) 581-4415
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ECOLOGY INFORMATION
Mailing Address:

Department of Ecology
Water Quality
PO BOX 47600
Olympia, WA 98504-7600

Physical Address:

Water Quality
300 Desmond Drive SE
Lacey, WA 98503

Contacts

Dave Dougherty
Project
Manager
PO Box 47775
Olympia, Washington 98504-7775
Email: ddou461@ecy.wa.gov
Phone: (360) 407-6278

Financial
Manager

Tammie McClure

PO Box 47600
Olympia, Washington 98504-7600
Email: tmcc461@ecy.wa.gov
Phone: (360) 407-6410
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AUTHORIZING SIGNATURES
RECIPIENT agrees to furnish the necessary personnel, equipment, materials, services, and otherwise do all things
necessary for or incidental to the performance of work as set forth in this Agreement.
RECIPIENT acknowledges that they had the opportunity to review the entire Agreement, including all the terms and
conditions of this Agreement, Scope of Work, attachments, and incorporated or referenced documents, as well as all
applicable laws, statutes, rules, regulations, and guidelines mentioned in this Agreement. Furthermore, the
RECIPIENT has read, understood, and accepts all requirements contained within this Agreement.
This Agreement contains the entire understanding between the parties, and there are no other understandings or
representations other than as set forth, or incorporated by reference, herein.
No subsequent modifications or amendments to this agreement will be of any force or effect unless in writing, signed
by authorized representatives of the RECIPIENT and ECOLOGY and made a part of this agreement. ECOLOGY and
RECIPIENT may change their respective staff contacts without the concurrence of either party.
This Agreement shall be subject to the written approval of Ecology’s authorized representative and shall not be
binding until so approved.
The signatories to this Agreement represent that they have the authority to execute this Agreement and bind their
respective organizations to this Agreement.
IN WITNESS WHEREOF: the parties hereto, having read this Agreement in its entirety, including all attachments, do
agree in each and every particular and have thus set their hands hereunto.

Washington State
Department of Ecology

The City of Aberdeen

By:

By:

Heather R. Bartlett
Water Quality
Program Manager
Template Approved to Form by
Attorney General's Office
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Rick Sangder

Aberdeen Public Works Director

Date

Mike Folkers

Finance Director
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SCOPE OF WORK
Task Number:

1

Task Cost: $25,000.00

Task Title:

Project Administration/Management

Task Description:
A. The RECIPIENT shall carry out all work necessary to meet ECOLOGY grant or loan administration requirements.
Responsibilities include, but are not limited to: maintenance of project records; submittal of requests for
reimbursement and corresponding backup documentation; progress reports; and a recipient closeout report (including
photos).
B. The RECIPIENT shall maintain documentation demonstrating compliance with applicable procurement,
contracting, and interlocal agreement requirements; application for, receipt of, and compliance with all required
permits, licenses, easements, or property rights necessary for the project; and submittal of required performance items.
C. The RECIPIENT shall manage the project. Efforts include, but are not limited to: conducting, coordinating, and
scheduling project activities and assuring quality control. Every effort will be made to maintain effective
communication with the RECIPIENT's designees; ECOLOGY; all affected local, state, or federal jurisdictions; and any
interested individuals or groups. The RECIPIENT shall carry out this project in accordance with any completion dates
outlined in this agreement.
Task Goal Statement:
Properly managed and fully documented project that meets ECOLOGY’s grant or loan administrative requirements.
Task Expected Outcome:
* Timely and complete submittal of requests for reimbursement, quarterly progress reports, and RECIPIENT closeout
report.
* Properly maintained project documentation

Recipient Task Coordinator:

Kathy Orth

Project Administration/Management
Deliverables
Number

Description

1.1

Quarterly Progress Reports

1.2

Recipient Closeout Report

1.3

Project Outcome Summary Report
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SCOPE OF WORK
Task Number:

2

Task Cost: $353,000.00

Task Title:

Facility Planning

Task Description:
A. The RECIPIENT will procure engineering services in accordance with state law. The RECIPIENT will include
ECOLOGY’s specification insert in the contract documents. The RECIPIENT must submit all contracts for
engineering services before ECOLOGY will provide reimbursement for work performed under this task.
B. The RECIPIENT will prepare an engineering report in accordance with the requirements of WAC 173-240. The
engineering report will include a WWTP condition assessment and regionalization study. The regionalization study
will include regional conveyance, treatment, and biosolids. The RECIPIENT will include stakeholder review and
outreach . The RECIPIENT will complete financial and environmental evaluations. The engineering report will
identify the cost effective alternative as the preferred alternative.
C. The RECIPIENT will prepare a Cost Effectiveness Analysis for the PROJECT alternatives and will integrate the
analysis into the planning document in accordance with WAC 173-98.
D. The RECIPIENT will prepare an analysis of potential energy and water efficiency measures for incorporation into
the preferred alternative identified in the engineering report. The analysis will identify potential efficiency measures,
provide cost estimates, and evaluate their cost effectiveness. If the RECIPIENT has obtained either a preliminary or
investment grade energy audit of the utility in the last 5 years, documentation of that audit can be submitted instead.
Task Goal Statement:
See Overall Goal.
Task Expected Outcome:
See Overall Goal

Facility Planning
Deliverables
Number

Description

2.1

Executed contracts for engineering services.

2.2

Documentation of the RECIPIENT’s process for procuring engineering
services.

2.3

Two copies of the draft and final engineering report.

2.4

Investment Grade Efficiency Audit documentation.
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BUDGET
Funding Distribution EF190339
NOTE: The above funding distribution number is used to identify this specific agreement and budget on payment
remittances and may be referenced on other communications from ECOLOGY. Your agreement may have multiple
funding distribution numbers to identify each budget.
Funding Title:
Funding Effective Date:

Forgivable Principal
05/31/2018

Funding Type:
Funding Expiration Date:

Forgivable Loan
06/30/2020

Funding Source:
Title:

FY19 SRF (State)

Type:

State

Funding Source %:

100%

Description:

The Clean Water Act (CWA) (33 U.S.C 1251-1387) established the State
Revolving Fund (SRF) low interest loans program (40. C.F.R. Part 31, 35 Sub Part
K). Washington State administers the program under Chapter 173-98 WAC. The
portion of this project funded with this funding distribution comes from non-federal
source and are not subject to Federal Funding Accountability and Transparency Act
(FFATA) and Single Audit Act (SAA). However, this project is subject to the
federal requirements outlined in Section 4 and 5 of agreement terms and
conditions.

Approved Indirect Costs Rate:
Approved State Indirect Rate: 30%
Recipient Match %:
0%
InKind Interlocal Allowed:
No
InKind Other Allowed:
No
Is this Funding Distribution used to match a federal grant?
No
Forgivable Principal

Task Total

Project Administration/Management

$

12,500.00

Facility Planning

$

176,500.00

Total: $

189,000.00
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BUDGET
Funding Distribution EL190338
NOTE: The above funding distribution number is used to identify this specific agreement and budget on payment
remittances and may be referenced on other communications from ECOLOGY. Your agreement may have multiple
funding distribution numbers to identify each budget.
Funding Title:
Funding Effective Date:

SRF Loan
05/31/2018

Funding Type:
Funding Expiration Date:

Loan
06/30/2020

Funding Source:
Title:

FY19 SRF (State)

Type:

State

Funding Source %:

100%

Description:

The Clean Water Act (CWA) (33 U.S.C 1251-1387) established the State
Revolving Fund (SRF) low interest loans program (40. C.F.R. Part 31, 35 Sub Part
K). Washington State administers the program under Chapter 173-98 WAC. The
portion of this project funded with this funding distribution comes from non-federal
source and are not subject to Federal Funding Accountability and Transparency Act
(FFATA) and Single Audit Act (SAA). However, this project is subject to the
federal requirements outlined in Section 4 and 5 of agreement terms and
conditions.

Approved Indirect Costs Rate:
Approved State Indirect Rate: 30%
Recipient Match %:
0%
InKind Interlocal Allowed:
No
InKind Other Allowed:
No
Is this Funding Distribution used to match a federal grant?
No
Effective Interest Rate: 2% Interest Rate: 1% Admin Charge: 1%
Terms: 20 years
Project Start Date: 05/31/2018
Project Completion Date: 06/30/2020
Estimated Initiation of Operation date:
06/30/2020
Loan Security:
Revenue Secure Lien Obligation of the Recipient
Final Accrued Interest:
$
Final Loan Amount:
$
Repayment Schedule Number:
2608
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SRF Loan

Task Total

Project Administration/Management

$

12,500.00

Facility Planning

$

176,500.00

Total: $

189,000.00
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Funding Distribution Summary
Recipient / Ecology Share
Funding Distribution Name

Recipient Match %

Recipient Share

Ecology Share

Total

Forgivable Principal

0.00 % $

0.00

$

189,000.00

$

189,000.00

SRF Loan

0.00 % $

0.00

$

189,000.00

$

189,000.00

$

0.00

$

378,000.00

$

378,000.00

Total
AGREEMENT SPECIFIC TERMS AND CONDITIONS
N/A
SPECIAL TERMS AND CONDITIONS

SECTION 1: DEFINITIONS
Unless otherwise provided, the following terms will have the respective meanings for all purposes of this agreement:
“Administration Charge” means a charge established in accordance with Chapter 90.50A RCW and Chapter 173-98
WAC, to be used to pay Ecology’s cost to administer the State Revolving Fund by placing a percentage of the interest
earned in an Administrative Charge Account.
“Administrative Requirements” means the effective edition of ECOLOGY's Administrative Requirements for
Recipients of Ecology Grants and Loans at the signing of this agreement.
“Annual Debt Service” for any calendar year means for any applicable bonds or loans including the loan, all interest
plus all principal due on such bonds or loans in such year.
“Average Annual Debt Service” means, at the time of calculation, the sum of the Annual Debt Service for the
remaining years of the loan to the last scheduled maturity of the loan divided by the number of those years.
“Acquisition” means the purchase or receipt of a donation of fee or less than fee interests in real property. These
interests include, but are not limited to, conservation easements, access/trail easements, covenants, water rights, leases,
and mineral rights.
“Centennial Clean Water Program” means the state program funded from various state sources.
“Contract Documents” means the contract between the RECIPIENT and the construction contractor for construction of
the project.
“Cost Effective Analysis” means a comparison of the relative cost-efficiencies of two or more potential ways of
solving a water quality problem as described in Chapter 173-98-730 WAC.
“Defease” or “Defeasance” means the setting aside in escrow or other special fund or account of sufficient investments
and money dedicated to pay all principal of and interest on all or a portion of an obligation as it comes due.
“Effective Date” means the earliest date on which eligible costs may be incurred.
“Effective Interest Rate” means the total interest rate established by Ecology that includes the Administrative Charge.
“Estimated Loan Amount” means the initial amount of funds loaned to the RECIPIENT.
“Estimated Loan Repayment Schedule” means the schedule of loan repayments over the term of the loan based on the
Estimated Loan Amount.
“Equivalency” means projects designated by ECOLOGY to meet additional federal requirements.
“Expiration Date” means the latest date on which eligible costs may be incurred.
“Final Accrued Interest” means the interest accrued beginning with the first disbursement of funds to the RECIPIENT
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through such time as the loan is officially closed out and a final loan repayment schedule is issued.
“Final Loan Amount” means all principal of and interest on the loan from the Project Start Date through the Project
Completion Date.
“Final Loan Repayment Schedule” means the schedule of loan repayments over the term of the loan based on the Final
Loan Amount.
“Forgivable Principal” means the portion of a loan that is not required to be paid back by the borrower.
“General Obligation Debt” means an obligation of the RECIPIENT secured by annual ad valorem taxes levied by the
RECIPIENT and by the full faith, credit, and resources of the RECIPIENT.
“General Obligation Payable from Special Assessments Debt” means an obligation of the RECIPIENT secured by a
valid general obligation of the Recipient payable from special assessments to be imposed within the constitutional and
statutory tax limitations provided by law without a vote of the electors of the RECIPIENT on all of the taxable
property within the boundaries of the RECIPIENT.
“Gross Revenue” means all of the earnings and revenues received by the RECIPIENT from the maintenance and
operation of the Utility and all earnings from the investment of money on deposit in the Loan Fund, except (i) Utility
Local Improvement Districts (ULID) Assessments, (ii) government grants, (iii) RECIPIENT taxes, (iv) principal
proceeds of bonds and other obligations, or (v) earnings or proceeds (A) from any investments in a trust, Defeasance,
or escrow fund created to Defease or refund Utility obligations or (B) in an obligation redemption fund or account
other than the Loan Fund until commingled with other earnings and revenues of the Utility or (C) held in a special
account for the purpose of paying a rebate to the United States Government under the Internal Revenue Code.
“Guidelines” means the ECOLOGY's Funding Guidelines that that correlate to the State Fiscal Year in which the
project is funded.
“Initiation of Operation Date” means the actual date the Water Pollution Control Facility financed with proceeds of the
loan begins to operate for its intended purpose.
“Loan” means the Washington State Water Pollution Control Revolving Fund Loan or Centennial Clean Water Fund
(Centennial) Loan made pursuant to this loan agreement.
“Loan Amount” means either an Estimated Loan Amount or a Final Loan Amount, as applicable.
“Loan Fund” means the special fund created by the RECIPIENT for the repayment of the principal of and interest on
the loan.
“Loan Security” means the mechanism by which the RECIPIENT pledges to repay the loan.
“Loan Term” means the repayment period of the loan.
“Maintenance and Operation Expense” means all reasonable expenses incurred by the RECIPIENT in causing the
Utility to be operated and maintained in good repair, working order, and condition including payments to other parties,
but will not include any depreciation or RECIPIENT levied taxes or payments to the RECIPIENT in lieu of taxes.
“Net Revenue” means the Gross Revenue less the Maintenance and Operation Expense.
“Original Engineer’s Estimate” means the engineer’s estimate of construction costs included with bid documents.
“Principal and Interest Account” means, for a loan that constitutes Revenue-Secured Debt, the account created in the
loan fund to be first used to repay the principal of and interest on the loan.
“Project” means the project described in this agreement.
“Project Completion Date” means the date specified in the agreement on which the Scope of Work will be fully
completed. This term is only used in loan agreements.
“Project Schedule” means that schedule for the project specified in the agreement.
“Revenue-Secured Debt” means an obligation of the RECIPIENT secured by a pledge of the revenue of a utility and
one not a general obligation of the RECIPIENT.
“Reserve Account” means, for a loan that constitutes a Revenue Secured Debt and if specifically identified as a term
and condition of the funding agreement, the account of that name created in the loan fund to secure the payment of the
principal of and interest on the loan.
“Risk-Based Determination” means an approach to sub-recipient monitoring and oversight based on risk factors
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associated to a RECIPIENT or project.
“Scope of Work” means the tasks and activities constituting the project.
“Section 319” means the section of the Clean Water Act that provides funding to address nonpoint sources of water
pollution.
“Senior Lien Obligations” means all revenue bonds and other obligations of the RECIPIENT outstanding on the date
of execution of this loan agreement (or subsequently issued on a parity therewith, including refunding obligations) or
issued after the date of execution of this loan agreement having a claim or lien on the Gross Revenue of the Utility
prior and superior to the claim or lien of the loan, subject only to Maintenance and Operation Expense.
“State Water Pollution Control Revolving Fund (Revolving Fund)” means the water pollution control revolving fund
established by Chapter 90.50A.020 RCW.
“Termination Date” means the effective date of ECOLOGY’s termination of the agreement.
“Termination Payment Date” means the date on which the RECIPIENT is required to repay to ECOLOGY any
outstanding balance of the loan and all accrued interest.
“Total Eligible Project Cost” means the sum of all costs associated with a water quality project that have been
determined to be eligible for ECOLOGY grant or loan funding, including any required recipient match.
“Total Project Cost” means the sum of all costs associated with a water quality project, including costs that are not
eligible for ECOLOGY grant or loan funding.
“ULID” means any utility local improvement district of the RECIPIENT created for the acquisition or construction of
additions to and extensions and betterments of the Utility.
“ULID Assessments” means all assessments levied and collected in any ULID. Such assessments are pledged to be
paid into the Loan Fund (less any prepaid assessments permitted by law to be paid into a construction fund or
account). ULID Assessments will include principal installments and any interest or penalties which may be due.
“Utility” means the sewer system, stormwater system, or the combined water and sewer system of the RECIPIENT,
the Net Revenue of which is pledged to pay and secure the loan.
SECTION 2: THE FOLLOWING CONDITIONS APPLY TO ALL RECIPIENTS OF WATER QUALITY
COMBINED FINANCIAL ASSISTANCE FUNDING.
The Water Quality Financial Assistance Funding Guidelines are included in this agreement by reference and are
available on ECOLOGY’s Water Quality Program website.
A. Architectural and Engineering Services: The RECIPIENT certifies by signing this agreement that the requirements
of Chapter 39.80 RCW, “Contracts for Architectural and Engineering Services,” have been, or shall be, met in
procuring qualified architectural/engineering services. The RECIPIENT shall identify and separate eligible and
ineligible costs in the final architectural/engineering services contract and submit a copy of the contract to ECOLOGY.
B. Acquisition: The following provisions shall be in force only if the project described in this agreement is an
acquisition project:
a. Evidence of Land Value and Title. The RECIPIENT shall submit documentation of the cost of the property rights
and the type of ownership interest that has been acquired.
b. Legal Description of Real Property Rights Acquired. The legal description of the real property rights purchased
with funding assistance provided through this agreement (and protected by a recorded conveyance of rights to the State
of Washington) shall be incorporated into the agreement before final payment.
c. Conveyance of Rights to the State of Washington. Upon purchase of real property rights (both fee simple and lesser
interests), the RECIPIENT shall execute the document necessary to convey certain rights and responsibilities to
ECOLOGY, on behalf of the State of Washington. The documents required will depend on the project type, the real
property rights being acquired, and whether or not those rights are being acquired in perpetuity (see options below).
The RECIPIENT shall use language provided by ECOLOGY, to record the executed document in the County where
the real property lies, and to provide a copy of the recorded document to ECOLOGY.
Documentation Options:
Version 10/30/2015
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1. Deed of Right. The Deed of Right conveys to the people of the state of Washington the right to preserve, protect,
and/or use the property for public purposes consistent with the fund source. RECIPIENTs shall use this document
when acquiring real property rights that include the underlying land. This document may also be applicable for those
easements where the RECIPIENT has acquired a perpetual easement for public purposes. The RECIPIENT must
obtain ECOLOGY approval on the draft language prior to executing the deed of right.
2. Assignment of Rights. The Assignment of Rights document transfers certain rights such as access and enforcement
to ECOLOGY. The RECIPIENT shall use this document when an easement or lease is being acquired for water
quality and habitat conservation. The Assignment of Rights requires the signature of the underlying landowner and
must be incorporated by reference in the easement document.
3. Easements and Leases. The RECIPIENT may incorporate required language from the Deed of Right or Assignment
of Rights directly into the easement or lease document, thereby eliminating the requirement for a separate document.
Language will depend on the situation; therefore, the RECIPIENT must obtain ECOLOGY approval on the draft
language prior to executing the easement or lease.
d. Real Property Acquisition and Relocation Assistance.
1. Federal Acquisition Policies. See Section 4 of this agreement for requirements specific to Section 319 and SRF
funded projects.
2. State Acquisition Policies. When state funds are part of this agreement, the RECIPIENT agrees to comply with the
terms and conditions of the Uniform Relocation Assistance and Real Property Acquisition Policy of the State of
Washington, Chapter 8.26 RCW, and Chapter 468-100 WAC.
3. Housing and Relocation. In the event that housing and relocation costs, as required by federal law set out in
subsection (1) above and/or state law set out in subsection (2) above, are involved in the execution of this project, the
RECIPIENT agrees to provide any housing and relocation assistance required.
e. Hazardous Substances.
1. Certification. The RECIPIENT shall inspect, investigate, and conduct an environmental audit of the proposed
acquisition site for the presence of hazardous substances, as defined in RCW 70.105D.020(10), and certify:
i. No hazardous substances were found on the site, or
ii. Any hazardous substances found have been treated and/or disposed of in compliance with applicable state and
federal laws, and the site is deemed “clean.”
2. Responsibility. Nothing in this provision alters the RECIPIENT's duties and liabilities regarding hazardous
substances as set forth in RCW 70.105D.
3. Hold Harmless. The RECIPIENT will defend, protect and hold harmless ECOLOGY and any and all of its
employees and/or agents, from and against any and all liability, cost (including but not limited to all costs of defense
and attorneys' fees) and any and all loss of any nature from any and all claims or suits resulting from the presence of,
or the release or threatened release of, hazardous substances on the property the RECIPIENT is acquiring.
f. Restriction On Conversion Of Real Property And/Or Facilities To Other Uses
The RECIPIENT shall not at any time convert any real property (including any interest therein) or facility acquired,
developed, maintained, renovated, and/or restored pursuant to this agreement to uses other than those purposes for
which funds were approved without prior approval of ECOLOGY. For acquisition projects that are term limited, such
as one involving a lease or a term-limited restoration, renovation or development project or easement, this restriction
on conversion shall apply only for the length of the term, unless otherwise provided in written documents or required
by applicable state or federal law. In such case, the restriction applies to such projects for the length of the term
specified by the lease, easement, deed, or landowner agreement.
C. Best Management Practices (BMP) Implementation: If the RECIPIENT installs BMPs that are not approved by
ECOLOGY prior to installation, the RECIPIENT assumes the risk that part or all of the reimbursement for that
activity may be delayed or ineligible. For more details regarding BMP Implementation, please reference the Water
Quality Financial Assistance Funding Guidelines available on ECOLOGY’s Water Quality Program funding website.
D. Electronic Fund Transfers: The RECIPIENT must register as a statewide vendor in order to receive payment
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reimbursement. Washington State’s Department of Enterprise Services (DES) issues all payments. DES maintains a
central vendor file for Washington State agency use to process vendor payments. The RECIPIENT can complete the
registration process online at:
http://des.wa.gov/services/ContractingPurchasing/Business/VendorPay/Pages/default.aspx. This registration process
allows the RECIPIENT to sign up for direct deposit payments, also known as electronic fund transfers (EFT). If the
RECIPIENT has questions about the vendor registration process or setting up direct deposit payments contact DES
Payee Help Desk at (360) 407-8180or payeehelpdesk@watech.wa.gov.
E. Equipment Purchase: Equipment purchases over $5,000 and not included in the scope of work or the Ecology
approved construction plans and specifications, must be pre-approved by ECOLOGY’s project manager before
purchase. All equipment purchases over $5,000 and not included in a contract for work being completed on the
funded project, must also be reported on the Equipment Purchase Report in EAGL.
F. Funding Recognition: The RECIPIENT must inform the public about ECOLOGY or any EPA (see Section 3.B for
Section 319 funded or Section 5.E for SRF funded projects) funding participation in this project through the use of
project signs, acknowledgement in published materials, reports, the news media, websites, or other public
announcements. Projects addressing site-specific locations must utilize appropriately sized and weather-resistant
signs. Sign logos are available from ECOLOGY’s Financial Manager upon request.
G. Growth Management Planning: The RECIPIENT certifies by signing this agreement that it is in compliance with
the requirements of Chapter 36.70A RCW, “Growth Management Planning by Selected Counties and Cities.” If the
status of compliance changes, either through RECIPIENT or legislative action, the RECIPIENT shall notify
ECOLOGY in writing of this change within 30 days.
H. Interlocal: The RECIPIENT certifies by signing this agreement that all negotiated interlocal agreements necessary
for the project are, or shall be, consistent with the terms of this agreement and Chapter 39.34 RCW, “Interlocal
Cooperation Act.” The RECIPIENT shall submit a copy of each interlocal agreement necessary for the project to
ECOLOGY upon request.
I. Lobbying and Litigation: Costs incurred for the purposes of lobbying or litigation are not eligible for funding under
this agreement.
J. Post Project Assessment Survey: The RECIPIENT agrees to participate in a brief survey regarding the key project
results or water quality project outcomes and the status of long-term environmental results or goals from the project
approximately three years after project completion. A representative from ECOLOGY’s Water Quality Program may
contact the RECIPIENT to request this data. ECOLOGY may also conduct site interviews and inspections, and may
otherwise evaluate the project, as part of this assessment.
K. Project Status Evaluation: ECOLOGY may evaluate the status of this project 18 months from the effective date of
this agreement. ECOLOGY’s Project Manager and Financial Manager will meet with the RECIPIENT to review
spending trends, completion of outcome measures, and overall project administration and performance. If the
RECIPIENT fails to make satisfactory progress toward achieving project outcomes, ECOLOGY may change the scope
of work, reduce grant funds, or increase oversight measures.
L. Technical Assistance: Technical assistance for agriculture activities provided under the terms of this agreement
shall be consistent with the current U.S. Natural Resource Conservation Service (“NRCS”) Field Office Technical
Guide for Washington State and specific requirements outlined in the Water Quality Funding Guidelines. Technical
assistance, proposed practices, or project designs that do not meet these standards may be eligible if approved in
writing by ECOLOGY.
SECTION 3: THE FOLLOWING CONDITIONS APPLY TO SECTION 319 AND CENTENNIAL CLEAN
WATER FUNDED PROJECTS BEING USED TO MATCH SECTION 319 FUNDS.
The RECIPIENT must submit the following documents to ECOLOGY before this agreement is signed by ECOLOGY:
1. Federal Funding Accountability and Transparency Act (FFATA) Form, available on the Water Quality Program
website.
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2. “Section 319 Initial Data Reporting” form in EAGL.
A. Data Reporting: The RECIPIENT must complete the “Section 319 Initial Data Reporting” form in EAGL before
this agreement can be signed by Ecology. This form is used to gather general information about the project for EPA.
B. Funding Recognition and Outreach: In addition to Section 2.F of these Terms and Conditions, the RECIPIENT
shall provide signage that informs the public that the project is funded by EPA. The signage shall contain the EPA
logo and follow usage requirements available at http://www2.epa.gov/stylebook/using-epa-seal-and-logo. To obtain
the appropriate EPA logo or seal graphic file, the RECIPIENT may sent a request to their Ecology Financial Manager.
To increase public awareness of projects serving communities where English is not the predominant language,
RECIPIENTS are encouraged to provide their outreach strategies communication in non-English languages.
Translation costs for this purpose are allowable, provided the costs are reasonable.
The RECIPIENT shall use the following paragraph in all reports, documents, and signage developed under this
agreement:
“This project has been funded wholly or in part by the United States Environmental Protection Agency under an
assistance agreement to the Washington State Department of Ecology. The contents of this document do not
necessarily reflect the views and policies of the Environmental Protection Agency, nor does the mention of trade
names or commercial products constitute endorsement or recommendation for use.”
C. Load Reduction Reporting: The RECIPIENT shall complete the “Section 319 Annual Load Reduction Reporting”
form in EAGL by January 15 of each year and at project close-out. ECOLOGY may hold reimbursements until the
RECIPIENT has completed the form. This form is used to gather information on best management practices (BMPs)
installed and associated pollutant load reductions that were funded as a part of this project.
D. Time Extension: The RECIPIENT may request a one-time extension for up to 12 months. However, the time
extension cannot exceed the time limitation established in EPA’s assistance agreement. In the event a time extension
is requested and approved by ECOLOGY, the RECIPIENT must complete all eligible work performed under this
agreement by the expiration date.
SECTION 4: THE FOLLOWING CONDITIONS APPLY TO SECTION 319 AND STATE REVOLVING FUND
(SRF) LOAN FUNDED PROJECTS ONLY.
A. Accounting Standards: The RECIPIENT shall maintain accurate records and accounts for the project (PROJECT
Records) in accordance with Generally Accepted Accounting Principles (GAAP) as issued by the Governmental
Accounting Standards Board (GASB), including standards related to the reporting of infrastructure assets or in
accordance with the standards in Chapter 43.09.200 RCW “Local Government Accounting – Uniform System of
Accounting”.
B. Acquisitions: Section 319 and SRF Equivalency project RECIPIENTs shall comply with the terms and conditions
of the Uniform Relocation Assistance and Real Property Acquisition Policies Act of 1970, 84 Stat. 1894 (1970)-Public Law 91-646, as amended by the Surface Transportation and Uniform Relocation Assistance Act, PL
100-17-1987, and applicable regulations and procedures of the federal agency implementing that Act.
C. Audit Requirements: In accordance with 2 CFR 200.501(a), the RECIPIENT agrees to obtain a single audit from
an independent auditor, if their organization expends $750,000 or more in total Federal funds in their fiscal year. The
RECIPIENT must submit the form SF-SAC and a Single Audit Report Package within 9 months of the end of the
fiscal year or 30 days after receiving the report from an independent auditor. The SF-SAC and a Single Audit Report
Package MUST be submitted using the Federal Audit Clearinghouse’s Internet Data Entry System available at:
https://harvester.census.gov/fac/collect/ddeindex.html. For complete information on how to accomplish the single
audit submission, go to the Federal Audit Clearinghouse Web site: http://harvester.census.gov/fac/.
D. Archaeological Resources and Historic Properties (Section 106): The RECIPIENT shall comply with the additional
requirements under section 106 of the National Historic Preservation Act (NHPA, 36 CFR 800).
E. Data Universal Numbering System (DUNS) and Central Contractor Registration (CCR) Requirements:
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RECIPIENTs shall have a DUNS number. Unless exempted from this requirement under 2 CFR 25.110, the
RECIPIENT must ensure that their organization’s information in the System for Award Management (SAM),
https://www.sam.gov, is kept current through project closeout. This requires that the RECIPIENT reviews and updates
the information at least annually after the initial registration, and more frequently if information changes.
F. Disadvantaged Business Enterprise (DBE): General Compliance, 40 CFR, Part 33. The RECIPIENT agrees to
comply with the requirements of the Environmental Protection Agency’s Program for Utilization of Small, Minority,
and Women’s Business Enterprises (MBE/WBE) 40CFR, Part 33 in procurement under this agreement.
Six Good Faith Efforts, 40 CFR, Part 33, Subpart C. The RECIPIENT agrees to make the following good faith efforts
whenever procuring construction, equipment, services, and supplies under this agreement. Records documenting
compliance with the following six good faith efforts shall be retained:
1) Ensure Disadvantaged Business Enterprises are made aware of contracting opportunities to the fullest extent
practicable through outreach and recruitment activities. For Indian Tribal, State and Local and Government
RECIPIENTs, this shall include placing Disadvantaged Business Enterprises on solicitation lists and soliciting them
whenever they are potential sources.
2) Make information on forthcoming opportunities available to Disadvantaged Business Enterprises and arrange time
frames for contracts and establish delivery schedules, where the requirements permit, in a way that encourages and
facilitates participation by Disadvantaged Business Enterprises in the competitive process. This includes, whenever
possible, posting solicitations for bids or proposals for a minimum of thirty (30) calendar days before the bid or
proposal closing date.
3) Consider, in the contracting process, whether firms competing for large contracts could subcontract with
Disadvantaged Business Enterprises. For Indian Tribal, State, and Local Government RECIPIENTs, this shall include
dividing total requirements when economically feasible into smaller tasks or quantities to permit maximum
participation by Disadvantaged Business Enterprises in the competitive process.
4) Encourage contracting with a consortium of Disadvantaged Business Enterprises when a contract is too large for
one of these firms to handle individually.
5) Use services and assistance of the Small Business Administration and the Minority Business Development Agency
of the Department of Commerce.
6) If the prime contractor awards subcontracts, require the prime contractor to take the five good faith efforts steps in
paragraphs 1 through 5 above.
The RECIPIENT agrees to submit ECOLOGY’s Contractor Participation Report Form D with each payment request.
Contract Administration Provisions, 40 CFR, Section 33.302. The RECIPIENT agrees to comply with the contract
administration provisions of 40 CFR, Section 33.302.
Non-discrimination Provision. The RECIPIENT shall not discriminate on the basis of race, color, national origin or
sex in the performance of this agreement. The RECIPIENT shall carry out applicable requirements of 40 CFR Part 33
in the award and administration of contracts awarded under EPA financial assistance agreements. Failure by the
RECIPIENT to carry out these requirements is a material breach of this agreement which may result in the termination
of this contract or other legally available remedies.
This does not preclude the RECIPIENT from enacting broader nondiscrimination protections.
The RECIPIENT shall comply with all federal and state nondiscrimination laws, including but not limited to, Title VI
and VII of the Civil Rights Act of 1964, Section 504 of the Rehabilitation Act of 1973, Title IX of the Education
Amendments of 1972, the Age Discrimination Act of 1975, and Chapter 49.60 RCW, Washington’s Law Against
Discrimination, and 42 U.S.C. 12101 et seq, the Americans with Disabilities Act (ADA).
In the event of the RECIPIENT’s noncompliance or refusal to comply with any applicable nondiscrimination law,
regulation, or policy, this agreement may be rescinded, canceled, or terminated in whole or in part and the
RECIPIENT may be declared ineligible for further funding from ECOLOGY. The RECIPIENT shall, however, be
given a reasonable time in which to cure this noncompliance.
The RECIPIENT shall include the following terms and conditions in contracts with all contractors, subcontractors,
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engineers, vendors, and any other entity for work or services pertaining to this agreement.
“The Contractor will not discriminate on the basis of race, color, national origin or sex in the performance of this
Contract. The Contractor will carry out applicable requirements of 40 CFR Part 33 in the award and administration of
contracts awarded under Environmental Protection Agency financial agreements. Failure by the Contractor to carry out
these requirements is a material breach of this Contract which may result in termination of this Contract or other
legally available remedies.”
Bidder List, 40 CFR, Section 33.501(b) and (c). The RECIPIENT agrees to create and maintain a bidders list. The
bidders list shall include the following information for all firms that bid or quote on prime contracts, or bid or quote
subcontracts, including both MBE/WBEs and non-MBE/WBEs.
1. Entity's name with point of contact
2. Entity's mailing address, telephone number, and e-mail address
3. The procurement on which the entity bid or quoted, and when
4. Entity's status as an MBE/WBE or non-MBE/WBE
G. Electronic and information Technology (EIT) Accessibility: RECIPIENTs shall ensure that loan funds provided
under this agreement for costs in the development or purchase of EIT systems or products provide individuals with
disabilities reasonable accommodations and an equal and effective opportunity to benefit from or participate in a
program, including those offered through electronic and information technology as per Section 504 of the
Rehabilitation Act, codified in 40 CFR Part 7. Systems or products funded under this agreement must be designed to
meet the diverse needs of users without barriers or diminished function or quality. Systems shall include usability
features or functions that accommodate the needs of persons with disabilities, including those who use assistive
technology.
H. Hotel-Motel Fire Safety Act: The RECIPIENT shall ensure that all space for conferences, meetings, conventions or
training seminars funded in whole or in part with federal funds complies with the protection and control guidelines of
the Hotel and Motel Fire Safety Act (15 USC 2225a, PL 101-391, as amended). Recipients may search the
Hotel-Motel National Master List at http://www.usfa.dhs.gov/applications/hotel/ to see if a property is in compliance,
or to find other information about the Act. Pursuant to 15 USC 2225a.
I. Trafficking In Persons: The RECIPIENT and RECIPIENT employees that are private entities shall not engage in
forms of trafficking in persons during the period of time this agreement is effective. This includes, but is not limited
to, the procurement of a commercial sex act or forced labor. The RECIPIENT shall notify ECOLOGY immediately of
any information received from any source alleging a violation under this provision.
SECTION 5: THE FOLLOWING CONDITIONS APPLY TO STATE REVOLVING FUND (SRF) LOAN FUNDED
PROJECTS ONLY.
The RECIPIENT must submit the following documents/forms to ECOLOGY before this agreement is signed by
ECOLOGY:
1. Financial Capability Assessment Documentation
2. Opinion of RECIPIENT’s Legal Council
3. Authorizing Ordinance or Resolution
4. Federal Funding Accountability and Transparency Act (FFATA) Form
5. CWSRF Federal Reporting Information form available in EAGL
6. Fiscal Sustainability Plan Certification Form (only required if the project includes construction of a wastewater or
stormwater facility construction)
7. Cost and Effectiveness Analysis Certification Form
A. Alteration and Eligibility of Project: During the term of this agreement, the RECIPIENT (1) shall not materially
alter the design or structural character of the project without the prior written approval of ECOLOGY and (2) shall
take no action which would adversely affect the eligibility of the project as defined by applicable funding program
rules and state statutes, or which would cause a violation of any covenant, condition, or provision herein.
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B. American Iron and Steel (Buy American): This loan provision applies to projects for the construction, alteration,
maintenance, or repair of a “treatment works” as defined in the Federal Water Pollution Control Act (33 USC 1381 et
seq.) The RECIPIENT shall ensure that all iron and steel products used in the project are produced in the United
States. Iron and Steel products means the following products made primarily of iron or steel: lined or unlined pipes
and fittings, manhole covers and other municipal castings, hydrants, tanks, flanges, pipe clamps and restraints, valves,
structural steel, reinforced precast concrete, and construction materials. The RECIPIENT may request waiver from
this requirement from the Administrator of the Environmental Protection Agency. The RECIPIENT must coordinate
all waiver requests through ECOLOGY. This provision does not apply if the engineering plans and specifications for
the project were approved by ECOLOGY prior to January 17, 2014. ECOLOGY reserves the right to request
documentation of RECIPIENT’S compliance with this provision.
C. Authority of RECIPIENT: This agreement is authorized by the Constitution and laws of the state of Washington,
including the RECIPIENT’s authority, and by the RECIPIENT pursuant to the authorizing ordinance or resolution.
The RECIPIENT shall submit a copy of the authorizing ordinance or resolution to the ECOLOGY Financial Manager
before this agreement shall be signed by ECOLOGY.
D. Equivalency Projects: (For designated equivalency projects only)
1. The RECIPIENT must procure architectural and engineering services in accordance with the federal requirements in
Chapter 11 of Title 40, U.S.C. (see
www.gpo.gov/fdsys/pkg/USCODE-2011-title40/pdf/USCODE-2011-title40-subtitleI-chap11.pdf).
E. Fiscal Sustainability Plan Certification: The RECIPIENT shall submit a completed Fiscal Sustainability Plan
Certification before this agreement is signed by ECOLOGY. The Fiscal Sustainability Plan Certification is available
from the ECOLOGY Financial Manager or on the Water Quality Program website.
F. Funding Recognition and Outreach: In addition to Section 2.F of these Terms and Conditions, the
RECIPIENT agrees to comply with the EPA SRF Signage Guidance in order to enhance public awareness of EPA
assistance agreements nationwide. The signage guidance can be found at:
http://www.ecy.wa.gov/programs/wq/funding/FundPrgms/CWSRF/SignageGuidanceJune2015.pdf.
G. Insurance: The RECIPIENT shall at all times carry fire and extended insurance coverage, public liability, and
property damage, and such other forms of insurance with responsible insurers and policies payable to the RECIPIENT
on such of the buildings, equipment, works, plants, facilities, and properties of the Utility as are ordinarily carried by
municipal or privately-owned utilities engaged in the operation of like systems, and against such claims for damages
as are ordinarily carried by municipal or privately-owned utilities engaged in the operation of like systems, or it shall
self-insure or participate in an insurance pool or pools with reserves adequate, in the reasonable judgment of the
RECIPIENT, to protect it against loss.
H. Litigation Authority: No litigation is now pending, or to the RECIPIENT’s knowledge, threatened, seeking to
restrain, or enjoin:
(i) the execution of this agreement; or
(ii) the fixing or collection of the revenues, rates, and charges or the formation of the ULID and the levy and
collection of ULID Assessments therein pledged to pay the principal of and interest on the loan (for revenue secured
lien obligations); or
(iii) the levy and collection of the taxes pledged to pay the principal of and interest on the loan (for general
obligation-secured loans and general obligation payable from special-assessment-secured loans); or
(iv) in any manner questioning the proceedings and authority under which the agreement, the loan, or the project are
authorized. Neither the corporate existence, or boundaries of the RECIPIENT nor the title of its present officers to
their respective offices is being contested. No authority or proceeding for the execution of this agreement has been
repealed, revoked, or rescinded.
I. Loan Interest Rate and Terms: This loan agreement shall remain in effect until the date of final repayment of the
loan, unless terminated earlier according to the provisions herein.
When the Project Completion Date has occurred, ECOLOGY and the RECIPIENT shall execute an amendment to this
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loan agreement which details the final loan amount (Final Loan Amount), and ECOLOGY shall prepare a final loan
repayment schedule. The Final Loan Amount shall be the combined total of actual disbursements made on the loan
and all accrued interest to the computation date.
The Estimated Loan Amount and the Final Loan Amount (in either case, as applicable, a “Loan Amount”) shall bear
interest based on the interest rate identified in this agreement as the “Effective Interest Rate,” per annum, calculated on
the basis of a 365 day year. Interest on the Estimated Loan Amount shall accrue from and be compounded monthly
based on the date that each payment is mailed to the RECIPIENT. The Final Loan Amount shall be repaid in equal
installments, semiannually, over the term of this loan “Loan Term” as outlined in this agreement.
J. Loan Repayment:
Sources of Loan Repayment
1. Nature of RECIPIENT's Obligation. The obligation of the RECIPIENT to repay the loan from the sources
identified below and to perform and observe all other agreements and obligations on its part, contained herein, shall be
absolute and unconditional, and shall not be subject to diminution by setoff, counterclaim, or abatement of any kind.
To secure the repayment of the loan from ECOLOGY, the RECIPIENT agrees to comply with all of the covenants,
agreements, and attachments contained herein.
2. For General Obligation. This loan is a General Obligation Debt of the RECIPIENT.
3. For General Obligation Payable from Special Assessments. This loan is a General Obligation Debt of the
RECIPIENT payable from special assessments to be imposed within the constitutional and statutory tax limitations
provided by law without a vote of the electors of the RECIPIENT on all of the taxable property within the boundaries
of the RECIPIENT.
4. For Revenue-Secured: Lien Position. This loan is a Revenue-Secured Debt of the RECIPIENT’s Utility. This loan
shall constitute a lien and charge upon the Net Revenue junior and subordinate to the lien and charge upon such Net
Revenue of any Senior Lien Obligations.
In addition, if this loan is also secured by Utility Local Improvement Districts (ULID) Assessments, this loan shall
constitute a lien upon ULID Assessments in the ULID prior and superior to any other charges whatsoever.
5. Other Sources of Repayment. The RECIPIENT may repay any portion of the loan from any funds legally available
to it.
6. Defeasance of the Loan. So long as ECOLOGY shall hold this loan, the RECIPIENT shall not be entitled to, and
shall not affect, an economic Defeasance of the loan. The RECIPIENT shall not advance refund the loan.
If the RECIPIENT defeases or advance refunds the loan, it shall be required to use the proceeds thereof immediately
upon their receipt, together with other available RECIPIENT funds, to repay both of the following:
(i) The Loan Amount with interest
(ii) Any other obligations of the RECIPIENT to ECOLOGY under this agreement, unless in its sole discretion
ECOLOGY finds that repayment from those additional sources would not be in the public interest.
Failure to repay the Loan Amount plus interest within the time specified in ECOLOGY’s notice to make such
repayment shall incur Late Charges and shall be treated as a Loan Default.
7. Refinancing or Early Repayment of the Project. So long as ECOLOGY shall hold this loan, the RECIPIENT shall
give ECOLOGY thirty days written notice if the RECIPIENT intends to refinance or make early repayment of the
loan.
Method and Conditions on Repayments
1. Semiannual Payments. Notwithstanding any other provision of this agreement, the first semiannual payment of
principal and interest on this loan shall be due and payable no later than one year after the project completion date or
initiation of operation date, whichever comes first.
Thereafter, equal payments shall be due every six months.
If the due date for any semiannual payment falls on a Saturday, Sunday, or designated holiday for Washington State
agencies, the payment shall be due on the next business day for Washington State agencies.
Payments shall be mailed to:
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Department of Ecology
Cashiering Unit
P.O. Box 47611
Olympia WA 98504-7611
In lieu of mailing payments, electronic fund transfers can be arranged by working with ECOLOGY’s Financial
Manager.
No change to the amount of the semiannual principal and interest payments shall be made without a mutually signed
amendment to this agreement. The RECIPIENT shall continue to make semiannual payments based on this agreement
until the amendment is effective, at which time the RECIPIENT’s payments shall be made pursuant to the amended
agreement.
2. Late Charges. If any amount of the Final Loan Amount or any other amount owed to ECOLOGY pursuant to this
agreement remains unpaid after it becomes due and payable, ECOLOGY may assess a late charge. The late charge
shall be one percent per month on the past due amount starting on the date the debt becomes past due and until it is
paid in full.
3. Repayment Limitations. Repayment of the loan is subject to the following additional limitations, among others:
those on defeasance, refinancing and advance refunding, termination, and default and recovery of payments.
4. Prepayment of Loan. So long as ECOLOGY shall hold this loan, the RECIPIENT may prepay the entire unpaid
principal balance of and accrued interest on the loan or any portion of the remaining unpaid principal balance of the
Loan Amount. Any prepayments on the loan shall be applied first to any accrued interest due and then to the
outstanding principal balance of the Loan Amount. If the RECIPIENT elects to prepay the entire remaining unpaid
balance and accrued interest, the RECIPIENT shall first contact ECOLOGY’s Revenue/Receivable Manager of the
Fiscal Office.
K. Loan Security
Due Regard: For loans secured with a Revenue Obligation: The RECIPIENT shall exercise due regard for
Maintenance and Operation Expense and the debt service requirements of the Senior Lien Obligations and any other
outstanding obligations pledging the Gross Revenue of the Utility, and it has not obligated itself to set aside and pay
into the loan Fund a greater amount of the Gross Revenue of the Utility than, in its judgment, shall be available over
and above such Maintenance and Operation Expense and those debt service requirements.
Where collecting adequate gross utility revenue requires connecting additional users, the RECIPIENT shall require the
sewer system connections necessary to meet debt obligations and expected operation and maintenance expenses.
Levy and Collection of Taxes (if used to secure the repayment of the loan): For so long as the loan is outstanding, the
RECIPIENT irrevocably pledges to include in its budget and levy taxes annually within the constitutional and statutory
tax limitations provided by law without a vote of its electors on all of the taxable property within the boundaries of the
RECIPIENT in an amount sufficient, together with other money legally available and to be used therefore, to pay
when due the principal of and interest on the loan, and the full faith, credit and resources of the RECIPIENT are
pledged irrevocably for the annual levy and collection of those taxes and the prompt payment of that principal and
interest.
Not an Excess Indebtedness: For loans secured with a general obligation pledge or a general obligation pledge on
special assessments: The RECIPIENT agrees that this agreement and the loan to be made do not create an
indebtedness of the RECIPIENT in excess of any constitutional or statutory limitations.
Pledge of Net Revenue and ULID Assessments in the ULID (if used to secure the repayment of this loan): For so long
as the loan is outstanding, the RECIPIENT irrevocably pledges the Net Revenue of the Utility, including applicable
ULID Assessments in the ULID, to pay when due the principal of and interest on the loan.
Utility Local Improvement District (ULID) Assessment Collection (if used to secure the repayment of the loan): All
ULID Assessments in the ULID shall be paid into the Loan Fund and used to pay the principal of and interest on the
loan.
L. Maintenance and Operation of a Funded Utility: The RECIPIENT shall, at all times, maintain and keep the funded
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Utility in good repair, working order, and condition.
M. Opinion of RECIPIENT’s Legal Counsel: The RECIPIENT must submit an “Opinion of Legal Counsel to the
RECIPIENT” to ECOLOGY before this agreement will be signed. ECOLOGY will provide the form.
N. Prevailing Wage (Davis-Bacon Act): The RECIPIENT agrees, by signing this agreement, to comply with the
Davis-Bacon Act prevailing wage requirements. This applies to the construction, alteration, and repair of treatment
works carried out, in whole or in part, with assistance made available by the State Revolving Fund as authorized by
Section 513, title VI of the Federal Water Pollution Control Act (33 U.S.C. 1372). Laborers and mechanics employed
by contractors and subcontractors shall be paid wages not less often than once a week and at rates not less than those
prevailing on projects of a character similar in the locality as determined by the Secretary of Labor.
The RECIPIENT shall obtain the wage determination for the area in which the project is located prior to issuing
requests for bids, proposals, quotes or other methods for soliciting contracts (solicitation). These wage determinations
shall be incorporated into solicitations and any subsequent contracts. The RECIPIENT shall ensure that the required
EPA contract language regarding Davis-Bacon Wages is in all contracts and sub contracts in excess of $2,000. The
RECIPIENT shall maintain records sufficient to document compliance with the Davis-Bacon Act, and make such
records available for review upon request.
The RECIPIENT also agrees, by signing this agreement, to comply with State Prevailing Wages on Public Works,
Chapter 39.12 RCW, as applicable. Compliance may include the determination whether the project involves “public
work” and inclusion of the applicable prevailing wage rates in the bid specifications and contracts. The RECIPIENT
agrees to maintain records sufficient to evidence compliance with Chapter 39.12 RCW, and make such records
available for review upon request.
O. Progress Reports: RECIPIENTS funded with State Revolving Fund Loan or Forgivable Principal shall include the
following verification statement in the “General Comments” text box of each progress report.
“We verify that we are in compliance with all the requirements as outlined in our funding agreement(s) with the
Department of Ecology. This includes but is not limited to:
- The Davis-Bacon Act, 29 CFR (If applicable)
- Washington State Prevailing Wage Rate, Chapter 39.12 RCW (Pertaining to all recipients)
- The Disadvantaged Business Enterprise (DBE), 40 CFR, Part 33”
P. Representations and Warranties: The RECIPIENT represents and warrants to ECOLOGY as follows:
Application: Material Information. All information and materials submitted by the RECIPIENT to ECOLOGY in
connection with its loan application were, when made, and are, as of the date the RECIPIENT signs this agreement,
true and correct. There is no material adverse information relating to the RECIPIENT, the project, the loan, or this
agreement known to the RECIPIENT, which has not been disclosed in writing to ECOLOGY.
Existence; Authority. It is a duly formed and legally existing municipal corporation or political subdivision of the
state of Washington or a federally recognized Indian Tribe. It has full corporate power and authority to execute,
deliver, and perform all of its obligations under this agreement and to undertake the project identified herein.
Certification. Each payment request shall constitute a certification by the RECIPIENT to the effect that all
representations and warranties made in this loan agreement remain true as of the date of the request and that no
adverse developments, affecting the financial condition of the RECIPIENT or its ability to complete the project or to
repay the principal of or interest on the loan, have occurred since the date of this loan agreement. Any changes in the
RECIPIENT’s financial condition shall be disclosed in writing to ECOLOGY by the RECIPIENT in its request for
payment.
Q. Sale or Disposition of Funded Utility: The RECIPIENT shall not sell, transfer, or otherwise dispose of any of the
works, plant, properties, facilities, or other part of the funded Utility or any real or personal property comprising a part
of the funded Utility unless:
1. The facilities or property transferred are not material to the operation of the funded Utility, or have become
unserviceable, inadequate, obsolete, or unfit to be used in the operation of the funded Utility or are no longer
necessary, material, or useful to the operation of the funded Utility; or
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2. The aggregate depreciated cost value of the facilities or property being transferred in any fiscal year comprises
no more than three percent of the total assets of the funded Utility; or
3. The RECIPIENT receives from the transferee an amount equal to an amount which will be in the same
proportion to the net amount of Senior Lien Obligations and this LOAN then outstanding (defined as the total amount
outstanding less the amount of cash and investments in the bond and loan funds securing such debt) as the Gross
Revenue of the funded Utility from the portion of the funded Utility sold or disposed of for the preceding year bears to
the total Gross Revenue for that period.
4. Expressed written agreement by the DEPARTMENT.
The proceeds of any transfer under this paragraph must be used (1) to redeem promptly, or irrevocably set aside for the
redemption of, Senior Lien Obligations and to redeem promptly the loan, and (2) to provide for part of the cost of
additions to and betterments and extensions of the Utility.
R. Sewer-Use Ordinance or Resolution for Funded Wastewater Facility Projects: If not already in existence, the
RECIPIENT shall adopt and shall enforce a sewer-use ordinance or resolution. Such ordinance or resolution shall be
submitted to ECOLOGY upon request.
The sewer use ordinance must include provisions to:
1) Prohibit the introduction of toxic or hazardous wastes into the RECIPIENT’s sewer system.
2) Prohibit inflow of stormwater into separated sewer systems.
3) Require that new sewers and connections be properly designed and constructed.
S. Termination and Default:
Termination and Default Events
1. For Insufficient ECOLOGY or RECIPIENT Funds. ECOLOGY may terminate this loan agreement for insufficient
ECOLOGY or RECIPIENT funds.
2. For Failure to Commence Work. ECOLOGY may terminate this loan agreement for failure of the RECIPIENT to
commence project work.
3. Past Due Payments. The RECIPIENT shall be in default of its obligations under this loan agreement when any loan
repayment becomes 60 days past due.
4. Other Cause. The obligation of ECOLOGY to the RECIPIENT is contingent upon satisfactory performance in full
by the RECIPIENT of all of its obligations under this loan agreement. The RECIPIENT shall be in default of its
obligations under this loan agreement if, in the opinion of ECOLOGY, the RECIPIENT has unjustifiably failed to
perform any obligation required of it by this loan agreement.
Procedures for Termination. If this loan agreement is terminated prior to project completion, ECOLOGY shall provide
to the RECIPIENT a written notice of termination at least five working days prior to the effective date of termination
(the “Termination Date”). The written notice of termination by the ECOLOGY shall specify the Termination Date
and, when applicable, the date by which the RECIPIENT must repay any outstanding balance of the loan and all
accrued interest (the “Termination Payment Date”).
Termination and Default Remedies
No Further Payments. On and after the Termination Date, or in the event of a default event, ECOLOGY may, at its
sole discretion, withdraw the loan and make no further payments under this agreement.
Repayment Demand. In response to an ECOLOGY initiated termination event, or in response to a loan default event,
ECOLOGY may at its sole discretion demand that the RECIPIENT repay the outstanding balance of the Loan Amount
and all accrued interest.
Interest after Repayment Demand. From the time that ECOLOGY demands repayment of funds, amounts owed by the
RECIPIENT to ECOLOGY shall accrue additional interest at the rate of one percent per month, or fraction thereof.
Accelerate Repayments. In the event of a default, ECOLOGY may, in its sole discretion, declare the principal of and
interest on the loan immediately due and payable, subject to the prior lien and charge of any outstanding Senior Lien
Obligation upon the Net Revenue. That is, the loan is not subject to acceleration so long as any Senior Lien
Obligations are outstanding. Repayments not made immediately upon such acceleration will incur Late Charges.
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Late Charges. All amounts due to ECOLOGY and not paid by the RECIPIENT by the Termination Payment Date or
after acceleration following a default event, as applicable, shall incur late charges.
Intercept State Funds. In the event of a default event and in accordance with Chapter 90.50A.060 RCW, “Defaults,”
any state funds otherwise due to the RECIPIENT may, at ECOLOGY’s sole discretion, be withheld and applied to the
repayment of the loan.
Property to ECOLOGY. In the event of a default event and at the option of ECOLOGY, any personal property
(equipment) acquired under this agreement may, in ECOLOGY’s sole discretion, become ECOLOGY’s property. In
that circumstance, ECOLOGY shall reduce the RECIPIENT’s liability to repay money by an amount reflecting the fair
value of such property.
Documents and Materials. If this agreement is terminated, all finished or unfinished documents, data studies, surveys,
drawings, maps, models, photographs, and reports or other materials prepared by the RECIPIENT shall, at the option
of ECOLOGY, become ECOLOGY property. The RECIPIENT shall be entitled to receive just and equitable
compensation for any satisfactory work completed on such documents and other materials.
Collection and Enforcement Actions. In the event of a default event, the state of Washington reserves the right to take
any actions it deems necessary to collect the amounts due, or to become due, or to enforce the performance and
observance of any obligation by the RECIPIENT, under this agreement.
Fees and Expenses. In any action to enforce the provisions of this agreement, reasonable fees and expenses of
attorneys and other reasonable expenses (including, without limitation, the reasonably allocated costs of legal staff)
shall be awarded to the prevailing party as that term is defined in Chapter 4.84.330 RCW.
Damages. Notwithstanding ECOLOGY’s exercise of any or all of the termination or default remedies provided in this
agreement, the RECIPIENT shall not be relieved of any liability to ECOLOGY for damages sustained by ECOLOGY
and/or the state of Washington because of any breach of this agreement by the RECIPIENT. ECOLOGY may
withhold payments for the purpose of setoff until such time as the exact amount of damages due ECOLOGY from the
RECIPIENT is determined.
T. User-Charge System for Funded Utilities: The RECIPIENT certifies that it has the legal authority to establish and
implement a user-charge system and shall adopt a system of user-charges to assure that each user of the funded utility
shall pay its proportionate share of the cost of operation and maintenance, including replacement during the design life
of the project. The user-charge system will include provisions for a connection charge.
In addition, the RECIPIENT shall regularly evaluate the user-charge system, at least annually, to ensure the system
provides adequate revenues necessary to operate and maintain the funded utility, to establish reserves to pay for
replacement, and to repay the loan.
GENERAL FEDERAL CONDITIONS
If a portion or all of the funds for this agreement are provided through federal funding sources or this
agreement is used to match a federal grant award, the following terms and conditions apply to you.
A. CERTIFICATION REGARDING SUSPENSION, DEBARMENT, INELIGIBILITY OR VOLUNTARY
EXCLUSION:
1. The RECIPIENT/CONTRACTOR, by signing this agreement, certifies that it is not suspended, debarred,
proposed for debarment, declared ineligible or otherwise excluded from contracting with the federal
government, or from receiving contracts paid for with federal funds. If the RECIPIENT/CONTRACTOR is
unable to certify to the statements contained in the certification, they must provide an explanation as to why they
cannot.
2. The RECIPIENT/CONTRACTOR shall provide immediate written notice to ECOLOGY if at any time the
RECIPIENT/CONTRACTOR learns that its certification was erroneous when submitted or had become
erroneous by reason of changed circumstances.
3. The terms covered transaction, debarred, suspended, ineligible, lower tier covered transaction, participant,
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7.

8.

person, primary covered transaction, principal, proposal, and voluntarily excluded, as used in this clause, have
the meaning set out in the Definitions and Coverage sections of rules implementing Executive Order 12549.
You may contact ECOLOGY for assistance in obtaining a copy of those regulations.
The RECIPIENT/CONTRACTOR agrees it shall not knowingly enter into any lower tier covered transaction
with a person who is proposed for debarment under the applicable Code of Federal Regulations, debarred,
suspended, declared ineligible, or voluntarily excluded from participation in this covered transaction.
The RECIPIENT/CONTRACTOR further agrees by signing this agreement, that it will include this clause titled
“CERTIFICATION REGARDING SUSPENSION, DEBARMENT, INELIGIBILITY OR VOLUNTARY
EXCLUSION” without modification in all lower tier covered transactions and in all solicitations for lower tier
covered transactions.
Pursuant to 2CFR180.330, the RECIPIENT/CONTRACTOR is responsible for ensuring that any lower tier
covered transaction complies with certification of suspension and debarment requirements.
RECIPIENT/CONTRACTOR acknowledges that failing to disclose the information required in the Code of
Federal Regulations may result in the delay or negation of this funding agreement, or pursuance of legal
remedies, including suspension and debarment.
RECIPIENT/CONTRACTOR agrees to keep proof in its agreement file, that it, and all lower tier recipients or
contractors, are not suspended or debarred, and will make this proof available to ECOLOGY before requests for
reimbursements will be approved for payment. RECIPIENT/CONTRACTOR must run a search in
<http://www.sam.gov> and print a copy of completed searches to document proof of compliance.

B. FEDERAL FUNDING ACCOUNTABILITY AND TRANSPARENCY ACT (FFATA) REPORTING
REQUIREMENTS:
CONTRACTOR/RECIPIENT must complete the FFATA Data Collection Form (ECY 070-395) and return it
with the signed agreement to ECOLOGY.
Any CONTRACTOR/RECIPIENT that meets each of the criteria below must report compensation for its five
top executives using the FFATA Data Collection Form.
·
·
·
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Receives more than $25,000 in federal funds under this award.
Receives more than 80 percent of its annual gross revenues from federal funds.
Receives more than $25,000,000 in annual federal funds.

Ecology will not pay any invoices until it has received a completed and signed FFATA Data Collection Form.
Ecology is required to report the FFATA information for federally funded agreements, including the required
DUNS number, at www.fsrs.gov <http://www.fsrs.gov/> within 30 days of agreement signature. The FFATA
information will be available to the public at www.usaspending.gov <http://www.usaspending.gov/>.
For more details on FFATA requirements, see www.fsrs.gov <http://www.fsrs.gov/>.
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GENERAL TERMS AND CONDITIONS
Pertaining to Grant and Loan Agreements With the state of Washington, Department of Ecology
GENERAL TERMS AND CONDITIONS AS OF LAST UPDATED 1/22/2018 VERSION
1. ADMINISTRATIVE REQUIREMENTS
a) RECIPIENT shall follow the "Administrative Requirements for Recipients of Ecology Grants and Loans – EAGL
Edition." (https://fortress.wa.gov/ecy/publications/SummaryPages/1701004.html)
b) RECIPIENT shall complete all activities funded by this Agreement and be fully responsible for the proper
management of all funds and resources made available under this Agreement.
c) RECIPIENT agrees to take complete responsibility for all actions taken under this Agreement, including ensuring
all subgrantees and contractors comply with the terms and conditions of this Agreement. ECOLOGY reserves the right
to request proof of compliance by subgrantees and contractors.
d) RECIPIENT’s activities under this Agreement shall be subject to the review and approval by ECOLOGY for the
extent and character of all work and services.
2. AMENDMENTS AND MODIFICATIONS
This Agreement may be altered, amended, or waived only by a written amendment executed by both parties. No
subsequent modification(s) or amendment(s) of this Agreement will be of any force or effect unless in writing and
signed by authorized representatives of both parties. ECOLOGY and the RECIPIENT may change their respective staff
contacts and administrative information without the concurrence of either party.
3. ARCHAEOLOGICAL AND CULTURAL RESOURCES
RECIPIENT shall take reasonable action to avoid, minimize, or mitigate adverse effects to archeological and historic
resources. The RECIPIENT must agree to hold harmless the State of Washington in relation to any claim related to
historical or cultural artifacts discovered, disturbed, or damaged due to the RECIPIENT’s project funded under this
Agreement.
RECIPIENT shall:
a) Contact the ECOLOGY Program issuing the grant or loan to discuss any Cultural Resources requirements for their
project:
• For capital construction projects or land acquisitions for capital construction projects, if required, comply with
Governor Executive Order 05-05, Archaeology and Cultural Resources.
• For projects with any federal involvement, if required, comply with the National Historic Preservation Act.
• Any cultural resources federal or state requirements must be completed prior to the start of any work on the project
site.
b) If required by the ECOLOGY Program, submit an Inadvertent Discovery Plan (IDP) to ECOLOGY prior to
implementing any project that involves ground disturbing activities. ECOLOGY will provide the IDP form.
RECIPIENT shall:
• Keep the IDP at the project site.
• Make the IDP readily available to anyone working at the project site.
• Discuss the IDP with staff and contractors working at the project site.
• Implement the IDP when cultural resources or human remains are found at the project site.
c) If any archeological or historic resources are found while conducting work under this Agreement:
• Immediately stop work and notify the ECOLOGY Program, the Department of Archaeology and Historic
Preservation at (360) 586-3064, any affected Tribe, and the local government.
d) If any human remains are found while conducting work under this Agreement:
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• Immediately stop work and notify the local Law Enforcement Agency or Medical Examiner/Coroner’s Office, and
then the ECOLOGY Program.
e) Comply with RCW 27.53, RCW 27.44.055, and RCW 68.50.645, and all other applicable local, state, and federal
laws protecting cultural resources and human remains.
4. ASSIGNMENT
No right or claim of the RECIPIENT arising under this Agreement shall be transferred or assigned by the RECIPIENT.
5. COMMUNICATION
RECIPIENT shall make every effort to maintain effective communications with the RECIPIENT's designees,
ECOLOGY, all affected local, state, or federal jurisdictions, and any interested individuals or groups.
6. COMPENSATION
a) Any work performed prior to effective date of this Agreement will be at the sole expense and risk of the
RECIPIENT. ECOLOGY must sign the Agreement before any payment requests can be submitted.
b) Payments will be made on a reimbursable basis for approved and completed work as specified in this Agreement.
c) RECIPIENT is responsible to determine if costs are eligible. Any questions regarding eligibility should be clarified
with ECOLOGY prior to incurring costs. Costs that are conditionally eligible require approval by ECOLOGY prior to
expenditure.
d) RECIPIENT shall not invoice more than once per month unless agreed on by ECOLOGY.
e) ECOLOGY will not process payment requests without the proper reimbursement forms, Progress Report and
supporting documentation. ECOLOGY will provide instructions for submitting payment requests.
f) ECOLOGY will pay the RECIPIENT thirty (30) days after receipt of a properly completed request for payment.
g) RECIPIENT will receive payment through Washington State Department of Enterprise Services’ Statewide Payee
Desk. RECIPIENT must register as a payee by submitting a Statewide Payee Registration form and an IRS W-9 form
at the website, http://www.des.wa.gov/services/ContractingPurchasing/Business/VendorPay/Pages/default.aspx. For
any questions about the vendor registration process contact the Statewide Payee Help Desk at (360) 407-8180 or email
payeehelpdesk@watech.wa.gov.
h) ECOLOGY may, at its sole discretion, withhold payments claimed by the RECIPIENT if the RECIPIENT fails to
satisfactorily comply with any term or condition of this Agreement.
i) Monies withheld by ECOLOGY may be paid to the RECIPIENT when the work described herein, or a portion
thereof, has been completed if, at ECOLOGY's sole discretion, such payment is reasonable and approved according to
this Agreement, as appropriate, or upon completion of an audit as specified herein.
j) RECIPIENT must submit within thirty (30) days after the expiration date of this Agreement, all financial,
performance, and other reports required by this agreement. Failure to comply may result in delayed reimbursement.
7. COMPLIANCE WITH ALL LAWS
RECIPIENT agrees to comply fully with all applicable federal, state and local laws, orders, regulations, and permits
related to this Agreement, including but not limited to:
a) RECIPIENT agrees to comply with all applicable laws, regulations, and policies of the United States and the State
of Washington which affect wages and job safety.
b) RECIPIENT agrees to be bound by all applicable federal and state laws, regulations, and policies against
discrimination.
c) RECIPIENT certifies full compliance with all applicable state industrial insurance requirements.
d) RECIPIENT agrees to secure and provide assurance to ECOLOGY that all the necessary approvals and permits
required by authorities having jurisdiction over the project are obtained. RECIPIENT must include time in their project
timeline for the permit and approval processes.
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ECOLOGY shall have the right to immediately terminate for cause this Agreement as provided herein if the
RECIPIENT fails to comply with above requirements.
If any provision of this Agreement violates any statute or rule of law of the state of Washington, it is considered
modified to conform to that statute or rule of law.
8. CONFLICT OF INTEREST
RECIPIENT and ECOLOGY agree that any officer, member, agent, or employee, who exercises any function or
responsibility in the review, approval, or carrying out of this Agreement, shall not have any personal or financial
interest, direct or indirect, nor affect the interest of any corporation, partnership, or association in which he/she is a part,
in this Agreement or the proceeds thereof.
9. CONTRACTING FOR GOODS AND SERVICES
RECIPIENT may contract to buy goods or services related to its performance under this Agreement. RECIPIENT shall
award all contracts for construction, purchase of goods, equipment, services, and professional architectural and
engineering services through a competitive process, if required by State law. RECIPIENT is required to follow
procurement procedures that ensure legal, fair, and open competition.
RECIPIENT must have a standard procurement process or follow current state procurement procedures. RECIPIENT
may be required to provide written certification that they have followed their standard procurement procedures and
applicable state law in awarding contracts under this Agreement.
ECOLOGY reserves the right to inspect and request copies of all procurement documentation, and review procurement
practices related to this Agreement. Any costs incurred as a result of procurement practices not in compliance with
state procurement law or the RECIPIENT's normal procedures may be disallowed at ECOLOGY’s sole discretion.
10. DISPUTES
When there is a dispute with regard to the extent and character of the work, or any other matter related to this
Agreement the determination of ECOLOGY will govern, although the RECIPIENT shall have the right to appeal
decisions as provided for below:
a) RECIPIENT notifies the funding program of an appeal request.
b) Appeal request must be in writing and state the disputed issue(s).
c) RECIPIENT has the opportunity to be heard and offer evidence in support of its appeal.
d) ECOLOGY reviews the RECIPIENT’s appeal.
e) ECOLOGY sends a written answer within ten (10) business days, unless more time is needed, after concluding the
review.
The decision of ECOLOGY from an appeal will be final and conclusive, unless within thirty (30) days from the date of
such decision, the RECIPIENT furnishes to the Director of ECOLOGY a written appeal. The decision of the Director or
duly authorized representative will be final and conclusive.
The parties agree that this dispute process will precede any action in a judicial or quasi-judicial tribunal.
Appeals of the Director's decision will be brought in the Superior Court of Thurston County. Review of the Director’s
decision will not be taken to Environmental and Land Use Hearings Office.
Pending final decision of a dispute, the RECIPIENT agrees to proceed diligently with the performance of this
Agreement and in accordance with the decision rendered.
Nothing in this Agreement will be construed to limit the parties’ choice of another mutually acceptable method, in
addition to the dispute resolution procedure outlined above.
11. ENVIRONMENTAL DATA STANDARDS
a) RECIPIENT shall prepare a Quality Assurance Project Plan (QAPP) for a project that collects or uses
environmental measurement data. RECIPIENTS unsure about whether a QAPP is required for their project shall contact
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the ECOLOGY Program issuing the grant or loan. If a QAPP is required, the RECIPIENT shall:
• Use ECOLOGY’s QAPP Template/Checklist provided by the ECOLOGY, unless ECOLOGY Quality Assurance
(QA) officer or the Program QA coordinator instructs otherwise.
• Follow ECOLOGY’s Guidelines for Preparing Quality Assurance Project Plans for Environmental Studies, July
2004 (Ecology Publication No. 04-03-030).
• Submit the QAPP to ECOLOGY for review and approval before the start of the work.
b) RECIPIENT shall submit environmental data that was collected on a project to ECOLOGY using the
Environmental Information Management system (EIM), unless the ECOLOGY Program instructs otherwise. The
RECIPIENT must confirm with ECOLOGY that complete and correct data was successfully loaded into EIM, find
instructions at: http://www.ecy.wa.gov/eim.
c) RECIPIENT shall follow ECOLOGY’s data standards when Geographic Information System (GIS) data is collected
and processed. Guidelines for Creating and Accessing GIS Data are available at:
https://ecology.wa.gov/Research-Data/Data-resources/Geographic-Information-Systems-GIS/Standards. RECIPIENT,
when requested by ECOLOGY, shall provide copies to ECOLOGY of all final GIS data layers, imagery, related tables,
raw data collection files, map products, and all metadata and project documentation.
12. GOVERNING LAW
This Agreement will be governed by the laws of the State of Washington, and the venue of any action brought
hereunder will be in the Superior Court of Thurston County.
13. INDEMNIFICATION
ECOLOGY will in no way be held responsible for payment of salaries, consultant's fees, and other costs related to the
project described herein, except as provided in the Scope of Work.
To the extent that the Constitution and laws of the State of Washington permit, each party will indemnify and hold the
other harmless from and against any liability for any or all injuries to persons or property arising from the negligent act
or omission of that party or that party's agents or employees arising out of this Agreement.
14. INDEPENDENT STATUS
The employees, volunteers, or agents of each party who are engaged in the performance of this Agreement will continue
to be employees, volunteers, or agents of that party and will not for any purpose be employees, volunteers, or agents of
the other party.
15. KICKBACKS
RECIPIENT is prohibited from inducing by any means any person employed or otherwise involved in this Agreement
to give up any part of the compensation to which he/she is otherwise entitled to or receive any fee, commission, or gift
in return for award of a subcontract hereunder.
16. MINORITY AND WOMEN’S BUSINESS ENTERPRISES (MWBE)
RECIPIENT is encouraged to solicit and recruit, to the extent possible, certified minority-owned (MBE) and
women-owned (WBE) businesses in purchases and contracts initiated under this Agreement.
Contract awards or rejections cannot be made based on MWBE participation; however, the RECIPIENT is encouraged
to take the following actions, when possible, in any procurement under this Agreement:
a) Include qualified minority and women's businesses on solicitation lists whenever they are potential sources of goods
or services.
b) Divide the total requirements, when economically feasible, into smaller tasks or quantities, to permit maximum
participation by qualified minority and women's businesses.
c) Establish delivery schedules, where work requirements permit, which will encourage participation of qualified
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minority and women's businesses.
d) Use the services and assistance of the Washington State Office of Minority and Women's Business Enterprises
(OMWBE) (866-208-1064) and the Office of Minority Business Enterprises of the U.S. Department of Commerce, as
appropriate.
17. ORDER OF PRECEDENCE
In the event of inconsistency in this Agreement, unless otherwise provided herein, the inconsistency shall be resolved
by giving precedence in the following order: (a) applicable federal and state statutes and regulations; (b) The
Agreement; (c) Scope of Work; (d) Special Terms and Conditions; (e) Any provisions or terms incorporated herein by
reference, including the "Administrative Requirements for Recipients of Ecology Grants and Loans"; and (f) the
General Terms and Conditions.
18. PRESENTATION AND PROMOTIONAL MATERIALS
ECOLOGY reserves the right to approve RECIPIENT’s communication documents and materials related to the
fulfillment of this Agreement:
a) If requested, RECIPIENT shall provide a draft copy to ECOLOGY for review and approval ten (10) business days
prior to production and distribution.
b) RECIPIENT shall include time for ECOLOGY’s review and approval process in their project timeline.
c) If requested, RECIPIENT shall provide ECOLOGY two (2) final copies and an electronic copy of any tangible
products developed.
Copies include any printed materials, and all tangible products developed such as brochures, manuals, pamphlets,
videos, audio tapes, CDs, curriculum, posters, media announcements, or gadgets with a message, such as a refrigerator
magnet, and any online communications, such as web pages, blogs, and twitter campaigns. If it is not practical to
provide a copy, then the RECIPIENT shall provide a description (photographs, drawings, printouts, etc.) that best
represents the item.
Any communications intended for public distribution that uses ECOLOGY’s logo shall comply with ECOLOGY’s
graphic requirements and any additional requirements specified in this Agreement. Before the use of ECOLOGY’s
logo contact ECOLOGY for guidelines.
RECIPIENT shall acknowledge in the communications that funding was provided by ECOLOGY.
19. PROGRESS REPORTING
a) RECIPIENT must satisfactorily demonstrate the timely use of funds by submitting payment requests and progress
reports to ECOLOGY. ECOLOGY reserves the right to amend or terminate this Agreement if the RECIPIENT does
not document timely use of funds.
b) RECIPIENT must submit a progress report with each payment request. Payment requests will not be processed
without a progress report. ECOLOGY will define the elements and frequency of progress reports.
c) RECIPIENT shall use ECOLOGY’s provided progress report format.
d) Quarterly progress reports will cover the periods from January 1 through March 31, April 1 through June 30, July 1
through September 30, and October 1 through December 31. Reports shall be submitted within thirty (30) days after
the end of the quarter being reported.
e) RECIPIENT must submit within thirty (30) days of the expiration date of the project, unless an extension has been
approved by ECOLOGY, all financial, performance, and other reports required by the agreement and funding program
guidelines. RECIPIENT shall use the ECOLOGY provided closeout report format.
20. PROPERTY RIGHTS
a) Copyrights and Patents. When the RECIPIENT creates any copyrightable materials or invents any patentable
property under this Agreement, the RECIPIENT may copyright or patent the same but ECOLOGY retains a royalty free,
nonexclusive, and irrevocable license to reproduce, publish, recover, or otherwise use the material(s) or property, and to
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authorize others to use the same for federal, state, or local government purposes.
b) Publications. When the RECIPIENT or persons employed by the RECIPIENT use or publish ECOLOGY
information; present papers, lectures, or seminars involving information supplied by ECOLOGY; or use logos, reports,
maps, or other data in printed reports, signs, brochures, pamphlets, etc., appropriate credit shall be given to ECOLOGY.
c) Presentation and Promotional Materials. ECOLOGY shall have the right to use or reproduce any printed or graphic
materials produced in fulfillment of this Agreement, in any manner ECOLOGY deems appropriate. ECOLOGY shall
acknowledge the RECIPIENT as the sole copyright owner in every use or reproduction of the materials.
d) Tangible Property Rights. ECOLOGY's current edition of "Administrative Requirements for Recipients of Ecology
Grants and Loans," shall control the use and disposition of all real and personal property purchased wholly or in part
with funds furnished by ECOLOGY in the absence of state and federal statutes, regulations, or policies to the contrary,
or upon specific instructions with respect thereto in this Agreement.
e) Personal Property Furnished by ECOLOGY. When ECOLOGY provides personal property directly to the
RECIPIENT for use in performance of the project, it shall be returned to ECOLOGY prior to final payment by
ECOLOGY. If said property is lost, stolen, or damaged while in the RECIPIENT's possession, then ECOLOGY shall
be reimbursed in cash or by setoff by the RECIPIENT for the fair market value of such property.
f) Acquisition Projects. The following provisions shall apply if the project covered by this Agreement includes funds
for the acquisition of land or facilities:
1. RECIPIENT shall establish that the cost is fair value and reasonable prior to disbursement of funds provided for in
this Agreement.
2. RECIPIENT shall provide satisfactory evidence of title or ability to acquire title for each parcel prior to
disbursement of funds provided by this Agreement. Such evidence may include title insurance policies, Torrens
certificates, or abstracts, and attorney's opinions establishing that the land is free from any impediment, lien, or claim
which would impair the uses intended by this Agreement.
g) Conversions. Regardless of the Agreement expiration date, the RECIPIENT shall not at any time convert any
equipment, property, or facility acquired or developed under this Agreement to uses other than those for which
assistance was originally approved without prior written approval of ECOLOGY. Such approval may be conditioned
upon payment to ECOLOGY of that portion of the proceeds of the sale, lease, or other conversion or encumbrance
which monies granted pursuant to this Agreement bear to the total acquisition, purchase, or construction costs of such
property.
21. RECORDS, AUDITS, AND INSPECTIONS
RECIPIENT shall maintain complete program and financial records relating to this Agreement, including any
engineering documentation and field inspection reports of all construction work accomplished.
All records shall:
a) Be kept in a manner which provides an audit trail for all expenditures.
b) Be kept in a common file to facilitate audits and inspections.
c) Clearly indicate total receipts and expenditures related to this Agreement.
d) Be open for audit or inspection by ECOLOGY, or by any duly authorized audit representative of the State of
Washington, for a period of at least three (3) years after the final grant payment or loan repayment, or any dispute
resolution hereunder.
RECIPIENT shall provide clarification and make necessary adjustments if any audits or inspections identify
discrepancies in the records.
ECOLOGY reserves the right to audit, or have a designated third party audit, applicable records to ensure that the state
has been properly invoiced. Any remedies and penalties allowed by law to recover monies determined owed will be
enforced. Repetitive instances of incorrect invoicing or inadequate records may be considered cause for termination.
All work performed under this Agreement and any property and equipment purchased shall be made available to
ECOLOGY and to any authorized state, federal or local representative for inspection at any time during the course of
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this Agreement and for at least three (3) years following grant or loan termination or dispute resolution hereunder.
RECIPIENT shall provide right of access to ECOLOGY, or any other authorized representative, at all reasonable times,
in order to monitor and evaluate performance, compliance, and any other conditions under this Agreement.
22. RECOVERY OF FUNDS
The right of the RECIPIENT to retain monies received as reimbursement payments is contingent upon satisfactory
performance of this Agreement and completion of the work described in the Scope of Work.
All payments to the RECIPIENT are subject to approval and audit by ECOLOGY, and any unauthorized expenditure(s)
or unallowable cost charged to this Agreement shall be refunded to ECOLOGY by the RECIPIENT.
RECIPIENT shall refund to ECOLOGY the full amount of any erroneous payment or overpayment under this
Agreement.
RECIPIENT shall refund by check payable to ECOLOGY the amount of any such reduction of payments or repayments
within thirty (30) days of a written notice. Interest will accrue at the rate of twelve percent (12%) per year from the
time ECOLOGY demands repayment of funds.
Any property acquired under this Agreement, at the option of ECOLOGY, may become ECOLOGY's property and the
RECIPIENT's liability to repay monies will be reduced by an amount reflecting the fair value of such property.
23. SEVERABILITY
If any provision of this Agreement or any provision of any document incorporated by reference shall be held invalid,
such invalidity shall not affect the other provisions of this Agreement which can be given effect without the invalid
provision, and to this end the provisions of this Agreement are declared to be severable.
24. STATE ENVIRONMENTAL POLICY ACT (SEPA)
RECIPIENT must demonstrate to ECOLOGY’s satisfaction that compliance with the requirements of the State
Environmental Policy Act (Chapter 43.21C RCW and Chapter 197-11 WAC) have been or will be met. Any
reimbursements are subject to this provision.
25. SUSPENSION
When in the best interest of ECOLOGY, ECOLOGY may at any time, and without cause, suspend this Agreement or
any portion thereof for a temporary period by written notice from ECOLOGY to the RECIPIENT. RECIPIENT shall
resume performance on the next business day following the suspension period unless another day is specified by
ECOLOGY.
26. SUSTAINABLE PRACTICES
In order to sustain Washington’s natural resources and ecosystems, the RECIPIENT is fully encouraged to implement
sustainable practices and to purchase environmentally preferable products under this Agreement.
a) Sustainable practices may include such activities as: use of clean energy, use of double-sided printing, hosting low
impact meetings, and setting up recycling and composting programs.
b) Purchasing may include such items as: sustainably produced products and services, EPEAT registered computers
and imaging equipment, independently certified green cleaning products, remanufactured toner cartridges, products
with reduced packaging, office products that are refillable, rechargeable, and recyclable, and 100% post-consumer
recycled paper.
For more suggestions visit ECOLOGY’s web page: Green Purchasing, ,
https://ecology.wa.gov/Regulations-Permits/Guidance-technical-assistance/Sustainable-purchasing.
27. TERMINATION
a) For Cause
ECOLOGY may terminate for cause this Agreement with a seven (7) calendar days prior written notification to the
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RECIPIENT, at the sole discretion of ECOLOGY, for failing to perform an Agreement requirement or for a material
breach of any term or condition. If this Agreement is so terminated, the parties shall be liable only for performance
rendered or costs incurred in accordance with the terms of this Agreement prior to the effective date of termination.
Failure to Commence Work. ECOLOGY reserves the right to terminate this Agreement if RECIPIENT fails to
commence work on the project funded within four (4) months after the effective date of this Agreement, or by any date
mutually agreed upon in writing for commencement of work, or the time period defined within the Scope of Work.
Non-Performance. The obligation of ECOLOGY to the RECIPIENT is contingent upon satisfactory performance by the
RECIPIENT of all of its obligations under this Agreement. In the event the RECIPIENT unjustifiably fails, in the
opinion of ECOLOGY, to perform any obligation required of it by this Agreement, ECOLOGY may refuse to pay any
further funds, terminate in whole or in part this Agreement, and exercise any other rights under this Agreement.
Despite the above, the RECIPIENT shall not be relieved of any liability to ECOLOGY for damages sustained by
ECOLOGY and the State of Washington because of any breach of this Agreement by the RECIPIENT. ECOLOGY
may withhold payments for the purpose of setoff until such time as the exact amount of damages due ECOLOGY from
the RECIPIENT is determined.
b) For Convenience
ECOLOGY may terminate for convenience this Agreement, in whole or in part, for any reason when it is the best
interest of ECOLOGY, with a thirty (30) calendar days prior written notification to the RECIPIENT, except as noted
below. If this Agreement is so terminated, the parties shall be liable only for performance rendered or costs incurred in
accordance with the terms of this Agreement prior to the effective date of termination.
Non-Allocation of Funds. ECOLOGY’s ability to make payments is contingent on availability of funding. In the event
funding from state, federal or other sources is withdrawn, reduced, or limited in any way after the effective date and
prior to the completion or expiration date of this Agreement, ECOLOGY, at its sole discretion, may elect to terminate
the Agreement, in whole or part, or renegotiate the Agreement, subject to new funding limitations or conditions.
ECOLOGY may also elect to suspend performance of the Agreement until ECOLOGY determines the funding
insufficiency is resolved. ECOLOGY may exercise any of these options with no notification or restrictions, although
ECOLOGY will make a reasonable attempt to provide notice.
In the event of termination or suspension, ECOLOGY will reimburse eligible costs incurred by the recipient/contractor
through the effective date of termination or suspension. Reimbursed costs must be agreed to by ECOLOGY and the
recipient/contractor. In no event shall ECOLOGY’s reimbursement exceed ECOLOGY’s total responsibility under the
agreement and any amendments.
If payments have been discontinued by ECOLOGY due to unavailable funds, the RECIPIENT shall not be obligated to
repay monies which had been paid to the RECIPIENT prior to such termination.
RECIPIENT’s obligation to continue or complete the work described in this Agreement shall be contingent upon
availability of funds by the RECIPIENT's governing body.
c) By Mutual Agreement
ECOLOGY and the RECIPIENT may terminate this Agreement, in whole or in part, at any time, by mutual written
agreement.
d) In Event of Termination
All finished or unfinished documents, data studies, surveys, drawings, maps, models, photographs, reports or other
materials prepared by the RECIPIENT under this Agreement, at the option of ECOLOGY, will become property of
ECOLOGY and the RECIPIENT shall be entitled to receive just and equitable compensation for any satisfactory work
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completed on such documents and other materials.
Nothing contained herein shall preclude ECOLOGY from demanding repayment of all funds paid to the RECIPIENT in
accordance with Recovery of Funds, identified herein.
28. THIRD PARTY BENEFICIARY
RECIPIENT shall ensure that in all subcontracts entered into by the RECIPIENT pursuant to this Agreement, the state
of Washington is named as an express third party beneficiary of such subcontracts with full rights as such.
29. WAIVER
Waiver of a default or breach of any provision of this Agreement is not a waiver of any subsequent default or breach,
and will not be construed as a modification of the terms of this Agreement unless stated as such in writing by the
authorized representative of ECOLOGY.

Version 10/30/2015
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LEGISLATIVE DEPARTMENT
CITY OF ABERDEEN

MAYOR:

Erik Larson

THE MEMBERS OF
YOUR COMMITTEE ON: Public Works and the Public Works Director
TO WHOM IT WAS REFERRED: East Aberdeen Mobility Project Grant Funding Contract
Amendment
REPORTS AS FOLLOWS: The City signed a contract with the Washington State Department
of Transportation (WSDOT) on September 27, 2017 to receive $297,000 in grant funds for the
purposes of planning and pre-engineering for the East Aberdeen Mobility Project (EAMP). The
work was originally anticipated to be complete by the end of 2018. However, in early 2018 the
City learned that WSDOT’s Heron Street Bridge Replacement project was moving forward with
planning, and that the two projects had the potential to overlap in terms of location and design.
The City Engineer requested that WSDOT amend the EAMP grant contract to extend the deadline
to at least June 30, 2020 to allow the City to coordinate the Heron Street Bridge Reconstruction
design and target a federal loan application in early 2020 for EAMP. WSDOT granted the request
and proposed that the contract deadline be extended from June 30, 2019 to June 30, 2021.
IT IS RECOMMENDED: The City Council shall authorize the Mayor to sign and execute
Amendment No. 1 for Agreement RRB 1179 for the East Aberdeen Mobility Project.

_____________________________
Rick Sangder
Public Works Director

____________________________________
Dee Anne Shaw, Chair

_______________________________
Tim Alstom, Vice-Chair

Reported _______________, 2019

____________________________________
Margo Shortt, Member

Adopted _______________, 2019

____________________________________
James M. Cook, Member
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AMENDMENT NO. 1
Between
City of Aberdeen
And
Washington State Department of Transportation
AGREEMENT RRB 1179
This AMENDMENT No.1 ("AMENDMENT") is between the CITY OF ABERDEEN ("GRANTEE") and the
WASHINGTON STATE DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION ("WSDOT") and amends the Agreement
RRB 1179 ("AGREEMENT") effective October 11, 2017, between the PARTIES.
WHEREAS, the Scope of Work under the AGREEMENT has taken longer than expected due to unforeseen
circumstances;
WHEREAS, the PARTIES of the AGREEMENT would like to extend the AGREEMENT to allow the Scope of
Work to be accomplished; and
WHEREAS, the PARTIES are authorized by Section 21, "AMENDMENT," of the original AGREEMENT to
amend the terms and conditions of the original AGREEMENT;
NOW THEREFORE, the PARTIES hereto agree to amend the AGREEMENT as follows:
1. In the last paragraph of Section 2, delete the “June 30, 2019” reference and replace it with “June 30,
2021”.
2. Except as expressly modified herein, all other terms and conditions of the original Agreement RRB 1179
shall remain in full force and effect.
IN WITNESS WHEREOF, the PARTIES have executed this AMENDMENT NO. 1 to AGREEMENT RRB 1179
as the date last signed below by the PARTIES.
Washington State Department of Transportation
By: _______________________________
Date: _________________________
Ron Pate, Director, Rail, Freight, and Ports Division
City of Aberdeen
By: _______________________________
Erik Larson, Mayor
City of Aberdeen

Date: _________________________

Approved as to form:

RRB 1179, Amendment 1
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By: _______________________________
Scott Lockwood, Assistant Attorney General
State of Washington

Date: _________________________

Any modification, change or revision to this AGREEMENT requires the further approval as to form by the
Office of the Attorney General.

RRB 1179, Amendment 1
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LEGISLATIVE DEPARTMENT
CITY OF ABERDEEN
TO:

Mayor Larson

THE MEMBERS OF
YOUR COMMITTEE ON:

Public Safety

TO WHOM IT WAS REFERRED:
Memorandum of Understanding for Grays Harbor
County Drug Task Force – Purchase of Real Property
REPORTS AS FOLLOWS:
The Grays Harbor County Drug Task Force (“DTF”) is
comprised of the Cities of Aberdeen and Hoquiam and Grays Harbor County, and operates under
an Interlocal Agreement. The Interlocal Agreement (“ILA”) provides for property ownership
and disbursement, and the DTF is allowed under state law to use proceeds from forfeiture to
improve focused law enforcement. The “Green Jade” operation undertaken by the DTF has
yielded proceeds that could purchase and improve a new DTF operational and evidence storage
facility. A proposed Memorandum of Understanding (“MOU”) supplements the ILA, and
describes property management and maintenance by the County, based on location of the
facility. All funds for the purchase, renovation, maintenance, and operation of the facility is
anticipated to come from DTF forfeiture proceeds with any necessary additional monies coming
equally from the DTF member organizations. There are minor amendments being reviewed by
attorneys from all three organizations, but the final MOU will be substantially what is presented
here.
IT IS RECOMMENDED THAT: City Council authorize execution of an MOU between the
Cities of Aberdeen and Hoquiam and Grays Harbor County supplementing the Drug Task Force
ILA, regarding purchase improvement and maintenance of real property.
____/s/SS______________________
Steve Shumate, Police Chief

__________________________________
Committee Chair

Reported: 03.27.2019

____________________________________
Committee Vice-Chair

Adopted: ___________ 2019

____________________________________
Committee Member
____________________________________
Committee Member

PUBLIC SAFETY COMMITTEE REPORT (DTF MOU – Property)
03.27.2019 City Council Agenda
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PROPOSED - MEMORANDUM OF UNDERSTANDING
BETWEEN GRAYS HARBOR COUNTY, THE
CITY OF ABERDEEN, AND THE CITY OF HOQUIAM
TO PURCHASE REAL PROPERTY
This Memorandum of Understanding is agreed to by and between Grays Harbor County
(“County”), the City of Aberdeen (“Aberdeen”), and the City of Hoquiam (“Hoquiam”), (“Cities”),
collectively “the Parties.”
WHEREAS, the Parties have previously entered into an Interlocal Agreement (“Agreement”)
effective October 17, 2011, to form the Grays Harbor County Joint Drug Task Force (“DTF”); and
WHEREAS, the Agreement provides both for the agency’s ownership of property and for the
disbursement of property if the agency is dissolved; and
WHEREAS, under RCW 69.50.505(10), DTF may utilize the proceeds from forfeited property “for
the expansion and improvement of controlled substances related law enforcement activity;” and
WHEREAS, to date, DTF’s “Green Jade” operation has netted sufficient proceeds from forfeited
property to use for the purchase of real property; and
WHEREAS, DTF offices are in a state of disrepair and are lacking in adequate storage space, and
moreover DTF pays to rent space to store evidence; and
WHEREAS, real property as described in Exhibit A, attached, consisting of over 10,000 square feet
of land and a large pole building with office space has come on the market and is available for
purchase in the amount of $215,000.00, and that with minimal remodeling and installation of a
security system this property would adequately house DTF operations with additional space for
evidence, all at a cost savings over what is currently paid in rent; and
WHEREAS, it is in the best interest of DTF to purchase the real property described in Exhibit A, in
the amount of $215,000 plus closing costs, and to expend additional funds estimated at $75,000
to construct additional office space and security measures at the location; and
WHEREAS, based upon the property’s location, it is prudent to appoint Grays Harbor County to
manage the property, including oversight of the remodeling process, following its purchase,
NOW, THEREFORE, the parties have entered into this Memorandum of Understanding in order
to purchase the property described in Exhibit A and provide for necessary remodeling and
security costs from the proceeds of property forfeited to DTF, as well as account for continued
maintenance and oversight of the building by Grays Harbor County under terms and conditions
set forth herein.
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1.

Statement of Purpose. This Memorandum of Understanding has been entered into in
order to allow for the purchase, remodeling, and continued management of the property
described in Exhibit A.

2.

Obligations of the Parties: Grays Harbor County, the City of Aberdeen, and the City of
Hoquiam promise to:
2.1

2.2

2.3

2.4

2.5

2.6

3.

Agreement to Purchase. The Parties shall purchase the real property located at
305 W Arland, Montesano, Washington, Tax Parcel No. 617070713016, using
funds from the proceeds of forfeitures to DTF. DTF funds shall also be used to pay
any closing costs assigned to the Parties. The Parties shall designate the County
Sheriff to execute all documents on the Parties’ behalf.
Agreement to Renovate. The Parties shall renovate the real property, including
but not limited to renovation of the interior office and storage spaces, as well as
installing a fence and other security measures. The funds for renovation shall be
paid from the proceeds of forfeitures to DTF. The Parties shall designate the
County to manage the renovations, which shall include adhering to the County’s
procurement policies.
Designation of Management. Following the purchase and renovation of the real
property, the Parties shall designate the County Sheriff or his designee to manage
the property. This shall include all maintenance and improvements necessary to
keep the property in good condition. All maintenance and improvement costs
shall be paid by funds from the proceeds of forfeitures to DTF. If such funds are
not available, those costs shall be borne equally by the Parties as provided for in
the Interlocal Agreement.
Insurance. The County shall maintain property insurance through its risk pool
coverage. In the event of property damage or third-party claims the County will
act as lead entity and may, at its discretion, require the Cities to join in the defense
and indemnification of said claims.
Mutual Indemnification as to MOU. Each Party agrees to defend, indemnify and
hold the other Parties, their elected officials, officers, employees, agents and
volunteers harmless from any and all claims, lawsuits, or other legal actions and
from all costs including reasonable attorney’s fees, which arise out of any
negligent act or omission or conduct of the indemnifying Party in the
implementation of this Memorandum of Understanding.
Dispute Resolution. Should any dispute arise between the Parties as to the sale,
maintenance, repairs, etc., related to the purchase or ownership of the real
property, the Parties shall abide by the provisions set forth in Section 2.2 of the
Interlocal Agreement.

Obligation of the County:
3.1

Management. The County shall manage the real property, including securing all
maintenance and necessary improvements to the property. The County, through
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3.2

3.3

3.4
4.

the Sheriff or his designee, shall periodically inform the Cities, through their Police
Chiefs or their designees, of the status of the property.
Billing. The County shall bill DTF for all expenditures made for renovations,
maintenance, repairs, or improvements. The County, through the Sheriff or his
designee, shall inform the Cities, through their Police Chiefs or their designees, of
each such expenditure by providing a copy of the invoice to DTF.
Insurance. The County shall agree to maintain property insurance through its risk
pool coverage, and shall be considered as lead agency in the event of any property
damage or third party claims and resulting insurance claims. The County’s cost for
maintaining property insurance shall be reimbursed by DTF.
Compliance with Regulations. The County shall at all times operate in compliance
with all state and federal regulations.

Term: The term of this Memorandum of Understanding shall commence upon execution
of this document. This Memorandum of Understanding shall be in effect until amended
in writing by the parties or terminated as provided hereafter. The County and City or
Cities may elect to terminate this Memorandum of Understanding by giving written notice
of termination to the other party. Said termination shall be effective ninety (90) days
from the date of receipt of said written notice. Upon termination of this Memorandum
of Understanding, the property shall be sold and assets and liabilities shall be distributed
pursuant to the DTF Interlocal Agreement currently in effect.

Dated this ____ day of __________________, 2019
CITY OF ABERDEEN
Erik Larson, Mayor

ATTEST:

Steve Shumate, Chief of Police

City Clerk

Dated this ____ day of __________________, 2019
CITY OF HOQUIAM
Jasmine Dickhoff, Mayor

ATTEST:

Jeff Myers, Chief of Police

City Clerk
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Dated this ____ day of __________________, 2019
GRAYS HARBOR COUNTY
Randy Ross, Commissioner, Chair
Rick Scott, Sheriff
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ATTEST:

Clerk of the Board

CITY OF ABERDEEN
COMMITTEE REPORT
MR. MAYOR:

Hon. Erik Larson

THE MEMBERS OF
YOUR COMMITTEE ON:

Public Safety and Chief of Police

IN REFERENCE TO:

PURCHASING NEW POLICE RADIOS

Report and recommend as follows:
The Officers of the Aberdeen Police Department are currently utilizing two different portable
radios; the Motorola HT1250 and the KNG-150 (manufactured by BK Technologies). The
Motorola had been the only radio utilized for several years. It was a very durable radio. The
Motorola HT1250 was discontinued by the manufacturer in October of 2015. It has been in
service for approximately 20 years. We have experienced failures with the Motorola over the
past number of years due to its age. The failures included broken parts, bad batteries and normal
wear and tear. The Grays Harbor County Sheriff’s Office and Hoquiam PD also utilized the
Motorola HT1250 however replaced all of those radios with the newest version of the Motorola
over the past couple of years.
Given the failures of the Motorola and not being able to fix them, the department looked at an
economical way to replace them in 2017. That year, we found a supply of new surplus BK
KNG-150 radios. The radios were free of charge with the exception of shipping. The new
radios were programmed by Day Wireless in Lacey to work within the requirements and
specifications of our system. Day Wireless has assisted us in the past with our radios. They are
familiar with the radio system on the Harbor and how our current Motorola radios are
programmed. After they programmed one of the KNG-150 radios, Officer Wayne Schmidt was
able to use that as a master to begin programming the rest of the BK radios.
In October of 2017 we started issuing the KNG-150’s. Soon after issuing, we began getting
feed-back from officers that they were missing calls that officers with the Motorola radios were
not missing. One of the officers was able to demonstrate that his new radio would randomly
begin broadcasting without any officer input. Officer Schmidt was able to duplicate this issue by
simply leaving the radio turned on and sitting on his desk. The radio would indeed begin
broadcasting as if it had an open mic.
After continued complaints from officers about the missed calls and open mics, we found an
authorized BK dealer for the KNG radios; Action Communications in Bremerton. They agreed
to work with us to try to resolve our issues. In May of 2018 the radios were delivered to Action
Communications. They sent the radios to the manufacturer where new cases were installed on
the radios. This was supposedly the cause of the random open mic problem. No known
programing changes were made to the radios.

In July of 2018 we received some of the radios back from Action Communications and again
began issuing the radios to officers. A short time after issuing, one of our Officers returned his
radio with an error code displayed on the screen. We were not able to clear the code to make the
radio function. It was sent back to Action Communications for evaluation. They were not able
to give a clear reason for the cause of this code, but suggested we update the firmware on the
radios. We had another radio that displayed a “FIPS” error. FIPS is the encryption standard
used on these radios. It was suggested that we update the firmware to address the FIPS issue.
In September of this year, we updated the firmware on the radios and again began issuing the
radios. Unfortunately, we continued to get feedback of missed calls and poor transmission.
These issues obviously present a significant officer safety issue. One such example involved one
of our officers who responded to a burglary complaint at Broadway Manor on 10/19/18 (Case #
18-A26615). The officer eventually located two suspects and attempted to call dispatch on his
radio however it did not transmit. One of the suspects then attempted to escape so the officer
again tried to call for assistance however the radio would not transmit. The officer had an
altercation with the one suspect however the individual was able to flee. The officer was able to
detain the other suspect. This is one example of the officer safety challenges of not having
reliable communications.
As a final effort to make the NGK-150’s usable, Technician Mike Sanderson reviewed the
programming that we are using for the radios and tried some fine tuning. Unfortunately, he saw
no noticeable improvement in the performance of the radio. Also, during the time period that we
have attempted to use the BK radios, we have had to replace several of the lapel microphones
due to the clip on the back of the mic breaking or the microphone simply stops functioning. We
still do not know what is causing the performance issues with the NGK radios.
We are currently short on radios, forcing officers to share. Sharing radios causes issues at
dispatch as each radio is programmed with a code that identifies the officer. This causes
confusion with dispatch if they are not notified the radio is being shared. Another downside to
sharing is that batteries are not given time to fully recharge and we do not have enough spare
batteries to allow for each officer to have a freshly charged battery.
The Aberdeen Fire Department has begun issuing the Motorola 6000 radio to replace their aging
HT1250 radios. They are reporting much improved transmitting and reception over the HT1250
radios. We have borrowed an APX6000 (Motorola 6000) and have found that it will transmit
and receive better in areas where our current radios have issues; such as the hospital, high school
and jail areas.
I am requesting authorization to pursue the purchase of fifty (50) Motorola APX6000 radios for
the Criminal and Corrections divisions at a cost of approximately $183,686.66. I would utilize
funds from the Grays Harbor County Drug Task Force Suspense Fund to make this purchase.
Taking into account the possible purchase of the new Drug Task Force building in Montesano,
WA, the Aberdeen Police Department still has approximately $475,000.00 available to make this
purchase.

The attached quote is for 50 APX6000 radios, belt holsters for each radio, and charging banks.
It is recommended that the City Council approve that the Aberdeen Police Department be
allowed to purchase fifty (50) Motorola APX6000 radios for the Department at a cost of
approximately $183,686.66.
_______________________________
Steven J. Shumate
Chief of Police

___________________________________
Tim Alstrom
___________________________________
Kathi Prieto

Reported: March 27, 2019
___________________________________
Frank Gordon
_______________________________________

Tawni Andrews

Adopted: ____________________

CITY OF ABERDEEN
COMMITTEE REPORT
MR. MAYOR:

Hon. Erik Larson

THE MEMBERS OF
YOUR COMMITTEE ON:

Public Safety and Chief of Police

IN REFERENCE TO:

PURCHASING NEW POLICE SERVICE
PISTOLS

Report and recommend as follows:
The Aberdeen Police Department currently utilizes the Model 22 Glock .40 caliber service pistol.
The majority of these pistols were purchased in late 2010 when the department entered into the
“Swap a Glock” program. This program exchanges a law enforcement agency’s current Glock
pistols for new Glock pistols and offers a trade in value towards the purchase of each new pistol.
This trade in value drastically cuts the overall cost incurred to the agency while rewarding
continued law enforcement use of the Glock Inc. law enforcement pistols.
The Glock Law Enforcement Duty Pistols were designed to withstand the stresses and use
requirements by law enforcement personnel for 10 years. With the majority of the agency’s duty
pistols being purchased in 2010, the current equipment is nearing the end of its intended ten-year
life span, set by the manufacture and standards in law enforcement. The “Swap a Glock”
program still exists and is managed through one law enforcement Blueline Dealer in each state.
Gunarama in Spokane, WA. is that state wide Blueline Dealer for Washington.
In addition to the upgrade from our aging inventory to new, it is the recommendation from the
Police Department’s Firearms Training Unit (FTU) that the department transition to the Model
17 Glock 9mm. This change has been evaluated and found to be a more cost effective platform
for ammunition and training expenses as the 9mm round is more readily available and produces
lower recoil energy. This will greatly help small handed officers and those that have difficulty
during qualifications due to the amount of recoil produced by the .40 caliber round. The 9mm is
quickly becoming the standard to American Law Enforcement agencies after 15 years of the .40
caliber being the preferred law enforcement round. Approximately 75% of all American Law
Enforcement Agencies are now using the 9mm weapon platforms.
At the beginning of February 2019, FTU members with the department began testing and
evaluating the Glock 17 Gen 5 MOS 9mm with a Leupold Delta Point Pro Red Dot Sight, TLR-1
HL Weapon light and Safarilands 6360 LE Duty triple retention Holster. Since the beginning of
the test and evaluation process, officers have found very positive results. The advancement in the
equipment technology resulted in better accuracy during qualifications, and improved confidence
in tactical situations. The overall deployment of this system allows for the officers of the
Aberdeen Police Department to have the best possible equipment available to them.

The total cost for this transition in equipment is estimated at $49,895.79 after trade in. This cost
may be further reduced if our purchases coincide with other local law enforcement agencies.
The Grays Harbor County Sheriff’s Office is also pursuing this same transition. The Hoquiam
Police Department is currently evaluating it. We are requesting authorization to purchase
replacement service pistols not to exceed $50,000. The funds utilized will be from the Grays
Harbor County Drug Task Force Suspense Fund and not from the Police Department’s budget.
Attached is the Gunarama Quote for the pistols. They are the only source to do the “Swap a
Glock” program. The rest of the prices listed are from the manufactures current price lists. The
non-quoted items may receive better pricing due to total amounts ordered and/or through other
dealer incentives during the purchase process.
Glock 17 Gen 5 MOS 9mm Service Pistols

x56 @429.00

$ 10,099.39

This price is after Swap a Glock Program (Gunarama Quote attached)
TLR-1 HL Weapon Lights w/ pressure switch

x56 @ 157.95

$ 8,845.20

Leupold RDS Delta Point Pro (Black)

x56 @ 260.00

$ 14,560.00

Dawson Precision Tritium Co-witnessed
Safariland Holsters

(Duty)

Safariland Holster

(Admin/Det)

Safariland Holster

(CRU)

x56

@ 118.95

$ 6,661.20

x50 @ 116.40

$ 5,820.00

x10

@ 110.00

x10

@ 281.00

$ 1,100.00
$ 2,810.00

It is recommended that the City Council approve that the Aberdeen Police Department be
allowed to participate in the “Swap a Glock” program and replace service pistols not to exceed
$50,000.
_______________________________
Steven J. Shumate
Chief of Police

___________________________________
Tim Alstrom
___________________________________
Kathi Prieto

Reported: March 27, 2019
___________________________________
Frank Gordon
_______________________________________

Tawni Andrews

Adopted: ____________________

GWLE

Gunarama Wholesale Inc
Law Enforcement Equip..

Law Enforcement Firearms ~ Ammunition ~ Accessories ~
David Henry, Sales
4009 E. Mission Ave - Spokane, WA. 99202
Aberdeen Police Department
Attn: Det. Jason Perkinson
21O East Market Street
Aberdeen, WA 98520

QUOTATION

Phone: 360-538-4424
Email: ioerkinson@aberdeenwa.aov
Est. Delivery Date: 90-120 days ARO
Item#

Qtv

1

56

Tel 509-535-3040 ext.136
Toll free 800-223-2520 ext.136
Date
Valid to
Quote#
Page
Reference#

2/27/2019
27-May-19
AberdeenPDGlok022719
1 of 1

Delivery Via: Best Way
Description

Glock Gen-5 G17 MOS, 9mm, 4.5" w/Fixed Sights & Front Serrations
3-17 Round Magazines, Cleaning Rod/Brush and Lock

Unit Cost

Extension

$429.00

$24,024.00

Department Purchase Order and Current Federal
Excise Tax Form are Required

Department Trade-In Weapons
3

-38

Glock Gen-4 G22 w/Night Sights and Three Magazines

($250.00)

($9,500.00)

4

-13

Glock Gen-4 G23 w/Night Sights and Three Magazines

($250.00)

($3,250.00)

5

-8

Glock Gen-4 G27 w/Night Sights and Three Magazines

($250.00)

($2,000.00)

Note:AII guns must be in working condition with no missing parts. Dept.
to supply a letter with shipment that guns have been inspected by an
armorer and are safe and functional.

Freight: Shipped From Factory
Sub Total
Washington State Sales Tax @ 8.9%
Departmental prices do not include sales tax or FET (where applicable).

Departmental prices are Net 30 days for each invoice.

P/P
$9,274.00
$825.39

Total

$10,099.39

Deductions will be made if trade-in weapons are damaged or not as specified.
Trade-in pistols must be complete with three magazines, sights and grips,
unless otherwise noted.
Shipping Costs of Trade-in Weapons are the Department's Responsibility.

Trade-in weapons must be turned in within 30 days after receipt of new
pistols unless other arrangements are made.
Manufacturer's Warranty ONLY applies to all products, if so warranted.

Authorized Signature· David Henry

davidh@gw-le.com

(PROPOSED) RESOLUTION No. 2019 - ______
A RESOLUTION SUBMITTING TO THE VOTERS OF THE CITY OF
ABERDEEN AT THE 2019 MUNICIPAL GENERAL ELECTION A PROPOSED
CHARTER AMENDMENT REDUCING THE SIZE OF THE CITY COUNCIL FROM
TWELVE TO SEVEN.
BE IT RESOLVED BY THE MAYOR AND CITY COUNCIL OF ABERDEEN:
that at the municipal general election to be held in November 2019 there shall be submitted to the
voters of the City of Aberdeen, for their approval or rejection as provided by law, the following
Charter amendment:
Charter Amendment No. 23
Section 2 of the Aberdeen City Charter, as amended by Charter Amendment 15, shall be
amended to read as follows:
Section 2. OFFICERS. The elective officers of the City shall consist of a Mayor and
seven Councilmembers. The Mayor and one Councilmember shall be elected by the
voters of the City at large. Six Councilmembers shall be elected by the voters of the
respective wards. The terms of the Mayor and the six Councilmembers to be elected by
wards shall be four years. The term of the Councilmember to be elected at large shall be
two years. The terms of Councilmembers shall be so staggered that three ward
Councilmembers and the Councilmember-at-Large shall be elected at each municipal
general election.
Based on election cycles, this amendment has no effect on Mayoral elections, nor on the
four-year term of the Mayor. The first election of Councilmembers under this
amendment shall be held at the November 2021 municipal general election, at which time
shall be elected three Councilmembers for four year terms, and until their successors are
elected and qualified, and three ward Councilmembers and the Councilmember-at-Large
for two year terms and until their successors are elected and qualified. The
Councilmembers representing wards 1, 2, and 3 shall be elected for four year terms. The
Councilmembers representing wards 4, 5, and 6 shall be elected for the initial two year
terms in 2021 but all subsequent terms for Councilmembers elected to represent wards 4,
5, and 6 shall be four years. The terms of this amendment shall apply to all
Councilmembers elected at the November 2019 municipal general election and their
terms shall expire on December 31, 2021, and the terms of the Councilmembers elected
in the November 2021 municipal general election shall commence immediately after
December 31, 2021.
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The appointive officers shall consist of a Finance Director, Corporation Counsel, Fire
Chief, City Engineer, Chief of Police, Police Judge, Water Superintendent, Building
Inspector, Street Commissioner, Health Officer and the incumbents of such other offices
as may from time to time be created by ordinance. The Finance Director, Corporation
Counsel, Fire Chief, City Engineer, Chief of Police, Police Judge, Water Superintendent,
Building Inspector, Street Commissioner and Health Officer shall be appointed by the
Mayor and confirmed by the City Council.
Section 57 of the Aberdeen City Charter shall be amended to read as follows:
Section 57. CHARTER AMENDMENTS. Upon a vote of five Councilmembers, or
upon a petition of 15% of the qualified registered voters of the city, voting at the last
preceding general municipal election, any amendment to this Charter shall be submitted
to the people for their rejection or approval at the next following general municipal
election, and when approved by a majority of the voters voting upon such proposition,
such amendment shall become a part of the Charter.
BE IT FURTHER RESOLVED that the ballot title, as prepared by the Corporation Counsel,
shall be as follows:
“Shall the City Charter be amended to reduce the city council from twelve to seven members,
with one elected from each of the six wards and one elected at large.
FOR the Proposed Amendment
AGAINST the Proposed Amendment

[]
[]”

BE IT FURTHER RESOLVED that the Finance Director is directed to cause the above
proposition to be placed on the election ballot at the next municipal general election in
November 2009 and to publish such notice as may be required by law.
PASSED and APPROVED on ____day of ___________________ 2019.
______________________________
Erik Larson, Mayor
ATTESTED:
_____________________________
M. Patrice Kent, City Clerk (Corporation Counsel)
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